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ABSTRACT 
With the rapid development of computer technologies, the need to integrate 
computers into teaching English to speakers as other languages (TESOL) has 
increased. Much research conducted in the use of computers in language teaching and 
learning has found the possibilities of using computers in this flcld. However, while 
many studies in using computers in language teaching and learning are based on 
developing reading and writing skills, not much research has focused on the practice 
of listening and speaking skills, particularly the latter. With the increasing variety of 
software and online programs for language teaching and learning, there has recently 
emerged interest in the ways in which computer technologies can be used to support 
language learners to develop their listening and speaking skills. 
The research investigated how computers, including computer software and online 
programs, can be used to develop learners' listening and speaking skills in English as 
a second language (ESL) teaching and learning in the UK. The possibilities of using 
computers as supplementary tools, for developing listening and speaking skills are 
discussed with reference to participating teachers and students' perspectives, students' 
questionnaires and observations in computer rooms at two UK university language 
centres. Two case studies are described with similar examples of using technology in 
promoting language skills in ESL teaching and learning. 
The findings suggest that computers provide students with opportunities to develop 
listening and speaking skills in their language learning at their own pace. However, 
this study also found that students still need various types of support ftom the teacher 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The computer may be considered as a relatively supplemental tool for Teaching 
English to Speakers as Other Languages (TESOL). Using computers may enhance 
and enrich language teaching and learning, and may also make language learning 
more attractive. A number of institutions or language centres around the world have 
employed computers in TESOL teaching, including Great Britain. Based on a study of 
the use of the computer programs in pre-sessional English courses in UK university 
language centres, this dissertation provides examples of what and how computers are 
situated in TESOL courses to develop overseas students' listening and speaking skills. 
This chapter starts with a brief review of previous research in using computers in 
TESOL. I then explore several previous studies in which computers have been used 
for improving listening and speaking skills at selected UK university language 
ccntrcs. I also provide a brief overview of tasks in TESOL, which I also aim to focus 
on in using computers in this study. The aims of this study and how this research 
contributes to the field of using computers to develop listening and speaking skills in 
TESOL are presented. Finally, I introduce the organisation of this dissertation. 
1.2 Research in using computers in TESOL 
Many studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of the use of computers in 
TESOL, and many findings and evidence provide positive evaluation for this field 
(see Warschauer and Healey, 1998, Gamble, 2000, and Chapelle 2001,2003). 
However, in view of current knowledge and research on Computer-Assisted 
Language Leaming (CALL), most of the research and examples of the use of CALL 
are concerned with supporting reading and writing skills. By way of contrast, CALL 
studies which focus on supporting listening and speaking skills, particularly the latter, 
are still under researched and present a new challenge. 
However, with the development of technology, computers offer possibilities and 
opportunities for language learners to practise their listening and speaking skills. 
Hanson-Smith (1997) suggested that computers contribute to the opportunity for 
I 
individual learners to select the learning style they prefer. McFarlane supported this in 
an international seminar for research e-learning in Higher Education in December, 
2004 in York, UK. She remarked that computer technology is a big challenge for 
teachers and researchers, but that it provides more options to learners and it should be 
one of the possible tools for education. In terms of language teaching and the use of 
computers, according to Paulsen (200 1: 1): 
"It is no longer a question of whether to take advantages of these electronic technologies 
in foreign language instruction, but of how to harness them and guide our students in 
their use. " 
Chapelle (2003: 81) adds that research for CALL should "provide some evidence 
about the design of the software, the learners' use of CALL, or the way that the 
teacher has organized the task, " and should offer suggestions to teachers and students 
on how to use computers in language teaching and learning successfully. Research 
needs to be conducted to help teachers better understand which software and 
computer-based tasks may enhance language learning for general and specific 
language lcarncrs, because the computer comes to play a potential role for second 
language teaching and learning. 
Therefore, more studies are required to be carried out to provide the evaluative 
evidence in the use of computers for developing listening and speaking skills. I am 
interested in this within the TESOL context. Since computers are used in many 
subjects in education, including developing reading and writing skills in TESOL field, 
I believe that the computer is one of the good tools to support listening and speaking 
skills and can be used in language teaching and learning either in the computer room 
or via the Internet. With the increasing variety of software and online programs in 
TESOL field, and the increasing speed of broadband available, there has recently 
emerged interest in the ways in which the computer is used to support language 
learners to practise their listening and speaking skills (see Slater and Varney-Burch, 
2001, Butlcr-Pascoc and Wiburg, 2003, Hegelheimer and Tower, 2004 and Egbcrt, 
2005). As Slater and VarneY-Burch (2001) state, computers are used to support 
listening skills. Interestingly, computers are also used for oral practice (Butler-Pascoe 
and Wiburg, 2003 and Hcgclhcimer and Tower, 2004). 
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However, are there any examples that computers are being used as a means to develop 
listening and speaking in the UK, an English-speaking environment? Arc there any 
language centrcs integrating computers into listening and speaking programmes in 
TESOL in the UK? If so, arc they useful and in which ways? Hence, this study aims 
to find evidence to explore whether computers are being used and how they are used 
to support overseas students' listening and speaking skills in TESOL in the UK. 
1.3 Using computers for Improving listening and speaking skills at UK 
university language centres 
In recent years, an increasing number of overseas students have come to the UK to 
study for bachelor or postgraduate degrees. Jamie (2006) reported from British 
Council that around 270,000 overseas students were studying at UK universities in 
2005. The number of Chinese students has risen very quickly in recent years as well. 
According to a report by Lv (2005), the number of Chinese students studying at UK 
universities was 50,000 in 2005. This investigation also reported that many Chinese 
students do not become involved in aspects of British culture: they do not read 
newspapers, listen to English radio, watch TV, and are not concerned with what 
happens in the broaden UK society. Their language skills remain weak, even though 
they study in the UK. Banerjee (2001) conducted a study in a UK university to 
investigate overseas students' listening and speaking competence in English. She 
found that understanding English lectures and expressing opinions and comments are 
still problems for some international students. Even when they graduate from a 
masters degree after one year, problems in listening and speaking may still persist. 
Similarly, Bamford (2006) found that many overseas students, in particular from far 
eastern countries (e. g. China), do not have enough English language skills for their 
academic study in the UK. 'Mcreforc, they struggle to deal with their academic study, 
both linguistically and culturally. She then suggests that institutions need to offer 
more support to international students to cope with the requirements of their academic 
study in UK universities. Subject and study skills related to language support can 
enhance students' learning experience. Based on Bamford's study, Jamie (2006) 
called on institutions to increase the awareness of raising language training to 
overseas students in order to help their academic study. 
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Further, despite the fact that many universities have language centres, and offer 
English as a Second Language (ESL) courses to help them improve language skills, 
many overseas students still have problems in listening and speaking, and one of the 
challenges is that they need to take up more opportunities in order to improve their 
ability to speak and understand English. 
With the development of new technologies, more computer programs have been 
produced in the area of TESOL. For example, a group of UK universities (e. g. 
Warwick, Reading, Southampton), and software companies, such as SKY Software 
House, have produced computer programs for improving ESL learners' listening and 
speaking skills. Indeed, several studies have focused on the use of the computer 
programs, including software and online programs, such as, SKY, EASE, College 
English and eLanguages for developing listening and speaking skills (e. g. Nesi, 2001, 
Gilmour, 2004, Watson and Wright, 2005 and Zhao, 2007). They illustrate how these 
computer programs have been used in UK language centres to support overseas 
students in developing their language skills both for academic and general study. 
Therefore, if institutions in the UK provide software or online programs for overseas 
students to use, not only at language centres, but also outside of class, computers may 
have the potential to contribute to developing their listening and speaking skills in the 
UK. Language teachers do, however, need to develop an awareness of how CALL 
programs may support listening and speaking and thus, more research is needed to 
develop insightfully for this. Hence, it is expected that this research study can 
contribute to the area of computer mcdiatcd teaching and learning, with specific 
references to develop listening and speaking skills in TESOL. 
1.4 Tasks in TESOL 
In the area of TESOL/Applicd Linguistics, there has been an upsurge of interest in 
task-bascd teaching and learning in the last decade. The study of tasks is considered to 
have close links with developments in research of second language acquisition (SLA) 
(e. g. Ellis, 2003). Tasks are defined as an activity or exercise in the classroom for 
learners to use language, which can involve any of the four language skills (reading, 
writing, listening and speaking) that has a specific meaning-focus purpose and a 
connection with the real-world language use (Skehan, 1998, Lee, 2000, Bygate, et al., 
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2001 and Ellis, 2003). Fostcr (2001) suggests that language teachers can use native 
speakers models for learners to compare their own language choices during tasks, 
providing learners with the opportunity to see how native speakers use language in 
real contexts, especially in the same task. With the use of computers, ESL learners 
can also listen to native speakers' samples with audio or video sources, from the 
software or the Internet, instead of a tape-rccordcr, to improve their listening and 
speaking skills through computer-bascd tasks. 
1.5 Aims of this study 
This study aims to investigate how computers are used to develop students' listening 
and speaking skills in their ESL learning, including an analysis of computer sof1warc 
and online programs at two UK university language ccntres. The study explores the 
extent to which computers are used and are found to be beneficial as supplementary 
tools for promoting listening and speaking skills. It will focus on how teachers and 
students use the computer-based tasks to enhance the development of the two 
language skills. The research questions in this study are: 
1. What computer programs and computer-based tasks do the target language centres 
provide for developing students' listening and speaking skills? 
2. What are the perspectives of teachers and students in the target university language 
centres in using computer programs to develop listening and speaking skills? 
3. How do students develop their listening and speaking skills on computers for self 
study? 
4. What types of support do teachers provide for students when working on 
computer-based tasks? 
5. In what ways do students collaborate when completing tasks using computers for 
listening and speaking? 
This study therefore aims to find examples and evidence that show the possibilities of 
using computer programs to promote listening and speaking language learning, thus 
offering more options for teaching and Icarning in computer mediated environments 
for language teachers in the UK, China and elsewhere. Specifically, it aims to make a 
contribution to the use of CALL in listening and speaking in two ways: in the forM of 
recommendations (a) to language teachers on the ways of using CALL tasks to 
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develop students' listening and speaking skills; and (b) to inform policy development 
on using CALL resources to improve students' listening and speaking skills to 
university language centrcs in the UK and elsewhere, in particular, Chinese TESOL 
context so that they may 'leapfrog' into the information age. 
1.6 Organisation of dissertation 
There are eight chapters in this dissertation. The purpose and aims of this research 
have been defined in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, theories on Icamer motivation in second 
language learning are explored, followed by a discussion of teachers' role in using 
computers in language teaching. Next, the context of collaboration between students 
is introduced. Finally, principles for computer-based tasks including tasks for 
developing learners' listening and speaking skills are highlighted. 
In Chapter 3,1 start by exploring research studies on the use of computers for 
developing students' listening and speaking skills, including software and online 
programs. This is followed by a review of some recent computer programs used in 
UK universities for improving students' listening and speaking skills. 
The design of this study is presented in Chapter 4. First, the research questions and a 
rationale for the case studies are identified. Then I report on the first phase of this 
study to identify samples and a pilot study. The second phase is discussed with 
reference to data collection methods, including questionnaires, interviews and 
observations, used in the two UK universities language centres that were the research 
sites for the main study. Finally, ethical issues are discussed. 
The results are discussed in three chapters. Chapter 5 describes the target university 
language ccntrcs' profiles and the computer programs that they use for developing 
listening and speaking skills. This section offers an overview of computer-based tasks 
in the computer programs provided in the two centres. In addition, this chapter 
provides data on students' and teachers' attitudes to and perceptions of using CALL 
tasks to develop listening and speaking skills, based on an analysis of interview data 
with students and teachers, and questionnaires with students. Problems in using 
computers for listening and speaking are discussed from participants' perspectives as 
well. 
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Chapter 6 presents the details of how students work on various CALL tasks as self- 
study to practise their listening and speaking skills, based on a variety of computer 
programs. It draws upon the analysis of interviews, observations and questionnaires. It 
discusses whether these computcr-bascd tasks arc useful for students to improve their 
listening and speaking skills or not, based on the authenticity of computer programs 
and motivation for students in using computers. 
Chapter 7 describes how teachers provide various types of support to help students 
use computers to develop their language skills. It explores whether the assistance and 
feedback ftorn teachers can enhance students' learning with computers. I then discuss 
collaboration between students while using computcr-based tasks, and whether these 
collaborations are useful. This analysis is based on interview, observation and 
questionnaire data. 
The conclusion of this dissertation is in Chapter 8. First, an overview of the main 
findings and the impact of this study are provided. Then recommendations are 
presented that arise from the findings of the study. Finally, strengths and limitations 
of this study and future research in this field are highlighted. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review: 
Learner motivation, teacher's role, collaboration and tasks in 
language learning 
2.1 Introduction 
Studies have found that computers motivate language learners to work on computer- 
based tasks to develop their language skills (e. g. Motteram, 1997, Warschauer and 
Healey, 1998, Hoven, 1999, Benson, 2001, Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003, Fang 
and Warschauer, 2004 and Barr et al., 2005). There is also evidence that use of 
computers supports students' language learning, increases their computer literacy and 
develops their cultural awareness and social identity in the target culture (Chapelle, 
2001). With the development of multimedia software and online programs, the 
potential to develop learners' listening and speaking skills in language teaching and 
Icaming increases. 
However, many studies only draw on students' working independently on computers 
to develop their language skills and have not explored the crucial role of the support 
from teachers and/or their peers. Some educational researchers have argued that the 
support from teachers and peers is still the key to the successful use of computers in 
language education (e. g. Bax, 2003 and Chapelle, 2003). 
In this chapter, I explore the theoretical background to using computers in language 
teaching and learning, covering several key issues. I firstly look at theories on learner 
motivation in language learning in section 2.2. Then, I draw together the key theories 
concerned with the teacher's role when computers are used in language teaching (2.3). 
Studies that have investigation the nature of collaboration including in computer use 
are analysed in 2.4. Theoretical studies on tasks in listening and speaking and 
computer-based tasks are discussed in section 2.5, followed by a summary of this 
chapter in 2.6. 
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2.2 Learner motivation 
This study explores learners' language learning processes on computers for 
developing listening and speaking skills and investigates the extent to which 
computers may motivate learners to take charge of their own learning and enhance 
their language learning. This first section provides an overview of theories of 
motivation in psychological terms as well as learner motivation in second language 
learning. This is followed by a brief discussion on learner autonomy and the link 
between motivation and learner autonomy is presented. 
ZZI Motivation in learning 
The discussion of motivation needs to be informed by theories of psychology because 
motivation is a psychological process. In reviewing many publications, human 
motivation is defined from various perspectives in psychology. Dornyei (2001) 
surnmarises four key motivation theories from researchers in psychology: expectancy- 
value theory (e. g. Brophy, 1999), goal theory (e. g. Locke and Latham, 1990), self- 
determination theory (e. g. Deci and Ryan, 1985 and Vallerland, 1997) and social 
psychological theory (e. g. Weiner, 1994). According to Weiner's (1992: 17) 
definition: 
"Motivation is the study of the determinants of thought and action-it addresses why 
behaviour is initiated, persists, and stops, as well as what choice made. " 
In other words, motivation deals with "the why of the behaviour (thought), as 
contrasted with the how and the what of behaviour (action)" (McClelland, 1985: 4). 
McClelland (1985) explains motivation simply stating that if a person wishes to do 
something, he or she is likely to be recognised as having motivation. 
In the educational field, however, Weiner (1984: 18) argues that student motivation 
needs to cover: 
66 ... many concepts and their interrelationships. Any theory based on a single concept, 
whether that concept is reinforcement, self-worth, optimal motivation, or something else, 
will be insufficicrit to deal with the complexity of classroom activities. " 
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This suggests that it is better to define motivation in a combined approach rather than 
through a single concept. For cxample,, D8myei (2001: 8) states that motivation is 
rcsponsible for: 
why people decide to do something, 
how long they are willing to sustain the activity, 
how hard they are going to purpose it. 
This means that motivation affects learners' decisions about why they learn 
something and what they should do, how long they spend on it and how much effort 
they are prepared to put into their activity to learn something. When learners have 
motivation in Icaming something, they will carry on the relevant activity, cope with 
the challenges, invest time and persist to achieve the goal. D6myei (2001) further 
suggests that motivation is related to learners' behaviours in learning activities where 
these give pleasure and satisfaction, to dealing with challenges and to completing 
something (Vallerland, 1997). Similarly, Pintrich and Schunk (1996: 3) note that 
motivated students show "interest in activities, work diligently, feel self-confident, 
stick with tasks, and perform well". Hence, motivation may focus on actions carried 
out for the learner's own purpose to experience joy, satisfaction and curiosity, for 
instance, enjoying and being interested in doing an activity, or to make an 
achievement. In addition, when learners believe the task is crucial for them, or 
meeting learners' values and needs in learning, they are also likely to be motivated. 
This can affect learners' Icaming and actions (Pintrich and Schunk, 1996, Vallerland, 
1997 and D8myci, 2001). In contrast, unmotivated students may lack concentration, 
and may not put efforts or ask for help when they encounter questions or problems 
(Pintrich and Schunk, 1996). Thus, when learners want to learn something, they have 
to be motivated. 
Motivation has also been researched in relation to language leaming processes 
(Gardner, 1985), as particular interest in this study. In second language learning 
situations, for example, Chinese students who come to study in the UK may be 
motivated to learn English both for academic and communicative purposes for 
studying and living in the UK. They may also want to please their parents and face the 
pressure to achieve their studies in the UK. 
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Historically, there have been two main sorts of motivation in second language 
Icarning: integrative motivation and instrumental motivation (Gardner and Lambert, 
1972). The first type of motivation refcrs to "rcflccting a sincere and personal interest 
(or enjoyment) in the people and culture represented by other group, " and the second 
is related to "rciNcting the practical value (or needs) and advantage of Warning a new 
language" (Gardner and Lambert, 1972: 132). Furthermore, Gardner and Lambert 
(1972) propose from some research studies that the first type of motivation may 
maintain longer term motivation than the second one. In other words, learners who 
have integrative motivation may do better than those who have instrumental 
motivation in their language Icaming. 
However, I believe the two kinds of motivation are related to cach other because 
when learners achieve learning purposes for their practical needs, it also resonates 
with their satisfaction in their language learning process. As Ushioda (1996: 42) 
argues, we should not simply distinguish language learning motivation within 
integrative and instrumental motivation because "motivational thinking in language 
learning should be viewed as relative, dynamic and interdependent, rather than 
mutually exclusive. " Gardner (1985: 10) also states: 
"Motivation in the present context refers to the combination of effort plus desire to achieve 
the goal of learning the language plus favourable attitudes towards learning the language. " 
Their views support an approach that describes motivation as a single concept in 
language learning, which will be adopted in the discussion that follows. Hence, in a 
general sense, motivated learners put enthusiastic effort into the learning process 
when they wish to learn a second language, which may be associated with successful 
learning (Domyei and Ott6,1998). Motivation also involves maintaining interest and 
spending time and energy in studying hard in second language learning (Williams and 
Burden, 1997). This suggests that if language learners want to complete a task, are 
interested in doing a task and put in time and effort into achieving their learning goals, 
then they are regarded as being motivated in their language learning. Dbrnyci (2001) 
also suggests that when learners like doing a task, they arc motivated and they are 
normally willing to spend a great deal of time on it. 
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Furthermore, Gardner (1985: 82-83), in his discussion of motivation in these contexts, 
suggests that students learn a second language because of "positive feelings towards 
the community that speaks that language. " Gardner and Lambert (1972) also propose 
that language learners not only learn about the language, but also use the language to 
communicate with other people in the community. Thus, motivation in second 
language learning links learners' communicative purposes and their attitudes to the 
target language society (Lightbown and Spada, 1993). 
Moreover, motivation to learn a second language can be seen as crucially responsible 
for enhancing or inhibiting intercultural communication and connection (Gardner and 
Lambert, 1972). Unsurprisingly, motivation is seen as essential for making an effort 
in language learning and "to engage the processes of comprehension" (Chapelle, 
2003: 39). Motivation will affect second language learners' levels of achievement in 
the target language, and it also has a significant influence on how students learn and 
what they learn (Gardner and Lambert 1972). 
The above suggest that when learners are interested in and enjoy learning the 
language, or feel they need to learn a new language from a practical point of view, for 
example for academic purpose, or wish to learn a second language to communicate 
with other people in the community, in travel or in business, they will be motivated to 
learn and speak the target language. They may spend a long time and work hard and 
effectively in language leaming activities, which may lead to efficient learning. This 
can help them to achieve their objectives in communicating with others, or coping 
with challenges in the academic environment and day to day real life situations. In 
contrast, if learners do not have the motivation to learn the target language, this may 
hinder their second language learning. 
Thus, in the CALL context, if students are interested in and enjoy using computers, or 
feel satisficd and perceive value in working on computer-based tasks to develop their 
listening and speaking skills, they are likely to be motivated and put effort into tasks 
at their own pace which relates to learner autonomy discussed in the next section. 
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ZZ2 Leanter autononty 
Autonomy has been found important in learning (Holec, 1981, Dickinson, 1987, Dam, 
1990, Little, 1991 and Scharle and Szab6,2000). Thus, when we discuss learning in 
education, we need to draw attention to Icamcr autonomy as well. Autonomy has been 
variously dcfincd. For example, Holcc (1981: 3) defines autonomy is when the Icamcr 
is willing to learn and has the "ability to take charge of one's Icarning. " Dickinson 
(1987: 11) also defines autonomy as "the situation in which the learner is totally 
responsible for all of the decisions concerned with his learning and implementation of 
those decisions. " Little (1991: 4) proposes that autonomy is "essentially a matter of 
the learner's psychological relation to the process and content of Icaming-a capacity 
for detachment, critical reflection, decision making, and independent action. " 
Dam (1990: 17) dcscribcs what an autonomous Icarner is: 
"An autonomous learricr is an active participant in the social processes of learning, but 
also an active interpreter of new information in terms of what she/he already and uniquely 
knows. It is essential that an autonomous learner is stimulated to evolve an awareness of 
the aims and processes of learning and is capable of the crucial reflection which 
syllabuses and curricula ftcquently require but traditional pedagogical measures rarely 
achieve. " 
Scharle and Szab6 (2000: 4) address autonomy from the point of view of student 
decision-making and discuss the relationship between autonomy and successful 
leaming: 
64autonomy as the freedom and ability to manage one's own affairs, which entails the right 
to make decisions as well... success in learning very much depends on learners having a 
responsible attitude. " 
These views suggest that when learners are active or willing to learn and have skills to 
take control over their learning, they are likely to be autonomous learners, thereby 
increasing the chances of successful learning. 
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Learner autonomy has also been considered crucial in second language learning 
(Bergen, 1990, Dam, 1995, Benson and Voller, 1997, Thanasoulas, 2000 and Benson, 
2001). As Bergen (1990: 102) contends, in second language learning context: 
"Learner autonomy is characterized by a readiness to take charge of one's own learning in 
the service of one's needs and purposes. This entails a capacity and willingness to act 
independently and in co-operation with others, as a socially responsible person. " 
Hence, learner autonomy requires learners to take responsibility for their own 
language learning with appropriate skills and willingness to achieve their learning 
purposes (Dam, 1995). Further, autonomous learning is also associated with 
successful language learning (Little, 1990, Dickinson, 1995, Scharle and Szab6,2000 
and Benson, 2001). Scharle and Szab6 (2000: 4) state: "Some degree of autonomy is 
also essential to successful language learning. No matter how much students learn 
through lessons, there is always plenty more they will need to learn by practice, on 
their own. " The implication of this is that autonomy is essential to efficient learning in 
both general learning and language learning (Benson, 2001). In other words, 
autonomy is beneficial to more effective learning (Dickinson, 1995). As Little (1990: 
8) puts it, if language learners want to use the target language efficiently in 
communication: 
"they must be autonomous to extent of having sufficient independence, self-reliance and 
self-confidence to fulfil the variety of social, psychological and discourse roles in which 
they will be cast. " 
This suggests that, in order to learn a new language effectively, learners need to take 
control of their own learning and decide what they should do and how they should do 
it. They must be active roles in their own learning process. Hence, learner autonomy 
sccms to be crucial for successful language learning. 
Motivation and autonomy 
With respect to the link between motivation and leamer autonomy, Dickinson (1995: 
174) reviews a number of studies and concludes: 
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"it has been shown that there Is substantial evidence ftom cognitive motivational studies 
that learning success and enhanced motivation Is conditional on learners taking 
responsibility for their own Icaming, being able to control their own learning and 
perceiving that their learning successes or failures are to be attributed to their own efforts 
and strategies rather than to factors outside their control. Each of these conditions Is a 
characteristic of learner autonomy as it is described in applied linguistics. " 
Dickinson's views above demonstrate that motivation can promote learner autonomy 
which affects successful second language learning. In this passage, Dickinson (1995: 
1) suggests that there is an important link between autonomy and motivation: 
"Autonomous learners become more highly motivated and that autonomy leads to better, 
more effective work. " 
Scharle and Szab6 (2000) agree that motivation and autonomy enhance each other: 
66 ... motivated learners are more able to identify with the goals of Icarning and that 
makes them more willing to take responsibility for the outcome. " In turn, autonomy 
also reinforces motivation (Scharle and Szab6,2000). 
Similarly, Ushioda (1996: 2) addresses the link between motivation and leamcr 
autonomy: "Autonomous language learners are by definition motivated learners. " In 
addition, Ushioda (1996: 39-40) notes: 
6'Leamer autonomy, however, not only entails a capacity for effective self-management of 
motivation; it also presupposes that learner will bring a degree of motivation to the Icarning 
situation, since without motivation there is no autonomy. " 
Ushioda (1996) further explains that motivation shapes learners to learn new skills, 
cope with challenge and satisfy interests or curiosity. The desire motivates learners to 
be willing to take charge of their learning, for example, to learn a language, or to learn 
how to use a new computer softwarc program. It is the foundation for autonomous 
learning. 
Therefore, when language learners are autonomous, they are able to take 
responsibility for their own leaming. They are likely to be highly motivated to learn 
the second language, which results in more efficient and effective language leaming 
(Little, 2002). In other words, when learners are motivated in leaming language, they 
are likely to increase their autonomy which means that they are willing to take charge 
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of their own learning to achieve effective language learning. Moreover, when students 
are motivated to learn the target language, they may also spend a long time learning 
language out of class. In order to learn the language out of class, they need to be 
autonomous learners. 
The discussion in this section makes two main points. The first is the importance of 
motivation. Second, learner autonomy is also important for learning and there is a link 
between motivation and leamcr autonomy, explained by the fact that as learners take 
more responsibility, they become more motivated, and the more motivated, the more 
autonomous. Therefore, a key interest in this research is in the extent to which 
students are willing to take charge over, and have skills for, their independent study 
on computers for language learning, which may create efficient learning. 
flowcvcr, learricr autonomy and teacher contributions are not contradictory. 
Promoting leamcr autonomy is not necessarily to deny or reduce the importance of 
teachers in student learning. Learner autonomy and teacher contribution can and 
should be complementary to each other in order to promote learner autonomy and 
foster better learning with teachers' contribution and guidance (see, for example, 
Vollcr, 1997). In the CALL context, when students have good computer and language 
skills, they are able to use computers autonomously for language learning, which 
should be encouraged. But if students do not have enough capability for autonomous 
learning on computers, they may not work effectively and they will need teachers to 
provide support to develop their autonomy. Also I would argue, students cannot be 
always left alone to work on computers, as teachers need to support and guide 
students to work on computers in an effective way, particularly in the classroom 
setting. As Thanasoulas (2000) notes, learrier autonomy does not mean that teachers 
decrease their control in learners' language learning processes. In addition, teachers 
need to reinforce students' motivation in their teaching. This leads to the discussion 
on the role of the teacher in using computers in language learning in the next section. 
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2.3 The role of the teacher 
Z3.1 The role of teachers ho classrooms 
The role of teachers in education has been analysed by many researchers. Normally, 
teachers act as teaching or 'telling' students knowledge. Teachers are powerful in the 
classroom teaching and in many contexts are regarded as the authority of knowledge. 
Students rely on teachers in the classroom. Teachers need to organise activities and 
control students' learning in the classroom (Ritchie, 1998, Gay, 2000, Olson and 
Loucks-Horsley, 2000 and Scrivener, 2005). Teachers are considered as resources, 
facilitators, designers, monitors, organisers, supporters, advisors, demonstrators, and 
so forth. Teachers need to utilize a range of strategies and methodologies to assist 
students in developing a deeper understanding in their learning (Ritchie, 1998). In 
addition, three specific features of teachers have been identificd. For example, 
Scrivener (2005) defines the teachers' role in terms of three types of teachers: experts, 
involvcrs and cnablers. Experts refer to teachers who have high levels of knowledge 
in the subject taught but are not good at teaching. Involvers means teachers who have 
skillful knowledge in the subject and teaching approaches. Enablers refer to teachers 
who have proficiency in the subject and teaching methodology as well as having the 
ability to provide knowledge for individual student's need, that is, construct 
circumstances where learning emerges. Undoubtedly, the last one is likely to be the 
successful teacher. 
Furthermore, researchers have found that teachers can enhance students' motivation 
by setting up activities including pair or group work, instruction, giving rewards and 
classroom management (e. g. Pintrich and Schunk 1996). Pintrich and Schunk (1996) 
suggest that teacher-student interactions also affect students' motivation, for example, 
teachers' responding to students' questions, asking questions, offering feedback and 
providing support to students. Teachers' feedback includes the correct information or 
comments on students' performance and may also have an clement of motivational 
persuasion. D6myei (2001: 35) agrees that teachers affect learner motivation -in "the 
learning process by providing mentoring, guidance, nurturance, support and limit 
setting. "' This is because what "everybody would agree is that teachers are powerful 
motivational socialisers... Simply speaking, to lead means to direct and energise, that 
is to motivate. " 
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2.3.2 The role of teachers in latiguage classrooms 
The role of language teachers has also been the focus of a number of researchers 
(Howatt, 1984, Wright, 1987, Harmer, 1997, Warschauer and Kern, 2000, Benson, 
2001 and Sugita, 2006). As with teachers in all subject areas mentioned above, 
Harmer (1997) for example describes language teachers performing as resources, 
controllers, assessors and participants. Tudor (1993: 24) explains the teacher's role in 
language teaching in depth within two key features: 
"The first is that of knower: the teacher is a source of knowledge in terms of both the 
target language and the choice of methodology. In other words, the teacher is a figure of 
authority who dccidcs on what should be learned and how this should best be learned. 
The second role is that of activity organizer: the teacher sets up and steers leaming 
activities in the right direction, motivates and encourages students, and provides 
authoritative feedback on students' performance. " 
Warschaucr and Kern (2000: 5) add that the teachers not only offer learners linguistic 
knowlcdgc but also help learners to develop their communicative skills and "enter 
into the kinds of authentic social discourse situations and discourse communities that 
they would latcr encounter outside the classroom. " Wright (1987: 62) also suggests 
that teachers need to "set up dialogues in which learners reorganize their states of 
knowlcdge, " when "learners already know a great deal and have the ability to 
refashion that knowlcdgc. " 
Furthermore, language teachers need to give fccdback on students' work in reading, 
writing listening and speaking. In this context, Wright (1987: 62) describes the 
teacher's role in language learning as "to evaluate and correct learners' performance, " 
when learners "find it hard to meet standards. " As Sugita (2006) suggests, teachers9 
comments help to enhance students' effective language learning. 
In addition, Domyci (2001) suggests that when teachers make the learning materials 
and the tasks more interesting, it can increase students' motivation. He provides some 
ideas of motivating characteristics of task content, for example, challenges including 
puzzles or computer games; interesting contexts, such as important events or people 
including pop stars; tasks related to problem solving; tasks relevant to the life of real 
people and learners' own lives; actual outcomes such as a poster; and humour. This 
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suggests ways in which teachers create these tasks to motivate students in their 
language learning. These perspectives highlight the important role of teachers in the 
language Icarning process. 
Given the interest in this thesis in learner autonomy, it is also helpful to consider the 
role of the teacher when students work autonomously. During learners' autonomous 
work, teachers need to hold back. Howcvcr, this does not mean that they should leave 
students alone. Teachers still need to provide support. Voller (1997) places the 
teacher's role in autonomous learning within three areas: facilitator, who provides 
support for Icaming; counscilor, who focuses on one-to-one interactions; and resource, 
where the teacher is considcrcd as a source of knowledge. Furthermore, Voller (1997) 
describes the teacher's role as hclping learners plan and conduct their individual 
language learning, assisting them in evaluating themselves and guiding them towards 
attaining the necessary skills and knowledge in learning. Teachcrs also need 
competence in motivating learners and helping them work autonomously. 
Accordingly, the role of the teacher in second language learning is to provide learners 
with linguistic resources as well as knowledge, and to set up activities to hclp the 
learners build up communication skills. Teachers need to give fecdback to evaluate 
and correct their performance. Finally, teachers need to motivate students and offcr 
support to help them work autonomously in language learning. These types of support 
also occur in the CALL context. 
Z3.3 The role of the teacher hi using computers 
Before I discuss the role of the teacher in using the computer, the role of the computer 
in language learning needs some forcgrounding. 
Computers'role in education 
Computers have been applied in many subjects in education. Studies have found that 
computers have large potential impact on education, which may change the role of 
teachers (e. g. Barnes, 2000, Loveless el al., 2001, Sutherland et al., 2004 and Grabc el 
al., 2004). As Goodwyn (2000: 17) suggests, the computer makes the texts alive to the 
classroom and helps "students enjoy literature in new and distinct ways. " A book with 
audio and video on a CD version "can be powerfully enriched by visual resources that 
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enthuse and support rcadcrs. " Such a text on the computer takes students into virtual 
world and makcs it more cxciting, which both help teachers and students (Goodwyn, 
2000). 
Computers allow students to carry out tasks and receive instant feedback. According 
to Facer et al. (2003), computer programs provide rapid feedback to users for their 
activities on computers. Feedback is an important factor for learners and can enable 
computer users to know the correctness of a response. The computer user can use 
feedback from the computer to "reshape their actions in response to the feedbacwl 
(Facer el al., 2003: 191). McFarlane (2003) suggests that feedback on the computer is 
more effective than a paper-based task where learners may finish a page of exercises 
before they get any fccdback. This means students get quicker feedback than if they 
complete workshccts made by the teacher. 
With the fast development of the Internet, online leaming provides an opportunity to 
combine many kinds of communication to create lots new sets of resources for 
learning (Hase et al., 1998 and Murphy, et aL, 2001). Hence, in the computer 
environment, the concept of learning has been expanded. It includes worldwide access 
to knowledge through multimedia. Computers provide a large amount of material as 
libraries to support students' learning and allow them to engage in individual study 
and manage their own leaming activities flexibly. Learning may become dynamic, 
and does not only exist in texts and books (Gamble and Easingwood, 2000). Hase et 
al. also point out that leaming materials online save a great deal of time and resources 
and such material is easy to search (Goodwyn, 2000). This suggests that teachers and 
students rind resources much more quickly than from books. Moreover, students in 
distance education have obtained opportunities to engage in online discussions to 
share information and perspectives through interaction with other learners via the 
Internet, and this type of online activity may enhance their learning (Barnes, 2000). 
These views also apply to language learners. In language learning, current studies in 
the CALL field suggest that the computer provides material and feedback for learners 
to practise the target language in and outside the classroom and has been seen as a 
positive tool for language learners in their individual study. Such materials also 
simulate real situations for language learners to experience. The potential of 
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computers in the context of second language learning can therefore be seen to expand 
the students' own resources, raise their cultural awareness and provide authentic 
sources (Egbert and Hanson-Smith, 1999, Warschaucr and Kcm, 2000, Chapelle, 
2001 and 2003 and Frycr and Carpcntcr, 2006). 
Furthen-nore, Chapelle (2003) suggests that CALL programs offcr the potential for 
interaction between the computer and the language Icamcr which refers to the 
learner's responding questions and receiving correct answers, or clicking the button to 
request 'Repeat', 'Text' or 'Dictionary' in CALL tasks, as "'tcach' vs. 'Icarn"' 
(Chapelle, 2003: 54). Hence, the computer is also seen as a potential tutor by 
providing evaluations for students' responses (Levy, 1997). Although this type of 
interaction may not feel like real interactions with people, it still offers the function 
for students to have interaction with the computer through interactive tasks and 
receiving feedback. 
Moreover, there is an association between computers and leamer autonomy. 
Computers enhance students' leaming skills and greater autonomy by giving students 
opportunities to take control over their own leaming (David et aL, 1997). As 
Motterarn (1997: 17) claims: 
"There has been always a perceived relationship between educational technology and 
learner autonomy. This is taking educational technology in its broadest sense and taking 
leamcr autonomy as the supcrordinate term. This has become increasingly true for 
computers and self-access. " 
Warschauer and Healey (1998) and Benson (2001) also suggest that computers 
motivate learners to control their language leaming progress to develop language 
skills by selecting computer-based contents they need and tasks they want to 
complete. Students can revise the content and tasks as many times as they wish. 
Computer programs also provide students with opportunities to notice their errors, 
even correct their errors by providing instant feedback (Chapelle, 1998). As Benson 
(2001: 140) explains, autonomy for language learners with computer applications 
occurs because the computer offers opportunities for learners to control their own 
learning by various activities and instant feedback and provides "learners with the 
kinds of support they need in order to develop tkills (abilities to decide and control 
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what to learn) associated with autonomy. " This tight integration of activities and 
resources with easy control and intcractivity makes multimedia effective in supporting 
learners' own language learning (Stater and Varney-Burch, 2001). Further, computers 
extend the traditional language classroom into a worldwide learning environment on 
the web (Hanson-Smith, 1997). As Chapelle (2001) suggests, students' autonomous 
language learning and self-assessment become widely available through the web 
rather than being tied to a particular classroom. This means use of computers may 
encourage students to control their own learning processes giving them the autonomy 
that can make their learning effective. 
However, the literature only provides a broad view in the impact of technology in 
learning within several aspects, and they do not always provide insights about how 
these issues actually impact on classroom pedagogy. Accordingly, this study will 
explore how computers are actually used in language classrooms. 
However, does the computer provide enough support for learners' individual learning? 
According to Prain and Lyons (2000), learners will not be the lead players in their 
learning on computers. Although computers can give feedback, most computer 
programs may not be able to explain why students' answers are wrong or how to 
correct their errors. The interaction between the computer and the student is limited 
and not real communication, which is a shortcoming of using computers, and this may 
affect students' motivation and concentration (Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003). 
Thus, the teacher still needs to provide support and feedback to foster students' 
learning on computers (Little, 1991). This point leads to the role of the teacher when 
students use computers for individual learning. 
Teachers' role in using computers 
Researchers have suggested that although computers provide resources and feedback 
for students' learning on their own, the role of the teacher has been changed. Support 
from the teacher in students' learning with the technology is still crucial (Forsyth, 
1997, Bransford et al., 1999, Roschelle and Pea, 1999, Lim and Barnes, 2002 and 
Issroff and Scanlon, 2002). For example, according to Issroff and Scanlon (2002: 77), 
"With increasing numbers of students, the decreasing cost of technology and 
widespread invasion of the Internet into society", teaching is changing. The challenge 
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is to change existing pedagogics into new pedagogics which take account of new 
technologies. Teachers have to develop new ways of working and thinking about 
teaching and learning and to explore solutions to any issues and problems which are 
related to the wider use of computers (Hase et al., 1998 and Leask et al., 1999). The 
role of the teacher with the use of computer programs has been broadened to design, 
organise and set up activities in the new technology environment (Lim and Barnes, 
2002). Bransford et al. (1999) also point out that technology alone cannot improve 
learning and it should be used as a tool, in a social setting, for example in the 
classroom, with other students and the teacher in learning process. Teachers still need 
to design and create learning situations which include the use of the computer 
(Sutherland, 2004). 
With the application of the Internet in the classroom, managing online leaming is a 
new and important skill for teachers. Students still need feedback from a person when 
using online courses (Coomey and Stephenson, 2001). As they state: 
"In almost all cases students say that effective procedures for instructor/tutor/pcer 
feedback are the most important features of a successful online course. Students used to 
more traditionally delivered courses seem to expect more traditional feedback and are 
frustrated if they do not receive the level of attention they expect. " 
Coomey and Stephenson (2001: 39) 
The situation of language teachers with using computers is no different. Although 
students are able to study individually using computers in class, they still need help 
from teachers to provide support on linguistic or non-linguistic problems and give 
feedback (Little, 1991). The teacher also needs to set up activities and provide support 
to students when they work on computers for language learning (Paulsen, 2001). 
Language teachers need to guide learners to use materials from the computer and the 
Internet for supplementary language practice and help students organise and plan their 
learning practice on computers. This illustrates how the role of language teachers 
changes when computers are introduced (Hanson-Smith, 1997). 
Similarly, according to Chapelle (2003), the effect of students' language learning with 
technology in the classroom depends on the plans, support and feedback from the 
teacher, such as evaluation and explanations, and from peers (such as comments in a 
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joint activity), not only from the computer. Without the feedback from teachers or 
peers, the potential benefits of using technology may not be realised. Hence, teachers' 
role cannot be ignored (Bax, 2003). 
Furthermore, the role of the teacher in classroom sessions is also likely to change with 
the introduction of computers into the classroom mix. A principal concern will be in 
the choice of software, which requires some analysis not only of the potential benefits 
to the students of using the software, but also careful planning of how to integrate the 
use of CALL into lessons (Chapelle, 2001). Chapelle (2001) suggests that teachers, 
researchers and software designers should think about what sorts of computer-bascd 
tasks might be beneficial to learners' different purposes for using computers. Chapelle 
summariscs in the diagram below: 
Level of Objcct of evaluation 
analysis 
Example question Method of 
evaluation 
CALL software Does the software provide learners the Judgemental 
opportunity for interactional modifications 
to negotiate meaning? 
2. Tcacher-planned Does the CALL activity designed by the Judgemental 
CALL activities teacher provide learners the opportunities to 
modify interaction for negotiation of meaning? 
3. Learners' Do learners actually interact and negotiate Empirical 
performance during meaning while they are working (in the 
CALL activities CALL context)? 
(Chapelle, 2001: 53) 
As shown in the three evaluations of CALL above, the first stage is to evaluate if the 
computer program provides students with opportunities to complete interactive tasks 
for comprehending. The second is to see if the teacher offers tasks to students to help 
their learning activities. The last one refers to collaboration between learners. This 
indicates that the language teacher needs to be familiar with selecting appropriate 
CALL programs as well as designing activities and setting up activities for students to 
have interaction for negotiating meaning of the materials in the programs, in order to 
use CALL tasks appropriately and beneficially for particular learners (Chapelle, 2001). 
Moreover, the support and evaluation from teachers enhance students' motivation and 
Icamcr autonomy by providing understanding and skills in working on computers 
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(Dam, 1995). According to Little (2002), language teaclicrs' roles are to create 
environments which increase Icarricr autonomy in Icarning process by providing more 
interesting resources and tasks as well as supporting and motivating students to work 
on computcrs autonomously. 
Variation among teachers 
However, some researchers have found that there is much variation among teachers 
when using computers in the classroom and there is still limited awareness of 
alternative methods for classroom activities. Crawford (1997) and Grabe et al. (2004) 
state that some teachers who have been frustrated with traditional methods may be 
motivated to explore the possible changes which may result from using technology. In 
contrast, other teachers who are satisfied with traditional approaches do not like to 
change and prefer to continue doing what they did in the past. Yet other teachers fccl 
uncomfortable at the potential loss of ownership of their learning materials on the web. 
Thus, these types of teachers may not welcome changes to their established ways of 
working. They may worry that they cannot control computers and that they arc not 
able to use computers effectively. Goodwyn (2000: 11) points out that computers: 
"challenge teachers' expertise and confidence. Some teachers seize on such innovative 
areas as a refreshing and stimulating opportunity, while others rind it a threat and a 
destabilizing concern.,, 
Due to this variation, Markee (1997) categorizes four different sets of teachers with 
respect to innovation in using computers: implementers, suppliers, adopters and 
resisters. Implementers are those who do not make any change in using new materials 
with technology. Suppliers are those who create and provide new sources. Adopters 
refer to those who make some changes or adjust new resources in order to answer the 
needs of particular educational purposes, but on the whole retain their traditional 
pedagogic approaches. Resisters describe teachers who do not accept the materials or 
the new technology. Markce (1997) suggests that the successful innovator is an 
adopter, not only an implementer. Jolliffe et at (2001: 3) highlight this point as 
shown by the following quotation: 
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"Simply using a systems approach, however, is not enough to develop Web-based learning 
materials successfully. Well-designed Web-based learning materials also use supporting 
knowledge and keep instructional design principles firmly in mind. " 
In order to achieve successful teaching with the use of computers in the classroom, 
and to become the successful teacher in using the new technology, teachers should 
have training to develop their teaching approaches to become familiar with using the 
computer system and to solve potential obstacles quickly, which can save classroom 
time (Teeler and Gray, 2000 and Loveless et al., 2001). If teachers are not trained, 
they therefore do not know how to use a particular computer program, and they may 
not use the computer in their language teaching (Bax, 2003). Thus, teachers need to 
be trained to learn how to Provide "any necessary organizers, prompts, or adaptations 
to make the language and content accessible to the students", and ensure "the content 
and language are relevant and authentic; and that the objectives for the language and 
content are clear" (Egbert, 2005: 113). 
Therefore, the effect of using CALL programs does not depend only on the tasks 
provided by the designers, but also on the activities produced by the teacher when 
using computers in class. Teachers still need to offer support and motivate students to 
improve their language skills through computers. Technology by itself cannot 
promote good teaching and learning. Teachers need to obtain training to develop a 
range of skills, including pedagogical skills, technical skills, management skills, 
information handling skills and collaborative and communication skills to use 
computers in their teaching in the classroom effectively and successfully (Alexander 
and McKenzie, 1998 and Higginson, 2000). 
However, the above literature has onlY highlighted the role of teachers in supporting 
students' learning on computers, but has not provided examples of the various types 
of support teachers need to offer. The focus of the current study is to investigate how 
teachers provide support and feedback to enhance students' learning. 
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2.4. Collaboration 
In the classroom, students often work together to communicate, solve problems or 
share information. There arc various terms describing students' working together, 
such as collaboration, pecr interaction, or in a simple description: pair or group work. 
The term collaboration has been debated for decades (Garrison, 1993, Bruffec, 1993, 
Oxford, 1997, Wilkes-Gibbs, 1997 and Dillenbourg, 1999). Collaboration is a 
complex process. Dillenbourg's (1999) provide a definition of collaboration as 
follows: 
"It (collaboration) is a situation in which two or more people learn or attempt to learn 
something together. Each element of this definition can be interpreted in different ways: 
* "two or more" may be interpreted as a pair, a small group (3-5 subjects), a class (20-30 
subjects)... 
*"learn something" may be interpreted as "follow a course", "study course material", 
"perform learning activities such as problem solving", "learn from lifelong work 
practice" ... 
* "together" may be interpreted as different forms of interaction: face-to-face or computer 
mediated, synchronous or not, frequent in time or not, whether it Is a truly joint Wort or 
whether the labour is divided in a systematic way. " 
(Dillciabourg, 1999: 1-2) 
In short, collaboration involves pairs or groups interacting to learn something together. 
Oxford (1997) also states that, according to the definition in a common dictionary, 
Gcollaborate' is defined as to work together or jointly. Thus, Oxford suggests that the 
most fundamental feature of collaboration is a situation of working together with 
others (see also Nunan, 1992 and Kohonen, 1992). Therefore, in this dissertation, I 
use the term of collaboration between students for language learning in a fundamental 
way which focuses on working together, to describe the situation students working 
together occurring in the computer room, and to avoid the debate of whether the 
activity or situation is collaboration or not. I will only explore the way students 
collaborate in pair or group work in the CALL context. 
Collaboration may benefit students' learning. As Dornyei (2001: 40) points out, 
collaboration between learners in an organised classroom provides powerful 
motivation for learning which can produce "leaming gains and student achievement". 
This also follows Sharan and Shaulov's (1990) study which provided positive results 
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that more than half of student achievements in three academic subjects were related to 
motivational effects from collaboration. It demonstrates that collaboration seems to 
enhance students' motivation which in turn improves their learning achievement. 
Researchers have found that second language learners need to use the language to 
have interactions to learn the target language because interactions between students 
can reinforce their language learning (Pica, 1994 and Chapelle, 1998). Pair work can 
also promote communication and autonomous learning (Phipps, 1999). This is 
particularly true in second language classrooms because learners need to use the target 
language to talk to other people to improve their language skills. When they talk to 
peers, they are less inhibited to express their meaning to each other. In these natural 
conversations, they can talk to learn the target language and increase their 
communicative skills (Phipps, 1999). As Nunan (1992: 3) suggests, collaboration 
encourages language students to develop communicative skills and enhances their 
language learning. Hence, collaboration helps students become more confidence and 
encourages them to create active learning rather than have a passive reliance on 
teachers' feedback (Pica, 1987 and Mendoca and Johnson, 1994). 
With the development of computer technology, many researchers have found that 
computers support collaboration, such as Dillenbourg (1999), Harless et al. (1999) 
and Gunawardena et al. (2001). Learners learn collaboratively through synchronous 
or asynchronous communication in computer-mediated environment (Dillenbourg, 
1999). With the increasing use of computers in second language teaching and learning, 
students are provided with more opportunities for collaboration experiences on 
computers (Warschauer and Healey, 1998, Harless et al., 1999, Benson, 2001, 
Chapelle, 2001 and Butlcr-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003). As Warschauer and Healey 
(1998) and Benson (2001) note, a key feature of computers is to provide similar 
opportunities to the classroom environment for collaboration and interactions among 
learners, and between learners and native speakers or teachers. Computer-based tasks 
engage students in tasks with the target language and spoken communication with 
other students. This suggests that students collaborate in using computers as is the 
case in face-to-face pair work. Computer programs which provide learners with 
opportunities to engage in interactions in the target language may assist learners in 
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using the language cfficiently and provide understanding of how to use the language 
in real situations (Harlcss et al., 1999). 
Thus, collaboration is considered key to learning a second language with computers 
providing students with opportunities to learn collaborativcly (Chapelle, 2001). 
Furthermore, collaboration has the potential to enhance students' motivation. 
2.5 Tasks 
As explained in 1.4, this study also focuses on tasks in listening and speaking. This 
section presents general issues about tasks in language teaching in 2.5.1 and the 
authenticity of tasks in 2.5.2. Finally, I discuss tasks for listening and speaking 
including computer-based tasks for listening and speaking in 2.5-3. 
Z S. I Tasks in language learning 
The notion of 'task' is a central feature in learning many subjects in education. A task 
may refer to "any activity in which a person engages, given an appropriate setting, in 
order to achieve a specifiable class of ob ectives" (Carroll, 1993: 2). In language 
learning, a task refers to an activity or exercise for learners to use the target language 
or to interact with other learners focusing on meaning to achieve an objective (Lee, 
2000 and Bygate et al., 2001). Ellis (2003: 9-10) provides the following parameters of 
a task: 
A task is a workplan. 
"A task involves a primary focus on meaning. 
"A task involves real-world processes of language use. 
"A task can involve any of the four language skills. 
"A task engages cognitive processes. 
"A task has a clearly defined communicative outcome. 
Ellis (2003) also notes that tasks are very useful for planning a communicative course. 
He suggests that learners should learn how to use the target language to communicate 
first, and then learn the structural system, because as Howatt (1984: 279) supports: 
"language is acquired through communication. " Thus, tasks are used in 
communicative language teaching to help learners use the target language fluently and 
to offer learners experiences of how to use language in authentic situations (Ellis, 
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2003). The task which is given its value and meaning by the communicative process: 
is better than the one which focuses solely sentences or grammatical accuracy. In the 
CALL context, tasks should be designed in this way to provide students with 
opportunities to use the language for communication in particular situations; 
Accordingly, Bachman and Palmer's (1996) notion of language use in tasks is useful. " 
They state: 
66 a language use task as an activity that involves individuals in using language for the 
purpose of achieving particular goal or objective in a particular situation. We would 
note that this definition of language use task thus includes both the specific activity and 
the situation in which it takes place. " (Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 44) 
This suggests that students develop language skills for specific purposes through the 
language use tasks. Bachman and Palmer (1996) state that the features of language 
use tasks can be used to describe 'a language use domain'. They define a 'target 
language use (TLU) domain' for specific language use tasks, which covers two main 
types of tasks, 'rcal-life domains' tasks and 'language instruction domains': 
"One type of domain consists of so-called 'real life' domains, in which language is used 
essentially for purposes of communication. From now on, we will refer to these as real- 
life domains. The other type of domain consists of situations in which language is used 
for purpose of teaching and learning of language. We will refer to this type as a language 
instruction domain. If a language use task is within a specific target language use domain, 
then we will call it a target language use task. " 
(Bachman and Palmer, 1996: 44) 
This means that when the task focuses on aspects of routine communication, it relates 
to real-life domains. If the task draws on language learning in specific situations, it 
refers to language Instruction domains. Bachman and Palmer provide examples of 
language use tasks, such as talking on the telephone or face to face, and reading or 
writing reports in a business situation. Although Bachman and Palmer's views come 
from the language testing literature, these views also relate to tasks in language 
teaching. If the goal of language learning is for academic situations, then the focus 
will draw on genuine sources within academic contexts (Hyland, 2002). Language 
teachers need to provide real lectures for students to develop academic language skills, 
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for example, academic listening skills (Flowcrdew and Miller, 1997). 'nicsc two types 
of domains can also cxist in CALL tasks. 
As pointc out above, tasks are crucial for the dcvclopmcnt of communicative skills 
in second language Icaming. Tasks can help language learners to learn to use the 
target language fluently in real situations. Hence, this study explores examples of 
what types of tasks for listening and speaking arc used in the CALL contcxt and 
explores the extent to which they arc perceived as useful for students' language 
Icaming. 
Although TLU tasks can help students to use the language, not all such tasks are good 
for language teaching and learning. Good tasks plus the resources used in the tasks 
should match what the specific students need for their particular learning purposes. 
For example, when students complete a listening task, such as listening to a lecture, 
the lecture should be related to the students' needs which links to a further relevant 
concept, that of authenticity in language learning. 
Z5.2 Authenticity 
The concept of authenticity in applied linguistics came to prominence in 1970s 
focused on teaching language for 'real life' purposes (Lcwkowicz, 2000). In the 
context of second language learning, authenticity normally rcfcrs to sources and tasks 
which are related to the learners' work in real life (Breen, 1985, Arnold, 1991, 
MacDonald et al., 2000, Chapelle, 2001, Rost, 2002 and Esteban and Canado, 2004). 
Authenticity is a useful aspect for students in second language learning, because 
students normally respond well to sources and tasks which draw on 'rcal-life' in their 
language Icaming. As Bachman and Palmer (1996) and Chapelle (2001) suggest, 
authenticity is important for second language acquisition and can keep students' 
interest and enable students to develop their willingness to communicate. Similarly, 
Lee (1995) also notes that genuine sources or tasks can promote students' interest and 
motivate them in their second language learning. The implication, therefore, is that 
language teachers need to provide students with experiences as real as possible and to 
that they use real materials and tasks. And this is where computers are really able to 
help (see 2.3.3 and 2.5.3). 
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According to Breen (1985), authenticity in language teaching includes any source of 
texts, such as a tcxt-book and a lecture used for helping learners to develop 
interpretations, any language Icaming task for learners to undertake communications 
and any actual social situation of the classroom, where learners learn language 
together. Similarly, Arnold (1991) states that authenticity covers materials including 
all sorts of real sources, such as reading or listening materials, actual situations and 
interactions. The last one includes interactions between peers, for example, a 
telephone conversation. Arnold (1991) also suggests that note-taking is a kind of 
performance, which may occur in students' academic study. Hence, note-taking may 
be considered an authentic task for students in their academic study. Rost (2002: 124) 
goes further, asserting that "any source of input and interaction that satisfies the 
Icarncr's search for knowledge and allows the learner the ability to control that search 
is authentic. " Rost (2002: 125) also proposes authenticity within teaching principles: 
"Language input should aim for 'user authenticity'... by reflecting real use of language in 
the 'real world'. " 
Thus, these comments indicate that authenticity rcfcrs to materials from real life and 
activities that students involve like in real life situations (Esteban and Canado, 2004). 
Chapelle (2001: 56) gives further explanations for the authenticity of task. She notes: 
"Authenticity refers to the degree of correspondence between an L2 (second language) 
learning task and tasks that the learner is likely to encounter outside the classroom. The 
choice of pedagogical tasks that learners see as relevant to their language use beyond the 
classroom should help to engage learners' interest and therefore their willingness to 
participate. " 
This suggests that if the task used in the classroom helps learners to develop their 
language abilities which connect to their needs out of the classroom, then the task is 
likely to be regarded as authentic. This also suggests that when the learners perceive a 
task as relevant to their needs, then they are more likely to be interested in completing 
the task. Authenticity can encourage students' enthusiasm in the tasks. Rost (2002: 
125) adds that language resources and tasks should match "the current needs of the 
learners. " This supports Arnold's (1991) view on note-taking as an authentic task for 
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students because they may encounter this task in the real settings, and the abilities 
students develop in note-taking are their needs in real academic learning. MacDonald 
et aL (2000: 253-254) also support this point mentioned above: 
"Authenticity attributes a pedagogical value to there being as close a match as possible 
between the language and social context of the input which learners receive in the 
classroom and the language and social context of cvcryday life. " 
This suggests that not all resources and tasks are authentic to students. These genuine 
sources and tasks have to be tailored to the need of the particular groups of students. 
For example, if a group of physics' students listen to lectures on physics to improve 
their listening skills, this is an authentic task. But if the lecture is on law, it would not 
be authentic for these students. Thus, when the language teacher selects sources or 
tasks, they should match the content of the sources and the type of task to the needs 
and interests of the students. 
Z5.3 Tasksfor Ustening and speaking in second language learning 
This study explores the ways to improve learners' listening and speaking skills, and 
the discussion will be limited to those topics. 
Tasksfor listening 
To understand listening tasks requires first defining listening. In general, listening 
means hearing what someone is saying to understand or comprehend what he or she 
says, in either first or other languages. Listening connects speaking and pronunciation 
and is the central element in ESL oral communication (Murphy, 1991). Several 
researchers explain what listening is in ESL context. For example, Buck (2001) 
provides -a general introduction to help ESL language teachers understand what 
listening is. Buck (2001: 247) defines: 
"Listening is a complex process in which the listener takes the incoming data, an 
acoustic signal, and interprets it based on a wide variety of linguistic and non-linguistic 
knowledge. The linguistic knowledge includes knowledge of phonology, lexis, syntax, 
semantic, discourse structure, pragmatics and sociolinguistics. The non-linguistic 
knowledge includes knowledge of the topic, the context and general knowledge about 
the world and how it works. " 
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Rost (2002: 2) identifies listening in second language learning from common 
nictaphors: 
"Listening means catching what the speaker has said. 
Listening means getting the speaker's idea. 
Listening means decoding the speaker's message. 
Listening means unpacking the speaker's content. 
Listening is receiving the transfer of images, impressions, thoughts, beliefs, attitudes 
and emotions from the speaker. " Rost (2002: 2) 
Hence, listening is a complex process, which covers several aspects. Regarding 
listening comprehension, Buck (2001: 247) notes that listening comprehension is "an 
on-going process of constructing an interpretation of what the text is about, and then 
continually modifying that as new information become available. " Thus, listening 
skills are the abilities to understand and comprehend what people say and to interpret 
the new information (Buck, 2001 and Rost, 2002). 
Next, I turn to the literature on tasks specifically designed for developing listening 
skills. A variety of task formats are adopted in classrooms to promote listening skills. 
Several researchers explain what listening tasks focus on and suggest some kinds of 
listening tasks. For example, Rost (2002) states that recognizing words and activating 
knowledge of word meanings from such as multiple choice questions (MCQS) is the 
basis of spoken-language comprehension in language acquisition. Identification of 
words is considered to be the most problematic process in listening, because of 
misunderstanding or non-undcrstanding of words in speech through word boundaries 
and meanings of words (Rost, 2002). Accordingly, identification of word meanings 
from MCQs is one of the listening tasks. 
Ellis (2003) illustrates two types of listening tasks within the interaction listening 
environment in ESL context: listen-and-do tasks and academic listening tasks. Listen- 
and-do tasks require students to listen to the information and complete tasks on 
listcning-to-comprchend and listcning-to-Icam, such as MCQs, truc/falsc questions or 
matching exercises. This sort of task gives students opportunities to work effectively 
and is important for language acquisition, particularly for developing listening 
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comprehension. In addition, Ellis (2003) distinguishes between two different types of 
listening-and-do tasks, listening-to-comprehend and fistening-to-notice. Thc former 
one focuses on understanding the sources and answering questions. The latter draws 
on some specific tasks, for example, a special grammatical feature, such as the past 
tense. Despite this distinction, naturally many listening activities require listeners to 
conduct both types if listening at the same time. In reviewing a number of studies, 
Ellis remarks that Listen-and-do tasks have been found cffcctivc for adult learners. 
Academic listening tasks require students to take notes on academic topics. They can 
help students to expand their vocabulary through writing key words in this type of 
listening tasks. Therefore, listening tasks with completing comprehensive exercises 
arc likely to be good tasks in second language Icaming (Ellis, 2003). However, Ellis 
fails to distinguish the topics of the two sorts of listening tasks. When the topic of 
listen-and-do tasks draws on academic input, it is likely to be relevant to academic 
listening tasks. In this context, the two types of listening tasks link together. 
Contputer-based listening tasks 
As discussed in section 2.3.3, computers bring a number of bencrits for language 
tcaching and learning. This section mainly focuses CALL tasks on improving 
listening skills. With the application of computers, tasks have bccn transferred to 
computers to help students develop listening skills. According to Slatcr and Vamey- 
Burch (2001), the teacher presents an audio or video clip from the computer, similar 
to the use of the tape-recorder for students to practise their listening skills. In addition, 
the computer 
"allows learners to select from a range of listening activities In a series of structured 
exercises and tasks supported with rapid feedback and supplemented with other 
resources and online help. " 
(Slater and Vamey-Burch, 2001: 26) 
Slater and Varney-Burch (2001) also note that listening materials can be controlled by 
learners more easily than using a tape-rccordcr. For example, they just click the 
button to listen again and they do not need to return back as is the case in using the 
tape-rccorder. Meanwhile, different types of tasks are provided for listening activities 
on computers, such as MCQs, truc/false questions, sentence completion, text and 
picture matching and word or scntcncc recording, and so forth. Learners complete 
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these tasks and receive instant feedback, for example, the correct answers for the task, 
to check their comprehension. Computers combine listening materials and various 
tasks with immediate feedback together through easy control. All these characteristics 
are much morc convenient than using other media. If students use other media to 
practise their listening skills, like a tape-recorder, they have to complete tasks on 
papcr-bascd exercises. Then, when they complete all items of the exercises, they 
obtain fccdback or explanations, from books or teachers. 
Slater and Varney-Burch (2001) give an example of a listening activity in second 
language learning on a video clip from the CD-ROM Unterwegs (Granada Learning 
Ltd). The topic draws on presentations talking about the family, and it offers MCQs 
with the video for students to complete after listening and watching. Learners can 
watch the video and replay it, and even watch the video text and hear the question and 
the correct answer read out. At the same time, when students read listening and video 
transcripts, they also develop their reading skills. Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003) 
also give an example of software programs which provide students with opportunities 
to practise their listening skills at their own pace. In Engage (DynEd International, 
CA), students listcn to a dialogue in the program and then complete following tasks, 
such as typing key words to answer questions on the screen. These two software 
programs give real examples of improving listening skills for both real life and 
academic purposes, but research needs to provide evidence in using these types of 
programs for listening in language lessons, the focus of this study. 
Moreover, the Internet offers endless resources for learners to develop their listening 
and speaking skills (Dudency, 2000). However, there is also a large amount of rubbish 
on the Internet. Teachers need to find useful sources for language teaching purposes 
for a particular group of students. If the students learn academic English, teachers 
need to find related academic resources, for example, an academic lecture, for 
students to practise their listening skills. Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003: 89-90) 
introduce a web site which provides listening materials and tasks to increase learners' 
listening comprehension in academic settings. Randall's ESL Cyber Listening Lab 
(http: //www. csi-lab. como provides audio and video materials for learners to develop 
listening skills. It offers academic mini-lectures for learners to listen to and then take 
a quiz, which checks their comprehension of the lecture. It also offers learners' scores 
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and answers with explanations. Learners can see transcriptions if required. Ilcncc, 
teachers can use these types of sources for students to develop listening skills for 
academic purposes, but it is better to meet students' own subjects (see 2.5.2). 
However, Robin (2007) raises one problem of using online radio for improving 
learners' listening skills. Robin states that authentic listening materials from online 
radio or TV without interactive activities, such as listcn-and-do tasks, might be too 
difficult for ESL learners. Therefore, when teachers bring materials from online radio 
or TV news to students to listen to, they need to include exercises to support the 
development of their listening comprehension. As Robin (2007: 109-110) states: 
"Authentic materials, particularly where they involve a non-intcractive now of speech 
such as radio, TV, and movies, remain a challenge... The audio is too fast. Or 
acoustically difficult. Or too heavily culturally referenced. Or has too much slang. Take 
the scaffolding (the support of exercises) away, and the learner's activity falls apart. " 
This suggests that computer programs which provide a variety of tasks (as the 
examples mentioned above) may be better in helping students' comprehension of the 
listening materials than those without offering various tasks. 
Tasksfor speaking 
Speaking is defined as "the verbal use of language to communicate with others" 
(Fulcher, 2003: 23). Thus, speaking means to use the language to communicate with 
other speakers. Regarding speaking skills, Bygate (1987) suggests that speaking 
skills are the abilities to say something using correct grammar, vocabulary and 
pronunciation. Furthermore, Hedge (2000) explains that speaking skills are to speak 
the target language fluently. As Hedge notes: 
"Fluency means responding coherently within the turns of the conversation, linking words 
and phrases, using intelligible pronunciation and appropriate intonation, and doing all of 
this without undue hesitation. This implies that speakers can interpret and assess the 
meaning of what they hear and formulate appropriate responses. " (TIcdge, 2000: 261) 
Hedge is showing how listening and speaking might be linked. This indicates that 
fluent speaking also includes listening, that is, understanding what other people said. 
This Supports Murphy's (1991) view that listening links speaking in the discussion on 
listening. 
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Pronunciation is important in speaking and is one of the key skills for second 
language learners to develop. In reviewing studies on teaching pronunciation in ESL 
field, Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003: 102) remark: "... it was evident to many 
sccond language teaching professionals that pronunciation was a key ingredient to the 
dcvelopmcnt of communicative competence and successful communication. " 
Furthermore, Fulcher notes: 
"Second language learners therefore need a knowledge of the phonetic structure of the 
language at the level of the individual word, and an understanding of intonation. " 
(Fulcher, 2003: 25) 
ESL learners often have problems in distinguishing between sounds in English, such 
as "the vowel sounds in the words 'rule' and 'put', or between the initial consonants 
in the words 'June' and 'chin"' (Fulchcr, 2003: 25). These problems in pronunciation 
may confuse the listener. In addition, stress in words or a sentence is another problem 
among second language learners, which may lead to miscommunication (Fulcher, 
2003). 
In order to speak properly, learners have to be able to speak accurate vowels and 
consonants, and understand stress, rhythm and intonation. As Bygate (1987) and 
Hedge (2000) remark, developing speaking skills also needs to speak correct 
pronunciation. 
In order to speak the target language fluently, various speaking tasks/activities need to 
be integrated into language learning process for students to practise and use the target 
language (Ellis, 2003). A few researchers provide examples of speaking activities in 
second language classrooms. Murphy (1991: 51) considers speaking as "signal 
activities that provide students opportunities for improving oral fluency through 
interpersonal communication. " Speaking activities can be "rehearsing dialogues, 
completing information-gap activities, playing interactive games, discussing topic 
issues, problem solving, role playing and completing speaking task7 (Murphy, 1991: 
55). 
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Similarly, Hedge (2000) suggests three basic sorts of speaking activities: free 
discussion, role play and information gap activities. Hedge states that discussion 
encourages students to use the target language to carry on the conversation and 
practise the strategies in communication. Discussion offers crucial opportunities for 
developing fluency in talking a range of topics. Role play includes different activities, 
ranging from a simple conversation based on particular information on role cards, to 
more complex situations through various stages. Oxford (1997) also describes role 
play as acting out particular roles within a social setting, for example, a conversation 
between a doctor and a patient. Information gap "involves each learner in pairs or a 
group possessing information which the other learners do not have. The learners' 
information must be shared in order to achieve an outcome" (Hedge, 2000: 281). 
Leamers exchange information and negotiate to find solutions for a particular 
problem through this activity. Hedge contends that all three activities are useful to 
help students to speak English fluently. In fact, these activities are collaboration 
between students which enables students to work together to help each other improve 
their communicative skills, including listening and speaking. 
In addition, Baker and Westrup (2003) state that in language classrooms, speaking 
tasks can take the form of repetition, talking about everyday lives and news, 
presenting ideas and discussing issues. They suggest that English language teachers 
need to give students the opportunity to use and practise English. Both Yule el al. 
(1992) and Bygate et al. (2001) support suggestions that task repetition can help 
learners to improve the expression of their meanings and promote interactive 
efficiency in their speaking. 
Pronunciation, stress, rhythm and intonation are important in communication and can 
be practised within meaningful task-based activities, for example, listening and 
identifying similar sounds and different stress in sentences or paragraphs. The process 
of practising pronunciation shows the connection between listening and 
speaking/pronunciation activities, which can meet learners' own spccific needs 
(Morely, 1991). Morely also notes that the goals for ESL students for developing 
good pronunciation are to help them speak English with 'perfect pronunciation' or 
4near native pronunciation' so that their spoken English is easy to understand and not 
confusing to listeners. The goals intend to help students speak English cffcctivclY for 
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the purposes of communication, and may also help them to become more comfortable 
and confldent in oral communication. Moreover, the goals for developing 
pronunciation aim to help students "develop speech awareness, personal speech 
monitoring skills and speech adjustment strategies" (Morely, 1991: 500). 
In terms of approaches in teaching pronunciation, Celce-Murcia et aL (1996) suggest 
that 'intuitive-imitativc' and 'analytic-linguistic' are two basic approaches used in 
teaching pronunciation in the traditional class. In the intuitive-imitative approach, 
students listen and imitate the sounds and rhythms of the language, and in the 
6analytical-linguistic' way, the teacher takes a more scientific approach to analyse 
their pronunciation from the articulator. Teachers normally give models either by 
demonstrating themselves or by using a tape-recorder for students to listen to and 
imitate, and then give students feedback on their pronunciation. For example, teachers 
tell students whether their pronunciation is correct or incorrect, and analyse their 
errors. Then teachers tell students how to correct their mistakes. As Hedge (2000: 286) 
suggests, normally teachers have the responsibility to "decide when to focus on 
pronunciation, and on which aspects. " Hedge also notes: "the easiest aspects to 
integrate arc work on individual sounds, word stress, sentence stress and various types 
of links, as these can be drawn out of many different classroom activities" (Hedge, 
2000: 286). The teacher has a role in assisting students to develop pronunciation, 
such as providing information and models, suggestions, feedback, support and 
encouragement (Morely, 199 1). This indicates the main role of the teacher in teaching 
pronunciation. 
Computer-basedspeaking tasks 
Computer programs also provide opportunities for students to complete tasks to 
develop speaking skills, including pronunciation or discussing the materials on 
computers with peers. Teachers may select examples of native speakers' 
conversations on the computer software or on the Internet, and ask students to watch 
and listen to the examples on the computer, and even repeat the speech and the 
conversation or do role-play exercises to practise their speaking skills. Students can 
also record their work and compare their recordings with the samples on computers to 
develop their speaking skills. More importantly, computers allow students to work at 
their own pace to practise their speaking skills and correct their own effors without 
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worrying about making mistakes, which is an important factor for language Icarning 
(e. g. Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003). Butlcr-Pascoc and Wiburg (2003) introduce a 
type of the interactive software for developing speaking skills, English Your Way 
(Syracuse Language Systems), which includes topics such as social cngagcments and 
travelling for learners to practise their speaking skills. It provides some conversations 
and the student is able to take the role of one of the characters in a role play activity 
with the help of a script. The student joins the conversation by clicking the mouse or 
speaking using a microphone. In this way, the student continues the conversation in a 
specific setting. 
Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003) also offer an example of web-bascd program for 
developing speaking skills. In the Virtual Language Centre, there are activities for 
practising listening and speaking skills. For instance, after listening to a conversation, 
students complete exercises, by filling in blanks, and then they can check the answers. 
Topics include greetings, phone calls, conversations in pubs and restaurants and 
travelling. Students learn how to express themselves in these situations. Howevcrq 
students cannot get feedback to check whether their speaking, for example, 
pronunciation is correct or not. This can be seen as a limitation of this program. 
In terms of discussions between learners for developing speaking skills, Butler-Pascoe 
and Wiburg (2003: 96) address the benefits of this type of collaboration with 
computer-based activities: 
"The primary benefit of a technology-enhanced environment for devclopmcnt of 
speaking skills is the speech that occurs as students talk to each other while working on 
collaborative tasks and projects or while just chatting around the computer. It is while 
engaged in these activities that students call on their oral skills to negotiate with each 
other and take risks to use new language in order to get across their meaning. " 
This suggests that students talk to each other to negotiate meaning with the use of 
computers in the collaboration. In this way, students practise their speaking skills 
together. Hence, computers offer language learners not only activities focusing on 
oral skills but also opportunities to use these skills in communication (13utlcr-Pascoc 
and Wiburg, 2003). For example, teachers use web sources to set up activities for 
students to have discussions to develop their speaking skills (Dudency, 2000 and 
Teeler and Gray, 2000). 
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Computer programs are also designed for second language students to specifically 
practise pronunciation skills. For example, Slater and Varney-Burch (2001) state that 
learners record their speaking activities, and then these are evaluated by comparing 
them with a pre-recorded model version by listening or looking at a graphical 
representation of the two recordings. This helps learners monitor their language 
production. They comment that this monitoring strategy is helpful to evaluate and 
improve learners' speaking skills. The teacher also uses the recordings to assess 
learners' performance and give feedback. All the materials are used either in or out of 
class to support spcaking practicc. 
With the opportunities of pronunciation practice on computers in the classroom, the 
role of teacher may move from teaching pronunciation to "facilitator-coach and 
organizer of instructional activities", because the computer provides a variety of 
materials and feedback for students to develop pronunciation and therefore the teacher 
may be no longer needed in this role (Morcly, 1991: 493). Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg 
(2003) support Morely's view that technology today meets these goals and the 
computer offers different types of activities which present sounds orally and even 
visually for learners to identify and imitate or speak these sounds to develop 
pronunciation skills. 
Celce-Murcia et aL (1996) suggest the ways of using computers for pronunciation 
practice, which arc also used in the traditional classroom. If the students adopt an 
intuitivc-imitative approach, they can practise their pronunciation either through 
software or the web, which provides large amount of sources and feedback for 
developing pronunciation skills. For example, computers provide models of words 
and sentences for students to listen and imitate, and even record. Students complete 
MCQs tasks to identify similar sounds and receive instant feedback to check their 
answers. If, however, they adopt an analytic-linguistic approach, students obtain an 
analysis of their speech from the computer focusing on articulatory descriptions and 
charts of phonetic alphabet and vowel. From this analysis, students learn what the 
difference is between their own pronunciation and the originals on computers. Hence, 
apart from teachers' teaching pronunciation, students can also develop their 
pronunciation on computers on their own. However, as Celce-Murcia et aL (1996) 
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point out, both approaches require explicit instructions on how to use them cffcctivcly. 
This point indicates that students may still need assistance from the teacher to 
understand the task. 
In summary, the discussion in this section suggests that tasks are crucial in second 
language acquisition. Authenticity is also a useful feature for language learning. 
Various tasks for listening and speaking used in the traditional language classroom are 
extended and adapted as computer-based tasks. However, real evidence of using these 
tasks needs to be explored. In this study, the types of tasks in the computer context 
used to help students develop their listening and speaking skills are investigated. I 
also explore whether these tasks are useful and/or authentic, and how they affect 
learner motivation and autonomy. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed conccptualisations of student motivation, the role of the 
teacher, collaboration between students and computer-based tasks for developing 
students' language skills. The discussion suggests that increased learner motivation 
can contribute to effective language learning and that computers may have a 
potentially important role in motivating students to develop their listening and 
speaking skills because, and amongst other things, to enable students to control their 
own learning. This links with learner autonomy which can make language learning 
more efficient. At the same time, support and feedback from other people, either the 
teacher or peers through collaboration in the classroom, are still crucial when students 
use computers. The teachers' role is important in using the new technology. Teachers 
need to refresh their thinking and pedagogies when using computers in their language 
teaching. Finally, tasks used in the classroom for developing listening and speaking 
skills can be used in computer-based contexts. 
The studies reported above show the possibilities and principles of using computers in 
language leaming. However, many of them lack detailed evidence. Moreover, CALL 
research on listening and speaking is still an issue in current educational field. 
Therefore, more studies need to be carried out to show how computers are used to 
support language learning, the focus of this dissertation. The next chapter reviews 
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research studies and a selection of programs focusing on computer use for developing 
English listening and speaking skills. 
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Chapter 3 Literature Review: 
Studies and programs review on using computers for developing 
listening and speaking skills 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 built up theories for developing learners' listening and speaking skills in 
second language leaming, including in the CALL context. This chapter discusses 
research studies in using computers for language learners to practise their listening 
and speaking skills in 3.2.1 also review some current computer programs designed for 
developing learners' listening and speaking skills in 3.3, which arc the focus in this 
study. 
The role of computers in language education has been debated for decades. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, with the development of technology, computers 
support language teaching and leaming. Students can complete various tasks for 
language leaming through computers. Computer programs motivate students to 
control their own leaming process to develop their language skills. The computer is a 
tool which enriches language learning in the classroom. Meanwhile, the role of the 
teacher is still crucial to support students when they work on computers. Based upon 
the discussion, research studies have found that computers arc used to develop 
students' listening and speaking skills in their second language leaming (e. g. 
Warschauer and Meskill, 2000, Hegelheimer and Tower, 2004, Chen el al., 2004 and 
Watson and Wright, 2005). 
3.2 Studies on developing listening and speaking skills 
3. Z I Individual study on CALL progrants 
In recent years, studies have focused on using computers to develop language 
learners' listening and speaking skills as individual study in their second language 
learning. For example, Gilmour (2004) conducted a study in the use of College 
English (produced by CfBT, Malaysia), an online self-study English program for 
developing students' listening and speaking skills. The participants were six groups of 
68 on-campus students at a university language ccntrc in the UK and one group of 13 
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off-campus undergraduate students in Thailand. They used the program for self-study 
without the presence of a teacher for a term. They were able to access the program 
anywhere at anytime on campus. Six teachers also participated in this investigation. 
The students were given logins and passwords to enter the College English system 
and obtained online asynchronous support from the six teachers. When students had 
problems, they sent an e-mail to ask the teachers for help, and the teachers also 
answered questions by e-mail. The data on the participants' perceptions of the use of 
the computer program was collected by questionnaires and personal written 
comments. Gilmour found that the general feeling about the use of College English 
was more positive than negative, and some students felt they improved their listening 
and speaking skills with the use of the program. The participating teachers were also 
positive about the program. They considered the listening materials in College 
English as being beneficial for students. 
However, the feedback from teachers by c-mail did not seem to work well to support 
students. Gilmour found that students commented that they needed teachers' presence 
and instant fccdback and pressure to motivate them to use College English in class, 
rather than only completing tasks and obtaining feedback on computers through 
individual study out of class. Some students did not use it very often. Students also 
said they needed training in using the program. Finally, Gilmour suggests that College 
English should not be used as an optional programme for students for self-study, and 
it should be integrated into existing courses in the ESL programme. Students need 
pressure and monitoring by teachers as well as guidance and feedback from teachers. 
This indicates that the computer program should be integrated into the class, rather 
than just leaving students working on computers independently out of class. This 
suggests that students working on the computer program for individual study out of 
class only did not work very well. Teachers should provide support and feedback and 
solve problems when students need in the class. This point supports Bransford et al. 
(1999) and Chapelle's (2003) (see 2.3) claims that learners still need feedback from 
the teacher or peers for self-study on computers. Despite this, Gilmour could not 
provide the ways of how teachers provide support to students in class because 
students studied on computers alone out of class. Moreover, Gilmour only gave a 
general description of which tasks worked well for students' listening and speaking 
skills. 
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Hcgelheimer and Tower (2004) also investigated the effect of individual use of 
computer software for listening and speaking in an EFL (English as a foreign 
language) class at undergraduate level. The participants were 94 EFL studcnts at a 
university in the United States working with New Dynamic English in EFL learning. 
The computer software provided a variety of listening matcrials-prcscntations, in 
contexts such as job and family, likes and dislikes and daily activities, for students to 
listen to. Students were required to complete different tasks, for example MCQs, to 
develop listening comprehension. Regarding speaking, students completed repetition 
and recording activities. For instance, students recorded their speech and listened to 
this speech and compared it to native speakers' speech. Learners were also able to 
press the 'Repeat' button to repeat the sentence as often as they wished. 
During subsequent descriptive and inferential analyses from 1795 records of student 
log-ins, Hegelheimer and Tower found that the 'Microphone' button and the 
'Headphone' button were used most frequently. In particular, the 'Microphone' button 
was used far more frequently than any other control option. This indicates that 
students did more recording on computers and listening to their own voices to develop 
listening and speaking skills than other activities. Hegclheimer and Tower (2004) 
suggest that in order to increase opportunities for speaking practice, the teacher can 
ask students to listen to the presentations and repeat each sentence because the ability 
to repeat frequently is helpful in the development of speaking skills. This supports 
Yule (1992) and Bygate et al. 's (2001) assertion that repetition tasks can help students 
improve speaking skills (see 2.5.3). 
Hegelheimer and Tower's study illustrates that students have opportunities to control 
their own learning process to practise their listening and speaking skills on computers. 
They address the usefulness of the recording function in computers for developing 
speaking skills. This is related to learner autonomy because these functions on 
computers for students to control their activities provide support for students' 
autonomous learning (Benson, 2001), which can enhance effective language learning 
for students (Little, 2002) (see 2.2.2). However, Hegelheimer and Tower reported 
their findings in terms of the frequency of using the tool, such as 'Microphone' and 





Similar to Gilmour's (2004) study, Watson and Wright (2005) provided an example 
of using the web course, eLanguages, among students in pre-sessional ESL courses in 
a UK university language centre in 2004. They sent questionnaires to 194 students 
and 21 teachers. They also conducted 58 observations. In the questionnaires, 78% of 
the students reported using learning materials of eLanguages from once a day to once 
a week and 88% of the students felt it was very useful or useful. From teachers' 
questionnaires, 81% of the teachers reported that eLanguages materials supported 
students' individual study. From the observations, the researchers found that the 
program allows students to carry out independent study. Students offered positive 
comments on the program in open-ended questions in the questionnaire. For example, 
"I feel this is much more than just useful and helpful", "I want to keep on using the 
online materials after the course - please make it possible" and "I very much 
appreciate the quality of the course, the structure of the material and the logic of the 
content" (Watson and Wright 2005: 19). These comments suggest that this online 
program motivated students to engage in individual study to develop their language 
skills on computers. Teachers also commented that the resources were useful for the 
particular difficulties students have and the sources were a real help. 
As a result, Watson and Wright state that eLanguages is helpful for learners to 
improve their language skills, including listening and speaking, and students are 
motivated in working on computer environment with their enjoyment and its value, 
supporting Pintrich and Schunk's (1996) assertions on aspects of motivation (see 
2.2.1). This also supports Warschauer and Healey (1998) and Benson's (2001) claims 
that computers motivate language learners to take charge of their own leaming 
process (see 2.3.3). However, they also found more task feedback was required by the 
students. The support and feedback might come from the design of the online program 
or from teachers. Despite this, they did not describe what type of task feedback could 
be provided from the program or teachers. 
The above studies have showed evidence to confirm the assertions in Chapter 2 that 
computers provide students with opportunities to develop listening and speaking skills 
at their own pace. Both students and teachers in Gilmour and Watson and Wright's 
studies reported positive attitudes to using CALL materials for developing listening 
and speaking skills. At the same time, Watson and Wright's (2005) study has 
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demonstrated evidence from students that the computer programs motivated them to 
work on computers to develop their language skills because students considered these 
programs were valuable for their language learning and they liked working on CALL 
tasks (Vallerland, 1997 and D6myei, 200 1) (see 2.2.1). 
However, the data collection in these studies could have been strengthened if thcy had 
used other types of data, for example interviews with teachers and students. Their 
findings are limited to illustrating the effect of using CALL resources on Icaming, and 
not on the teachers or students uses of CALL. Moreover, these studies above have 
focused on student individual study on computers and have not considered the role of 
the teachers or collaboration between students. As discussed in section 2.3, the 
successful use of the computer in language learning depends on teachers' organising 
activities, not only on the computer. Thus, students' independent study on computers 
without support from people might not be the best way in using the new technology in 
language learning. Students who conducted self-study on computers out of class in 
Gilmour' study above expressed their expectations for obtaining support from 
teachers in class. Therefore, teachers need provide support to students during their 
work in computers. 
3. Z2 CALL with supportfrom people 
As the last section suggested, students' individual learning only on computcrs limits 
their language development. Recent studies have considered the support from the 
teacher and collaboration between peers. Warschauer and Meskill (2000) present 
three case studies using computers in second language teaching at undergraduate level 
in the United States. Two studies were related to developing speaking skills. The third 
described writing and is not discussed here. One of the case studies used computers in 
ESL learning at the University of Illinois. The 150 ESL students were seeking to 
improve their language skills. The teachers set up activities, such as reading, writing, 
listening and speaking with the sources on computers, to encourage studcnts to 
practise their language skills individually or collaboratively in the computer 
laboratory. Students were asked to complete activities using computers and the 
Internet. One of the tasks asked students to join an online discussion about 
'bilingualism'. Students also needed to report on their online discussions in class. The 
vast majority of students responded very positively and favourably to the contcnt and 
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method of the online courses when they were formally asked if the courses had met 
their expectations at the end of the term. This point suggests that students are 
motivated by working on computers to develop their language skills. Teachers in the 
programme stated that the use of computer technology has been highly advantageous 
for improving students' language abilities for academic and professional purposes 
from online oral and written work. 
The second study focused on business courses in Spanish for undergraduate students 
over the period of a term at the University of Texas. Students were required to solve 
business-related problems in the computer room through discussion with peers. 
Computers served as support to the students' communications and students found 
resources on the Internet to support their discussion. For instance, students used 
information they obtained on computers to describe the problem in a company. Then, 
they gave recommendations for future action. Computers also provided native 
speakers' discussions as models for students to follow and to give their own 
presentations. Students provided overwhelmingly positive responses to this discussion 
with information on computers. They considered the integration of computers was 
able to actively enhance their language skills, including listening and speaking, 
through real models and contexts from computer-based sources. The teacher also felt 
the coursc was positivc. 
The findings from the two studies demonstrate that students practised their language 
skills by using computers for independent study and through collaboration with peers. 
They developed communication skills through discussions based on their computer 
use, linking Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg's (2003) study that it is beneficial for students 
to have collaborative activities to develop speaking skills around the computer (see 
2.5.3). Despite this, however, Warschauer and Meskill argue that the key to successful 
use of computers in second language teaching does not depend on software or online 
programs, but relics on teachers' effective plans, designs and organised activities as 
well as collaborations between learners. As they concluded: "if we use computers to 
fully humanize and enhance this act, rather than try to automate it, we can help bring 
out the best that human and machine have to offer" (Warschauer and Meskill, 2000: 
316). This point indicates the crucial role of the teacher in using computers. The best 
way of using computers is that teachers initiate activities between students and 
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computers, and between students and students via the technology to enhance second 
language teaching and learning, rather than leaving students working on computers 
alone, supporting Chapelle's (2003) claim on the importance of teachers in the CALL 
context (see 2.3.3). 
Similarly, an experimental study of Chen et al. (2004) investigated the use of a web- 
based academic English course which they developed to improve students' language 
skills, including collaboration between students as well as support from teachers. A 
variety of listening materials were stored as digital multimedia with sound tracks and 
videos on the web. Listening tasks covered dictation and note-taking with fccdback 
from the system. Students completed the tasks and received feedback from computers 
to check their answers. Regarding speaking, students carried out an information gap 
task (see 2.5.3). Students talked to each other and exchanged information. Students 
were able to receive feedback, such as comments from the teachers or peers from 
online-based discussions. Twenty university- I cvel EFL students from a university in 
China participated in the study via the Internet. They completed pre- and post- 
treatment questionnaires to evaluate their attitudes and previous knowledge. They also 
completed an open-ended questionnaire designed to explore their attitudes to the two 
treatments and their feelings about their improvements in listening comprehension on 
the web course. 
Chen et al. (2004) reported from statistical analyses that the majority of students 
expressed positive views for the web-bascd environment in their language learning 
and thought the web environment offered an cffective setting for their second 
language learning. Students gave positive comments on working on CALL tasks, such 
as a quite nice learning environment, having greater control over their own learning 
with instant feedback and not worrying about making mistakes. This describes a 
situation of learner autonomy where students take charge of their own learning, 
supporting the literature on students' individual learning on computers in 2.3 (see 
Benson, 2001 and Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003). In the infon-nation gap tasks 
with teachers or peers' feedback, they commented that it was possible to talk with 
teachers as well as peers and find help via the Internet. This point shows the 
usefulness of teachers' role but also highlights the importance of working with peers. 
They concluded that the various inventive and interactive multimedia formats of tasks 
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in developing listening and speaking skills motivated and enhanced learners' language 
learning and these learning activities on computers encouraged students' autonomy. 
Students liked using computer-bascd tasks to enhance their development in listening 
and speaking. Hence, learners are likely to be motivated to practise language skills on 
computers and control their own language learning process. This study shows 
examples of students' individual learning on computers, plus teachers' support and 
collaboration between students in using CALL programs. 
Nevertheless, Chen et al. 's findings heavily relied on statistical results. It may be that 
students' feelings and attitudes are better explored using interviews rather than 
questionnaires only. And the findings lack teachers' voices in the evaluation of using 
CALL materials, which might be limited. 
Zhao's (2007) study also brings up the support from people in using CALL sources. 
She carried out a small-scale case study in three UK universities in 2004-2005 to 
investigate the impact of using computers to enhance overseas students' listening and 
speaking skills in ESL teaching and learning. The three university language centres 
provide a range of listening programs for students to use in and after class, such as 
Melissi, College English and SKY. Zhao employed in-depth interviews with 15 
students and 3 teachers at the three universities and reported that students in the three 
universities said they enjoyed controlling their own learning activities on computers 
to practise their listening skills. Students said they improved their listening skills by 
using the computer programs, although using the computer programs was only one of 
the ways they improved. This means students were motivated to use computers for 
self-study. She also found that though students had the flexibility to control their 
learning activities, some teachers provided support and feedback on students' work on 
computers. For example, the teacher in one university selected materials from online 
BBC radio and prepared exercises, such as true/false questions, gap-filling and 
correcting mistakes in sentences, for students to complete after listening in order to 
enhance their comprehension. Students stated that they still liked feedback and 
detailcd explanation from the teachers. They commented that the teachers' instruction 
motivated them to work on computer tasks. They needed the teachers' guidance 
during their independent study. As with previous studies reported here, these 
comments suggest that students want teachers' support for their learning on 
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computers. In addition, she also found that pair-work, such as discussion and role play 
took place while working with computer programs. Students stated that they likcd 
discussions with peers. The teacher interviewces agreed that the communication 
between students in class was useful for students to learn from cach other and also 
made the class more lively. This suggests that collaboration motivated students in 
their language learning on computers to attain their Icaming goals. 
Zhao concluded that the listening programs on computers expanded the interaction 
among teachers and students, and helped students to develop their listening and 
communicative skills. She suggested that it was necessary for teachers to provide 
guidance to students, organise activities and offer help when students needed. 
Interaction between students and teachers needed to be strengthened including online 
communication. The teacher also needed to encourage pair-work Icaming activities 
among students, such as discussion and role play. She suggested that students needed 
pre-training before using the computer programs. 
Zhao did not provide details of sPecific CALL tasks for listening and speaking and 
only used interviews in her study. If she had added other sorts of data, such as 
questionnaires and observations, her findings could have been strengthened. Again, 
there must be other types of teachers' support and collaboration between students in 
the CALL context for listening and speaking. 
In summary, in spite of the various methods, samples and cultures, the results of these 
studies discussed above are similar. The findings suggest that computers are helpful 
for students to practise their listening and speaking skills at their own pace. At the 
same time, students need support from teachers or pecrs to complete the tasks. These 
findings support Paulsen (2001) and Chapelle's (2003) assertions that teachers and 
peers' feedback foster students' language learning in using computers for language 
learning (see 2.3). Meanwhile, the limitations in these studies were also noted, 
including limited data collection. 
3.3 Computer programs for listening and speaking purposes in ESL learning 
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As discussed in previous sections, computer programs have been used to develop 
language learners' listening and speaking skills. This section reviews some recent 
CALL programs produced in the UK for listening and speaking in ESL teaching and 
leaming, including software and online programs. These CALL programs, such as 
EASE, SKY, Streaming Speech, eLanguages have been used in university language 
centrcs in the UK to assist students in developing listening and speaking skills in their 
ESL courses (Watson and Wright, 2005, Zou, 2006 and Zhao, 2007). More 
importantly, the way these programs are used and the effect of their use are 
investigated in this study. 
3.3.1 Softivareprogrann 
There are software programs that have been designed for ESL learners specifically to 
develop their academic listening and speaking skills. For instance, Essential 
Academic Skills in English (EASE, CELTE, University of Warwick), is a series of 
interactive CD-ROMs, designed for ESL/EFL learners, in particular for those who 
come to study in a university. There arc several programs for listening and speaking, 
covering topics from sciences, the social science and humanities. EASE: Listening to 
Lectures (Kelly, Nesi and Revell, 2000) aims to help students improve their listening 
skills in academic English lectures. Nesi (2001) states that EASE: Listening to 
Lectures provides authentic lectures which were recorded in real lectures in a UK 
University on 89 video excerpts with 40 different speakers among 25 different 
departments. The CD-ROM provides students with opportunities to access different 
clips of videos lasting between a few seconds to over 9 minutes. They show real 
lectures, including students putting up their hands, students' laughing and clapping, 
and even the sound of doing an experiment in a lecture. The CDs include a variety of 
tasks, including MCQs and note-taking, for students to develop listening 
comprehension. Students can work at their own pace to replay the videos and 
complete the tasks as often as they want. 
Fagan (2002) adds that in EASE: Listening to Lectures, lectures provide a wide range 
of accents, including British, American, Australian and other European. There are six 
units and cach unit contains different sections and various tasks. During each section, 
students watch and listen to different lectures and complete the tasks. All types of 
tasks arc based on understanding lectures and rhetorical features in sentences. 
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The figures below show examples of tasks in EASE: Listenitig to Lectures. Figurc 3.1 
shows one example of note-taking on the screen. The goal is to develop learners' 
skills in note-taking in listening to lectures. Students need to write key points and 
learn how to take notes during the lecture. It also offers reminders to help students 
complete this task. The upper left screen of the video can be enlarged. The bottom left 
worksheet on the screen is for students to type notes on while watching and listening 
to the lectures. The bottom right worksheet is the answer sheet appeared when 
students click 'reveal' button on the top right to check whether their answers are 
correct or not. This task provides opportunities for students to promote skills in 
finding key points and taking notes in listening to academic lectures. 
Figure 3.1 The video and note-taking on the screen in EASE: Listening to Lectures 
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Figure 3.2 gives an example of' MCQs- There are several choices for students to 
select. They need to identify which one appears in the listening. Students click tile 
button on the top right to obtain feedback which helps students know whether the 
answer is correct or not, and check the explanation for incorrect answers. For 
instance, the comment for the incorrect answer 'A' in Figure 3.2 is: "Wrong. It does 
not make sense for the lecturer to say it is best for him to make a mistake. " This sort 
of task is a means of developing listening skills and encourages students to work 
individually on computers. 
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Figurc 3.2 An example of MCQs ill Listening to Leclures 
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III Figure 3.3 one of' tile vocabLilary matching exercises is shown. Students drag and 
drop the words into the correct place Following listening to and watching video clips I 
to 5. Then they click the 'reveal' button to show the correct answers. This activity 
afflis to develop students' vocabulary in academic situations. 
Figure 3.3 The video and matching exercises in EASE. - Listening to Lectures 
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In a review of EASE. - Listening to Lectures, Singhal (2002) proposes that tile program 
can improve leamers' listening skills and it is easy to use, She states that a strong 
characteristic of EASE: Listening to Lectures is that all lectures are genuine and in 
naturalistic spoken language. Another crucial point is "the videos provide visual 
support, as users cannot only listen to speakers but can also see their gestures. facial 
expressions, and body language which can increase comprehension" (Singhal. 1002: 
20). She also comments that the feedback from the tasks make tile program both 
suitable in courses and for the purposes of self-study. It is useful because students can 
do it again if their answers are incorrect. Similarly, Fagan (2002) cornments that 
EASE: Listening to Lectures can help students of intermediate level or above to 
develop skills in listening to lectures in an English academic environment and can 
undoubtedly help learners to increase confidence in their listening skills in academic 
English study. 
The reviews of the program suggest that EASE: Listening to Lectures looks interesting. 
In addition, the tasks provided in this program seem to be good interactive tasks 
because they offer students opportunities to complete listen-and-do tasks and 
academic listening tasks, which is important and works effectively in developing 
listening skills (Ellis, 2003) (see 2.5.3). Thus, EASE: Listening to Lectures is likely to 
provide students with opportunities to promote their listening skills in academic 
English, particularly for following lectures and seminars in the university by watching 
videos with real English and completing the tasks. This point follows Flowerdew and 
Miller's (1997) suggestions that teachers need to find authentic lectures when 
developing listening skills for academic purposes (see 2.5.1). 
I-lowever, these reviews of EASE: Listening to Lectures do not provide evidence of' 
the actual use of it taking place in class and tell if the program is used effectively. 
Therefore, these claims need to be investigated from actual research studies. 
EASE: Seminar Skills I. - Presentations (Kelly, Nesi and Richards, 2004) is the second 
program in EASE series of interactive CD-ROM. As Ncsi (2001) states, the second 
program also provides the combination ot'video clips and various tasks. The prograrn 
aims to help students develop speaking skills in giving presentations in English for 
academic purposes. It provides spontaneous samples of good and bad presentations 
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\01ch %%-crc givcn by studcnts. and vocabulary and phrases used in presentations, 
hascd on digital vidco rccording in real university seminar presentations. Students 
watch the vidco clips ofauthcntic presentations and answer questions, such as MCQs 
and notc-lak-ing University of Warwick). 
For cxaniple. Unit 4 off'crs phrases and sentences to use at the beginning of a 
presentation. or to outline tile presentation, or to move from one part of the 
prcsciltation to Ilic ncxt part in presentations. For instance, students learn phrases such 
as: "In this talk. I'ni going to discuss... " or "To begin this lecture" for use at tile 
beginning of' a presentation. Similarly, they might learn phrases for the outline, for 
example. "First. I plan to explain.... Secondly, Then, and Finally". 
The ptirpose of tile tasks in this section is to help students learn how to start, move 
and conclude a prcscntation. After listening to the samples of the presentation, 
Students are provided with opportunities to learn to give good presentations helped by 
using the same phrases. Figure 3.4 below shows the example of MCQs task which 
focuscs oil the organization of presentations. Students need to click which expressions 
flicy hear and %vatch from the presentations on the two video clips. These tasks 
C11COUrage a focus on giving an academic presentation. 
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Students can also do repetition tasks with these samples of' presentations to practise 
their speaking skills in giving presentations, which may be hclpl'ui in developing 
speaking skills. As Yule ef al. (1992) and Bygatc el al. (2001) remark. task repetition 
can help learners to improve the expression of their meanings and promote interactive 
efficiency (see 2.5.3). Accordingly, EASE: Seminar Skills I: Presentations seems to 
provide students with opportunities to improve their speaking skills in giving 
presentations in academic environment. Meanwhile, the tasks in the program also 
offer opportunities to students to practise their listening skills in seminars. 
However, according to Slater and Varney-Burch (2001) and llegelheinier and 
Tower's (2004) suggestions in 2.5.3 and 3.2, tasks which require students to record 
their own speech and comparing learners' own recorded voices with the originals can 
promote their speaking skills. Hence, one limitation for EASE: Serninar Skills /. - 
Presentations may be that it does not provide a systern for recording students' speech 
in the program. Therefore, if the program provides opportunities for students to record 
their presentations and compare with the originals, it might lead to better learning. 
As Morely (1991) states in 2.5.3, pronunciation is one of the crucial factors in spoken 
ir Fnglish English. Some programs are designed to help learners improve thel 
pronunciation, for example, SKY- Pronunciation and Streaming Speech. SKI': 
Pronuncialion (SKY Software House, UK) helps ESL learners to develop 
pronunciation skills for words, phrases, sentences, word stress and rhythm. SKI': 
Pronunciation (SKY) comprises Word and Phrasal Stress, Stress and Rhythm, Similar 
Sound and Phonemic Alphabet in English. It offers many interactive tasks to test 
learners in various ways. Learners listen to words and sentenccs, repeat and record 
their own words, and then compare their sounds with originals on the computer. 
Learners can improve their pronunciation through interactive tasks, which give instant 
feedback, on the computer, working on their own. In Phonemic Alphabet in F11glish 
3.0, for example, learners hear and see the shape ofthe mouth when a single vowcl or 
consonant is pronounced. Figure 3.5 below is one example of single vowel with 
mouth shape. Students can repeat and record these sounds and compare them with the 
original ones. This exercise offers students opportunities to create more accurate 
sounds. 
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FigUre 3.5 Short vowels in Phonemic Alphabet in English in SKY 
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Figure 1.6 below shows an example of words which sound similar. Students need to 
listen and select the word flicy hear. Then, students record their imitation and listen 
and compare it with the original. This task focuses on helping students distinguish 
sinillar Sounds in listening and speaking. 
Figure 3.6 Similar sounds in SKY (SKY Software House) 
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In Stress and Rhythm (see Figure 3.7 below), the goal is to practise stress and rhythm 
in scilmiccs and dialogue. Learners listen to the sentences and hear the different stress 
and rhythm. For example, there are four underlined words in the sentence used in this 
example, Two have primary stress, one has secondary stress and one is not stressed at 
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all. Learners listen to the sentence and then drag the underlined words into the correct 
box. 
Figure 3.7 Stress and Rhythm in 5K)"(SKY Software I lowc) 
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According to Fulcher's (2003) point that second language learners have difficulty in 
identifying similar sounds or words and stress (see 2.5.3), the SKY activities above 
seem to offer good opportunities for students to solve these problems. In /hao's (2007) 
study at the three universities (see 3.2), she found that SKI' supported overseas 
students' pronunciation skills in their ESL courses. However, she did not say how 
SKY was used in the CALL class. 
SKY is a phonetic tool which relies on exercises of single words and sentences rather 
than real contexts for communications. As Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003) suggest, 
the syllabus and course context for developing listening and speaking skills should be 
around topics and tasks for communicative purposes, not only For developing single 
structures. 
Similarly, Streaming Speech (Cauldwell, 2002) is a computer program for developing 
students' listening and speaking skills. It provides British and American Fnglish For 
advanced learners of English. In Streaming Speech, learners listen to people speaking 
about themselves, their studies, their life and their work, which are all spontaneous 
and unscripted. Students listen to their speech and then complete tasks. Students can 
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c,,, cn rccord their imitation of sentences or paragraPhs and compare them with the 
original FAiglish. Thc resource includes ten chapters: eight include speech by eight 
diff'ci-cnt spcakcrs and the remaining two chapters are for reviewing and practising 
specific promiticiatloii. Each chaptcr includes six sets of exercises. For example, in 
Chapter 1, Task 1, students listen to tlic speaker talking about jobs at a university and 
c1loosc miswus from MCQs, then click the 'review answers' to check whether their 
atiswus arc correct or iiot. Thcy can listen again to check their answers or read the 
triiiiscript to licip their understanding. Figure 3.8 below show the example of the task 
ol' Nl('Qs al , tcr listening. This task aims to improve students' comprehension for the 
SI)CCCII. 
Figure 3.8 The task of MCQs after listening inSlmanfingSpeech 
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Figure 3.1) below illustrates an example of tasks for students to repeat and speed up 
the sclitclices following the task. Students can repeat again and again if they want 
until they are satisfied. They can click self-assessment to check their progress, and 
they can do it again ifthey want, perhaps to improve their scores. They call listen to 
and repeat each part of a speech or the whole speech, and then use the microphone to 
record their voices. After that. they can listen to their recordings and compare them 
with the original ones in the program. Students not only practise their listening and 
speaking skills in Stre(iming Speech, but also develop the speed of their speech by 
following native speakers' samples in various speeds in this particular exercise, in 
order to get used to the speed of natural talk by native speakers. 
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Figure 3.9 Ail example of spceding up and rccording inStreamingSIvech 
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Several second language researchers provide reviews of' Sireaming ýpeech. For 
example, Petrie (2003: 1) comments: 
"Streaming Speech is a pedagogically and linguistically sound program which uses 
technology well. If learners are motivated and have extremely advanced skills or have the 
assistance of a teacher who can scaffold for them, they are very likely to encounter 
improvement in listening and speaking with this program. " 
Petrie's perspectives suggest that Streaming Speech provides good tasks for students 
to practise their listening and speaking skills. Students' motivation in working on this 
program and teachers' support may enable students to improve their listening and 
speaking skills on this program. 
Similarly, Lian (2004) asserts that. Weaming Speech allows learners to lisle', to 
authentic materials and provides opportunities flor learners to develop their 
comprehension and speaking skills via interaction with real situation contexts. The 
tasks and instant feedback can help students to self'-manage their learning process. 
The idea of using fast speech may help less advanced learners to obtain benefits from 
this practice. 
SKY and Streaming Speech follow Morely (1991), Celce-Murcia et al. (1996) and 
Butler and Wiburg's (2003) suggestions concerning approaches to using technology 
to improve pronunciation. The activities the two programs provide are basic 
approaches for students to develop pronunciation skills (Ceice-Murcia et al., 1996) 
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(see 2.5.3). Mcanwhile, the speaking activities of repetition and recording tasks in the 
two programs arc good tasks for speaking, supported by Yule et al. (1992), Bygate et 
al. (2001), Slatcr and Varncy-Burch (2001) and Hcgclhcimcr and Tower (2004) (see 
2.5.3 and 3.2). Therefore, SKY and Streatning Speech look to provide good 
opportunities for language learners to practise their pronunciation and speaking skills 
in various aspects. In this way, learners may be able to improve their pronunciation 
skills by working at their own pace on computers. 
However, both SKY and Streaming Speech do not provide students with explanations 
or tell them why their answers on the tasks for speaking are incorrect and how to 
correct their crrors. If the programs were to provide these types of support, students 
might obtain more benefit in developing their speaking skills. In addition, there is a 
lack of studies on the use of the two programs to give evidence for the effect of using 
thcrn for developing pronunciation and speaking skills. 
3.3.2 Onlineprogrants 
cLanguages is an online program designed by several university language centres in 
Britain. eLanguages provides a range of online interactive English language courses 
and sources for intermediate to advanced language learners from general English 
learning to academic purposes. The interactive materials are multimedia-enhanced 
and have integrated scif-asscssmcnt activities, including guidcd activities, feedback, 
hints and comments, links to reference materials and related web pages. eLanguages 
is designed to support facc-to-facc teaching, distance learning and blended Icarning, 
and it is both for individual learning as well as classroom teaching. CLanguages 
provides over 600 hours of learning materials with thousands of learning activities, 
focusing on developing reading, writing, listening and speaking skills. 
Tlicrc arc six categories in each Icaming project, including academic listening and 
notc-taking for listening, and communication skills for speaking. Each unit has 
listening materials, such as lectures, presentations and conversations by native 
speakers. After listening, students complete tasks, including sclecting answers from 
true/faisc exercises, finding key points and filling in words of a summary. Students 
receive fccdback from computers to check their responses. They can check answers 
by listening as much and as often as they like, reading the transcript or just clicking 
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the answer button. There are also explanations for answers for students who may not 
understand why a selection is incorrect. For example, one of the listening tasks is to 
listen to a presentation. After listening, students select answers from a drop down box 
for comprehension, either 'True' or 'False' or correct answers (see Figure 3.10 
below). This task is also the means to develop students' listening skills. 
Figure 3.10 'True' or 'False' exercise in eLinguages 
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Figure 3.11 is an example of note-taking after listening in ebinguages. Students listen 
to the material and write down notes or key points in a summary of the material on the 
screen. This activity is aimed at improving students' skills in note-taking while 
listening to a presentation, a lecture as well as conversations. 
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Figurc 3.11 Note-taking cxample in eLanguages 
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In ýVatson and Wright's (2005) study, they have found that eLanguages is helpful for 
studcnts to practise their listening skills and both students and teachers gave positive 
rcsponses about in using the program to develop their language skills (see 3.2). 
Transferable Academic Skills Kit JASK: University of Reading, 2005) is an online 
FAighsh course program for the International Foundation Programme for Further and 
I lighcr Fducation. Some University Language Centres in the UK bought the online- 
based course matcrials and then downloaded them to use in their ESL courses for 
intcrnational students to develop language skills. TASK produces opportunities for 
students to use online information to discuss with peers and to develop their speaking 
skills. These online resources provided at the end of each unit in the programme can 
be accessed anywhere with an Internet connection. 
TASK comprises twelve modules which cover a variety of activities including web 
extension activities. At the end section of each module, it suggests web sites for 
students to scarch for information related to the topic in the module and complete 
exercises online. After students complete exercises, the teacher can ask students to 
discuss and compare in groups or in pairs about the information they have found on 
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the web. For example, the topic of Unit 2 in Module I is "Learning Style Inventory' . 
Students are required to log on to the web: "Free Learning Styles Inventory", which 
offers a test for students to analyse their own learning style. Students complete a 
questionnaire and get results of their own learning style from the web. Then, they can 
compare their learning style with peers in class. In Unit 4, it also provides a quiz on 
'Time Management' and students obtain feedback about their own time management 
skills. Teachers can also ask students to compare and discuss their results and 
opinions about time management in class, which can develop students' speaking skills. 
These web sites provide students with relevant information about the topics to discuss 
and develop their spoken English in class. As discussed in 2.5.3. these speaking 
activities with online information between students provide them with opportunities to 
develop speaking skills, supported by several researchers (Murphy, 1991, llcdgc, 
2000 and Baker and Westrup, 2003) that discussion is a speaking activity which can 
encourage students to use the language to carry on a convcrsation and develop the 
strategies in communication. This program requires teachers to set up activities in 
using online information for students to have discussions. If teachers do not organise 
activities, and students use the program on their own, then the language learning 
potential decreases. However, research (see Warschauer and Meskill, 2000 and Chen 
el al., 2004 in 3.2.2) suggests that teachers' role is important in initiating activities 
with online resources between students to develop language skills. 
This section has reviewed selected computer programs for developing ESL learners' 
listening and speaking skills. Some programs focus on academic study. Others draw 
on basic speaking skills, for example, pronunciation. However, there is a lack of 
detailed evidence for the efficient use of these programs in real language teaching and 
learning situations. 
A final issue I want to put forward here is that even though I focus on computer-based 
language learning, I am aware that this is only one aspect in language leaning. and 
there are other impacts of language learning available, for example various activities 
for students to practise language skills in traditional language classrooms (Pica, 1987, 
Ellis, 1994 and Foster, 2001). 1 can only focus on one point for this Phl) study. 
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3.4 Summary 
This chapter has discussed research studies in using computers for developing 
studcnts' listening and speaking skills. These studies illustrate the possibilities and 
examples for students to use computer programs to practise their listening and 
speaking skills in second language Icaming. It is also shown the importance of the 
support from the people in using the computers. However, although the studies 
mentioned in this chapter have given evidence or suggestions concerning the use of 
computer programs for listening and speaking, there are limitations in these studies 
bccausc of their restricted research methods. They have only used either 
questionnaires or interviews and have not provided enough detail. Findings from 
single source of data may not be holistic because they cannot prove the findings from 
diffcrcnt data. In addition, some studies, Gilmour (2004) and Watson and Wright 
(2005), have not given enough comments on particular computcr-based tasks, such as 
MCQs or notc-taking used for self-study. Other studies, such as Warschauer and 
Mcskill (2000), Ilegelheimer and Tower (2004) and Zhao (2007) have not talked 
about the importance of the teacher's role or have not provided in detail to present 
how tcachcrs give support to students in using computers for language learning. 
Finally, the studies, Chen el al., (2004) and Zhao (2007) have only given some of 
examples of pair work. There must be some other forms of interaction between 
students in using computers. 
A scicction of computer programs for developing ESL learners' listening and 
speaking skills arc also reviewed in this chapter. However, research is needed to 
investigate if these programs are effective for developing language learners' listening 
and speaking skills. Therefore, more evidence and examples on specific tasks, 
teachers' support and collaboration between learners from samples of the use of 
computers in real language teaching and learning situations need to be given to 
teachers with the high-speed development of computer technologies. This study will 
explore these issues mentioned above. 
Much of the literature in chapters 2 and 3 discusses listening and speaking separately. 
However, in the present study, they will be discussed together because they are 
related to each other in language learning (Murphy, 1991 and Hedge, 2000) (see 2.5). 
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Many of the studies reported discuss individual learning, the teachers' role and 
collaboration between students in developing listening and speaking skills scparatcly. 
A more appropriate view would be to see them in combination. In my study, these 
three aspects will be brought together, setting up my rcscarch questions. In Ordcr to 
ensure the broadest findings, I will use several data collection techniques. 
The next chapter discusses the methodology used in this study. 
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Chapter 4 
Research Design and Methods 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the design of this study and explains the research procedures. I 
present research questions, a rationale for the approach of data collection and analysis 
taken in this study. Then, the procedures and different data collections and ethical 
issues arising in this study arc discussed. 
4.2 Research questions 
This study explores how computers are used to develop students' listening and 
speaking skills in ESL courses in university language centres in the UK. The research 
questions developed from issues arising from the literature. The first two questions 
will be to identify real examples of CALL programs and CALL tasks are being used 
for both developing listening and speaking skills in language courses in university 
level, and to explore both students and teachers' perceptions of using the CALL 
materials. They provide a general scope for my research context. This is also based on 
Stake's (1995) suggestion on the progress of a research that it is better to start with 
general questions, and then to turn into the further and specific research questions. 
This study will investigate how these CALL programs and CALL tasks are being used 
for individual study, which is the crucial point I want to look at. It will also explore 
the role of tcachcrs in supporting students' Icarning on computers. Finally, I wish to 
explore evidence for collaboration between students in the CALL context. Therefore, 
flic research questions arc: 
1. What computcr programs and computer-bascd tasks do the target language ccntres 
provide for dcvcloping students' listening and speaking skills? 
2. What arc the perspcctives of teachers and students in the target university language 
ccntrcs in using computer programs to develop listening and speaking skills? 
3. flow do students develop their listening and speaking skills on computers for self 
study? 
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4. What types of support do teachers provide for students whcn working on cornputcr. 
based tasks? 
5. In what ways do studcnts collaboratc whcn complaing tasks using computcrs for 
listening and speaking? 
4.3 Case study research 
This study explores in detail what kinds of tasks are used, how interactions between 
people emerge and what the perceptions of teachers and students are regarding using 
computer programs for listening and spealding. Large amount of information needs to 
be collected from teachers and students. By using various sources of data to 
triangulate my findings will avoid some of the limitations of the research studies 
reported in Chapter 3. For such research, it is also advisable to draw on multiple 
sources of information from teachers and students (sce Stake, 1994, Bogdan and 
Biklen, 1998 and Dcnscombe, 1998). Therefore, an in-depth study is considered to be 
suitable for this research. 
This study explores questions including "how", "why" and "what". As Yin (2003) 
states, these types of questions arc suitable for adopting a case study strategy. In 
addition, Denscombe (1998) reveals that the case study particularly fits in where the 
researcher has little control over circumstances. Because the case study focuses on 
investigating phenomena as they naturally occur, the researcher does not nccd to 
search for controls or to change situations. The case study is suitable for the needs of 
small-scale research focusing on one or a few research sitcs. 71iis is just what this 
study can do, because I cannot control or attempt to change situations. 111is study only 
aims to investigate the phenomena of using computers for listening and speaking at 
the target university language centrcs. 
Furthermore, the literature concerning research methods suggests a number of 
advantages of using the case study, which support the use of a case study approach in 
this research (such as Gall et aL, 1996, Bogdan and Biklcn, 1998, Stake, 2000, Cohen 
et al., 2000, Yin, 2003 and Punch, 2005). For cxampic, Stakc (2000: 25) asscrts that 
the case study is: 
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&'a direct and satisfying method of adding to experience and improving understanding. " 
Yin (2003) also notes that the case study helps researchers conduct an investigation to 
preserve holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life settings. Punch (2005: 144) 
supports this point that the aim of the case study 
"is to understand the case in depth and in its natural setting, recognizing its complexity 
and its context. It also has a holistic focus, aiming to preserve and understand the 
wholeness and unity of the case. " 
Furthermore, Dcnscombe (1998) states that case study focuses on the detailed 
workings of the relationships and social processes which can provide data to explain 
why a spccific outcome might occur rather than just to discover what the outcome is. 
The main advantage of the case study is that it can help a researcher to deal with a 
complex social phenomenon by studying a few examples. The'findings from the case 
study can be applied elsewhere because they can be generalized to the whole issue. 
In addition, As Denscombe (1998) states, the case study allows the researcher to 
employ a variety of research methods and data collection, such as questionnaires, 
interviews and observation. His suggestions support the ideas for employing various 
types of data focusing on small numbers to produce an investigation in depth for this 
study. Further, the analysis is based on holistic factors from various methods rather 
than isolated factors. 
Some researchers state that case studies can help researchers focus on a specific case. 
For instance, Bogdan and Biklen (1998: 54) remark that the data collection of case 
studies can "narrow to particular sites, subjects, materials, topics, questions and 
themes. " The researcher can select one example or a few examples from a wider 
range of examples, such as a child, a class, a school, a university or a company (Stake 
1994 and Denscombe, 1998). Cohen et al. (2000: 181) also note: 
"The single instance is of a bounded system, for example a child, a clique, a class, a 
school, a community. It provides a unique example of real people in real situations, 
enabling readers to understand ideas more clearly than simply by presenting them with 
abstract theories or principles. " 
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However, it may be limited to select one single example. The generalizations from 
findings of the case study rely on "how far the case study cxample is similar to others 
of its type" (Dcnscombe, 1998: 36). As Yin (2003) suggests, two or more cases can 
produce a good case study. "More important, the analytic bcncrits from having two 
(or more) cases may be substantial" (Yin, 2003: 53). In addition, a conclusion from 
two cases tends to be more persuasive and stronger than that coming from a single 
case alone. Compared to a single case, if common conclusions come from both cases, 
they can expend the findings (Yin, 2003). 
Moreover, different researchers describe different types of case study, such as 
interpretative, descriptive, exploratory, explanatory, instrumental, and so forth (see 
Merriam, 1988, Yin, 1993 and Stake, 1995,2000). Yin (1993) summariscs three key 
types of case study: 'exploratory', 'explanatory' and 'descriptive. Ile describes: 
"An exploratory case study... is aimed at dcrining the qucstions and hypotheses of a 
subsequent (... ) study... A descriptive case study presents a complete description ofa 
phenomenon within its context. An explanatory case study presents data bearing on cause- 
effect relationships-explaining which causes produced which cffccts. " Yin (1993: 5) 
According to the above discussion, this study adopts a case study research approach, 
because it offers an opportunity to research one aspect of the situation in depth 
(Denscombe, 1998), and to produce detailed descriptions of the situation (Gall et al, 
1996), that is, how computers are used to develop students' listening and speaking 
skills in their ESL learning. Two universities language centres were selected as two 
cases for this study and they are sufficicrit for producing a good study (Yin, 2003). It 
can help this study to focus on the detailed working on the use of computers for 
listening and speaking at the target university language ccntrcs. 
This study does not intend to test theory or discover theory, but to describe an existing 
phenomenon, that is how computers arc being used for students to develop their 
language skills. Therefore, this study adopted Yin's (1993) descriptive case study, 
providing the accounts of participants' perspectives as well as the situation in the 
computer room. 
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Several types of data collcctions: interviews, questionnaires and observation will bc 
used. The combination of the three methods can fulfil the aims of this study. This is 
because that this study is interested in the experience and opinions from teachers and 
students, so it is most appropriate to talk with them. In order to see what happens in 
the computer room and get direct evidence on how the teacher and students use 
computer software or online programs to develop listening and speaking skills in the 
computer room, can be done through observation. The study explores insights, 
feelings and experiences through interviews with students and teachers and through 
observation in the computer room. Some questions in this study contained "what" and 
"how much" in asking participants' perspectives, for example, "How much do you 
like using computers for speaking activities? " Hence, this study also uses 
questionnaires. 
These mixed methods, interview, questionnaire and observation, allow me to develop 
this study as comprehensively and completely as possible (Morse, 2003). Thus, they 
help me extend my understanding of the specific situation. However, there are many 
issues about their use, including wide data collection, analysis and interpretation and 
combining the different data. All these issues are the challenges in using the mixed 
methods (Creswell, 2003). 
This research comprised two phases. The first phase involved sending a questionnaire 
to some UK university language centrcs to identify potential target language centres 
for in-depth study. The second phase involved in-depth case studies including 
interviewing teachers and students, a questionnaire for students and non-participant 
observations in computer rooms in the target language centres. 
4.4 Phase One: Identifying target university language centres 
4.4.1 Mentifying target centres 
The first phase was conducted by sending a questionnaire to forty university language 
ccntrcs in the UK from June 2004 to December 2004 to discover if they were using 
computers for international students to practise their listening and speaking skills in 
their TESOL programmes. The aim of the first questionnaire (see Appendix I) was to 
select target university language ccntrcs which had used computers for listening and 
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spcaking. This was a relativcly straight forward and cconomical way to rind 
participants (Denscombe, 1998). This is also supported by Gall et aL (1996) that 
questionnaires help researchers make lower cost of sampling respondents over a wide 
geographic area and much less time to collect data typically. 
The questionnaires were mainly sent to univcrsity language ccntrcs on the list of 
BALEAP (British Association of Lecturcs in English for Acadcmic Purposcs). I 
selected 40 language centres from the list. I found contact details from their websitcs 
and sent an e-mail with the questionnaire attached to administrators at these univcrsity 
language centres. I also sent the questionnaire by post to some language ccntrcs which 
did not reply to my questionnaire by e-mail. Finally, twenty-one universities (53%) 
replied my questionnaire by e-mail or by post, which were either from administrators 
or directors of the language centres. The result is as follows in Table 4.1: 
Table 4.1 The results of first questionnaire from 21 univcrsity language ccntrcs 
Only use computers for developing listening skills 10 
Use computers both for developing listening and speaking skills 7 
Do not use computers for developing listening and speaking skills at all 4 
4.4.2 Sampling 
I contacted the seven university languagc ccntrcs which reported using computers for 
developing both listening and speaking skills to request permission to carry out the 
main study. Three university languagc centres agreed to take part in this study. Of 
these, two university language centres were selected to conduct an in-depth two-case 
study. They are Heslington University Language Centre and Hawthorn Univcrsity 
Language Centre. The two centrcs Provide computer programs including software and 
online programs for students to practise their language skills in prc-scssional courses 
in summer. These pre-scssional courses arc provided by the universities to prepare 
students at undergraduate or postgraduate level for taking English courses (see also 
5.2). Approximately 100 ovcrscas students in 11cslington University Language Centre 
and 120 students in Hawthorn University Language Centre studied English in summer 
prc-scssional courses in 2005. These students (about 200) would be sufficient for my 
data collection. 
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I conducted my data collection in the middle of their courses. The reason was that 
both teachers and students would have little experience of using computers for 
dcvcloping listening and speaking skills at the beginning of their courses, and I was 
not allowed to collcct data at the end of their courses, because they were busy with 
their English tests at that time and they did not have time to answer my questions. 
Furthermore, when these students completed these summer courses, they did not 
attend language courses in the language centre any more. Regarding in-session 
courses, both the language centres do not have as many students as in summer courses 
and do not often use computer programs in language teaching and learning. Thus, it 
was the best to carry out my data collection in the two target university language 
ccntres during the middle of their pre-sessional courses in the summer of 2005. 
At fleslington University Language Centre, I contacted the coordinator at the ccntrc, 
who invitcd me to the university to approach teachers and students to collect my 
rcscarch data bctwccn July and September of 2005.1 also contacted the coordinator in 
Hawthorn University Language Ccntre and he agreed to my giving questionnaires to 
thcir students and interviewing teachers and students. Following his suggestion, I 
visited Hawthorn Univcrsity Language Centre to collect data in September 2005. 
4.5 A pilot study 
A pilot study was conducted with the questionnaire and interview before the main 
study. As Oppcnhcim (1992: 47) suggests: 
"Questionnaires have to be composed and tried out, improved and then tried out again, 
often several times over, until we are certain that they can do the job which they arc 
needed. " 
Accordingly, the questionnaire was piloted to check the clarity of questions and 
instructions so that I could modify any unclear items. Punch (2005) also states that 
piloting questionnaire helps researchers find how easily the respondents can answer 
each item. The aim of piloting the questionnaire in this study was to evaluate the 
questions and the instructions, check the balance of the questions and identify 
procedural problems. It also checked how easily respondents could complete the 
questions, so that if there were some difficult words for respondents to understand, I 
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could change them into more simple words which would be more easily understood. 
In the pilot, I gave the questionnaire to more than 20 undergraduate and postgraduate 
students at the University of Bristol in February 2005. Ten students completed the 
questionnaire and offered suggestions. According to their replies, I adjusted several 
response categories and modificd instructions for some questions. I also changed 
some words to be easily understood. Some questions were rcordcred as well. For 
example, I changed 'task' into 'activity' and 'teacher's instruction' into 'teacher's 
direction' for easier understanding. The time for completing the questionnaire varied 
from 10 minutes to 20 minutes. I think it is considered appropriate time for this 
questionnaire, which does not take students too much time. The pilot data was coded 
and inputted into Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to allow for a 
descriptive analysis. From the output of graphs and tables, I was able to check the 
analysis procedure, which can ensure the correct procedure in the main study. 
I also carried out a pilot interview with a teacher and a student at Bristol University 
Language Centre. The aim was to check the questions for interviews in the main study 
to enhance their reliability (Cohen el al., 2000). 1 asked the teacher and tile student 
questions about their use of computers for promoting listening and speaking skills. 
The teacher had not used the computer for listening and speaking in class, so he did 
not give much information. But he thought computers could be used more for 
listening and speaking in future. The student only used the computer to practise her 
listening skills out of class. According to her reply, I adjusted a few questions and 
some words for the interviews. I modiflcd the English to make it simpicr for students 
at the language centre to understand. For example, the question "Do you achieve the 
learning outcomes for listening and speaking skills? " was changed into "Do you think 
you are making improvements in listening and speaking skills with the use of 
computers? " I also made some questions more specific. 
4.6 Phase Two: Data collection and data analysis at two target language centres 
4.6.1 Questionnaire 
The questionnaire used in Phase Two in this study was for students in the target 
language ccntres and it was intended to investigate their experience, perceptions and 
opinions of how they used computcr-bascd tasks, if they liked using computers and 
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which way they preferred to use the technology for developing listening and speaking 
skills. This is guided by several researchers. As Dbrnyei (2003) remarks, a researcher 
can collect a large amount of information in less than an hour and it can be faster to 
analyse data by using some computer software packages and the questionnaire "can 
be used successfully with a variety of people in a variety of situations targeting a 
variety of topics" (p. 10). Denscombc (1998) also suggests that the questionnaire can 
offer confidcnt results with statistically significant outcomes. Further, according to 
Cohen el al. (2000: 129), the questionnaire is more reliable than interview because of 
its anonymous feature, which "encourages greater honesty. " 
In addition, questionnaires arc used for exploring people's attitudes, perception, views 
and opinions (Black, 1999). More importantly, as Chapelle (2001) states, CALL 
research methods which present evidence about learner's opinions on the value of the 
CALL task arc required. These opinions can be collected by using questionnaire data. 
Their ideas are particularly suitable for this study. 
flowcvcr, there arc some disadvantages to questionnaires. For example, Oppenhcim 
(1992: 100) points out that a questionnaire "takes many weeks planning, reading, 
design and exploratory pilot work will be needed before any sort of specification for a 
questionnaire can be determined. " Actually, it did take a long time to design the 
second questionnaire in this study. Denscombe (1998) also argues that in terms of 
quantitative data and questionnaires, the analysis can be difficult with large amounts 
of data. Respondents might not cooperate with prc-codcd questions, which might bias 
the researcher's findings as well. The rate of respondents might be lower than other 
research approaches. Therefore, the quality of data from quantitative research can be 
seen as suspect in some way. The analysis of quantitative data is not as scientifically 
objective as it purports to be reliant. Furthermore, questionnaires were limited in this 
study, because I was not able to follow up comments students made or probe into their 
responses in the questionnaires. I needed to explore more detailed data from both the 
teachers and the students, which helped me triangulate with the questionnaire data. I 
needed much more insight into what the teachers and students thought about using 
computers. In order to compensate for these limitations, this study also used 
interviews and observation as research techniques. 
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The questions in the questionnaire aimed to find out the target students' cxpcricncc, 
opinions and attitudes in the use of the computcr to promote listening and speaking 
skills in English learning (see Appendix 11). Questions were provided within related 
topics. Most of the questions were structured. Various response formats wcrc 
providcd, from two to five categories for the questions. A multiple of answer formats 
were produced from two to five categories. Students can sclcct from given choices. 
Questions I to question 5 were to answer the third research question. For example, 
"How often do you use computers for ESL activities? " Questions 6 to question 8 
answered the fourth and fifth research questions. For instance, "How often do you gct 
fccdback for listening and speaking activities? " Questions 9 to question 17 were to 
answer the second research question. Here is an example, "How much do you like 
using computers for speaking activities? " The last few questions asked general 
information, including gender, mother tongue and if they would be willing to be 
interviewed. 
I went to a class in each of the two target university language ccntrcs to give the 
questionnaires to students, which only took 15-20 minutes for them to complete. I 
also gave the questionnaires to teachers to let them help me send it to their students to 
complete either in class or after class. At Heslington University Language Centre, I 
gave out 100 questionnaires and received 52 completed questionnaires. I gave out 120 
questionnaires at Hawthorn University Language Centrc, and I obtained 69 completed 
questionnaires back. All questionnaires were received either from the class after 
students completed them, or from the teacher the next day or the day after that. Some 
questionnaires were received by post after I came back to Bristol. Finally, 121 
students completed the questionnaires at the two language ccntrcs. The students came 
from a range of different countries and studied from undergraduate to doctorate 
degrees. 
4.6.2 Analysis of Questionnaires 
The analysis of the questionnaires provided me with a general idea about the levels of 
computer use amongst the students, the students' undcrstanding of computers and 
their perspectives on using computers in ESL learning. First, I codcd the data into 
numbers, and proceeded through stages for analysis of questionnaire data; as Dlimyci 
(2003) suggests, the first step in processing questionnaire data is coding data and 
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developing a coding framework. In this study, as most of questions were structured, in 
order to present the data, a coding framework was set up to reflect the questionnaire. 
Two categories is the minimum number, for example, 'Male' was coded '1' and 
'Female' was coded '2'. Another example for four categories, 'Strongly agree, was 
coded 'P, 'Agree' was coded '2', 'Disagree' was coded '3' and 'Strongly disagree, 
was coded W. All questionnaire data was entered into the statistical analysis 
computer package, SPSS. 
Second, the percentage and frequency of responses were produced in the form of 
tables for each question. For example, the frequency of students who used computers 
to practise their listening and speaking skills in and out of class; and the percentage 
students liked using the technology in general and even in some specific computer 
programs or tasks. This stage followed Denscombe's (1998) suggestion that the 
second stage is to make the data into a tally of the frequencies which offers a clear 
picture of which responses occur more frequently than others. Third, the statistical 
analysis focused on descriptive techniques to describe the percentages and frequencies 
of what the tables showed, because, as Denscombe (1998) states, the researcher can 
use descriptive statistics to describe the frequencies and distribution, which "provide a 
succinct and effective way of organizing quantitative data and communicating the 
findings to others", so that the researcher "can interrogate their results relatively 
quickly" (Denscornbc, 1998: 205). Finally, the results were analysed together with the 
data from interviews and observations and their relationships were explored to see 
whether they support to each other or not, following the research questions. 
4.6.3 Interview 
This study employed interviews as a second research technique because the interview 
was likely to offer a more in-depth view than questionnaires. The main Purpose of 
interviews in this study was to explore what kinds of computer-based tasks teachers 
and students are using and how they use these tasks for developing listening and 
speaking skills. A further purpose was to explore teachers' and students' opinions 
regarding advantages and disadvantages of using computers in these contexts, and ask 
for their suggestions of using computers for developing listening and speaking skills. 
Of% 
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The literature on research methods supports this approach (Cohen and Manion, 1994, 
Punch, 1998, Denscombe, 1998, Wellington, 2000 and Kcrlingcr, 2000). For example, 
Punch (1998) states that the interview can access intcrvicwccs' perceptions, meaning, 
d61nitions and constructions of the situation. Moreover, it is one of the most powerful 
methods researchers used to understand others (Punch, 1998). Dcnscombe (1998) 
agrees that interviewing is appropriate when researchers want to obtain information 
about people's motivations, experiences, opinions, or fcclings. Interviews provide an 
in-depth insight into the topic and produce data in details so that the researcher can 
get valuable information and ideas from the respondents. 11is is the aim of the 
interviews used in this study, that is, to investigate intcrvicwccs' opinions, 
experiences and feelings in using computers in depth. Dcnscombe (1998) also states 
that interviews are flexible and can obtain high response rate. The data from 
interviews is validity, because "direct contact at the point of the interview means that 
data can be checked for accuracy and relevance as they colicctcd" (Dcnscombc, 1998: 
136). Furthermore, researchers can explain their questions and ask for clarification 
about responses researchers arc not clear about (Wellington, 2000). In the interview. 
when responses were unclear, I asked intervicwees to clarify or check what they said. 
I asked interviewees to expand their answers, when I wanted to find more cxamplcs or 
evidence. I also explained my questions to the intervicwccs %vhcn they were unclear 
with my questions. In these ways, I aimed to ensure that the data was as valid as 
possible. 
For types of the interview, I used semi-structured interviews which are more flexible. 
They help interviewces to speak more widely and develop their own thoughts to reach 
more depth than structured or unstructured interviews (Denscombe, 1998). Bogdan 
and Biklen (1998) also note that scmi-structurcd interviews allow researchers to 
become confident in obtaining reliable data across subjects. Therefore, according to 
their recommendations, I conducted scmi-structurcd interviews for this study to allow 
me to ask some follow-up questions and probe to get more reliable details. 
In order to obtain in-depth replies, open-ended questions for interviews were 
employed in this study, because open-ended questions arc flexible, can be expressed 
freely and allow interviewer to reach more depth. They help the researcher obtain 
unexpected and unanticipated responses (Cohen and Manion, 1994 and Kcrlingcr, 
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2000). Kerlingcr (2000) also states that all the questions in the interview schedule are 
open-ended and flexible in their own way. These methods are useful to ask 
interviewccs about their opinions for this research. They help to collect valid 
qualitative data, which means the researcher has more confidence in the analysis. 
Most of the questions were followed by several sub-questions to invite interviewees to 
provide as more details as possible. In the teacher's interview (see Appendix 111), 
questions I and 2 were designed to provide data to answer the first research question, 
exploring the type of computer programs and computer-based tasks. Question 3 was 
designed to answer the third research question, drawing on how they used computer- 
based tasks. Question 4 explored the fourth and fifth research questions, which are 
concerned with teachers' support and the collaborations between students in using 
computer-bascd tasks. Questions 5 to 10 investigated the second research question, 
which covers the teacher's perspectives and suggestions. In the student's interview 
(see Appendix IV), question I to question 2 were the same as in the teacher's 
interview questions and were also to answer the first research question. Question 3 
and questions 6 to 8 were to answer the third research question. Questions 4 and 5 
aimed to answer the fourth and fifth research questions. Questions 9 to 12 explored 
the second research question with students' attitudes, perspectives and suggestions. 
Questions for the group interview were the same as individual student interview. The 
reason I focused on the second research question at the end of the interviews was that 
I thought it was better to ask what and how they use computers, and then move to 
explore why they use them and ask for suggestions on improvement. In writing the 
thesis, it is better to start with reporting from the general perceptions. 
In terms of teachers' interviews, I explored why teachers integrated computers into 
their teaching, how they used CALL programs, and how they provided support when 
students worked on computers. Interviews with teachers can give a more 
comprehensive picture of their teaching and perceptions, and increase my 
understanding on the content and methods of using computers for listening and 
speaking. I interviewed six teachers at Heslington University Language Centre and 
nine teachers at Hawthorn University Language Centre. Because all teachers were 
busy with their teaching at that moment, it was not easy to find enough time and place 
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for the interview. Most of the interviews took place either in their offliccs, or in the 
corridor, or in the rest room after class. 
Students were also invited to participate in individual intcrvicws, bccausc studcnts 
would offer valuable feedback and suggestions on the use of computers in languagc 
learning, which might be then considered by teachcrs and computcr program 
designers for language teaching and leaming. This is guidcd by Murphy el aL 's (200 1) 
suggestions that it is valuable to listen to students' reactions which may help teachers 
to modify their strategies for students' interaction. Teachers have to rcthink and 
realign their assumptions of their teaching with computers according to students' 
feedback in most of the case studies. As Murphy el aL (2001: 172) proposc: 
"Perhaps even more important, especially when developing online and other computer- 
based forms of teaching, is the need to involve studcnts in development as soon as 
possible. " 
Similarly, Kiely and Rea-Dickins (2005) indicate that language teachers in highcr 
education may change teaching strategies after getting feedback from students, which 
may bring benefits to and enhance students ESL learning, including in using computcr 
technology. Thus, it is important to listen to students' perceptions and cxpcricncc of 
using computers for listening and speaking in their language learning. Hence, I also 
conducted interviews with students. 
At Heslington University Language Centre, according to the responses of the 
questionnaire, I contacted some students who were willing to be interviewed. 
However, it was difficult to contact them at the beginning. Thus, I went to their 
classrooms and waited for them to finish their lessons. I asked some of them if they 
would like to be interviewed and fixed the time and the place for interviews. A few 
interviews were conducted in the classroom, and others were in their flats at campus 
after class, or in the evening. Finally, I interviewed 12 students individually in total. 
All interviewees were at different levels in their study, from undergraduate to doctoral 
level students. They came from different countries, such as Italy, Cyprus, Korea, 
Japan, China, Philippine and Brazil. Similarly, at Hawthorn University Language 
Centre, according to the replies to the questionnaire, I contacted some students for 
interviews. A few students accepted my interview, but some students found it hard to 
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find appropriate and enough time for my interview because they were busy with their 
study, and some of them had tests the next day. I also asked several teachers to help 
me find students to involve my interviews. Finally, nine students agreed to my 
interviews. They also came from different countries. I interviewed all students after 
class at the corridor outside the computer room in the centre. 
A group interview with 3-5 students was also carried out in the two language centres, 
one group per centre (3 in Heslington and 5 in Hawthorn). This follows Lewis (1992) 
and Fielding and Thomas's (2001) suggestions that group interviews can help 
interviewees challenge the idea between each other and can help researchers see how 
interviewees interact in the relevant context and work out a common view or various 
views. Watts and Ebbutt (1987) support their views above that the group interview is 
useful, as a tool for collecting data in educational research, because a group of people 
has been working together for some time and it is important for everyone to 
understand what others in the group say. Group interviews can be employed for 
triangulation aims or used in conjunction with other data (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 
As Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 365) highlight, the group interview is 
, 'data rich, flexible, stimulating to respondents, recall aiding, and cumulative and 
elaborative, over and above individual responses. " 
In this study, I wanted to use the group interview to develop greater discussion among 
students to obtain more details regarding their feelings and experiences. It was hoped 
that interviewees in the group interview would listen to each other's contributions so 
that they may develop their ideas more clearly. New insights, new information and 
another level of data gathering or perceptions on the context of this study may occur 
in the group interview, which may not be available through the individual interview 
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1994 and Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 
Therefore, 15 teachers and 21 students took part in individual interviews and 8 
students took part in group interviews at the two language centres in this study. All 
interviews were recorded by a digital recorder or a tapc-recorder after permission. All 
interviews lasted for about thirty minutes to one hour. I also took notes during 
interviews to help the transcriptions later. 
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However, the interview has some problems as well. For example, somctimcs the 
researcher cannot obtain all answers he/she expects from the intcrvicwccs, and it takes 
time to write the transcription of the tapes. The researcher has to make sure the tape 
recordcr is actually working. Cicourel (1964) points out some problcms of the 
interview. For example, different interviewcc has a different situation. If the question 
is too complicated, the respondent may find it difflicult to answer, or even cannot reply. 
In the interviews, sometimes students could not understand my questions or could 
provide little information. Some students did not speak too much. I had to kccp asking 
them more questions to continue the interview. 
4.6.4 Ana lys is of In tervie ws 
The purpose of the analysis of interviews for this study is to gain in-dcpth insights 
from the views of teachers and students in using computers for listening and spcaking. 
According to Ryan and Bernard (2003), finding themes is an important stcp Worc 
analysis. The themes for analysis can be found in literature reviews and researchers' 
values (Bulmer, 1979). Holliday (2002) suggests that the themes can come from what 
the researcher sees during data collection and the researcher's mind through tile 
process of the research. The literature in chapters 2 and 3 brings up three main issues: 
the role of computers in students' individual learning, the role of teachers and 
collaboration between students. Thus, these three aspects were idcntiflcd as the main 
themes in the analysis. Meanwhile, I also wish to cxplore what CALL programs and 
tasks are used in target language centres and participants' general pcrspcctives for 
them. Therefore, five major categories in this study emerged from literature reviews 
and the research questions. They are: 
1. An overview of computer programs and computcr-bascd tasks used for 
listening and speaking 
2. An overview of the perspectives of teachers and students in using computers to 
develop listening skills and speaking skills 
3. Computer-bascd tasks used for individual study 
4. Teachers' support when students working on computcrs 
S. Students' collaboration 
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The process of analysis of interview data for this study follows some researchers' 
suggestions below. First, as Atkinson and Heritage (1984) suggest, transcriptions are 
basic research activities. They involve close and repeated listening to recordings. 
Heritage (1984: 237) also states: "The tape-recording and transcript allow both 
analyst and reader to return to the extract either to develop the analysis or to check it 
out in detail. " The transcription offers a 'true' record of the original interview 
(Drever, 1995). Second, according to Marshall and Rossman (1995), data analysis 
includes several stages: organizing the data; generating categories the data; and 
searching for interpretations. In addition, analysis of qualitative data is inevitably 
interpretive (Cohen et al. 2000), and the process of analysing qualitative data is 
framed by researchers' questions (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Similarly, Wolcott 
(1994) suggests three main ways to present data. The first way is to stay close to the 
original data treating it as descriptive data. This helps to tell the informants, stories. 
The second way is to extend descriptive data with careful and systematic analysis to 
identify key factors and relationships. The third way is to interpret data to make sense 
of understanding or explanation from the analysis. As Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
indicate, data analysis requires researchers' selection and their own interpretation of 
the data. They describe data analysis as 
&'weaving descriptions, speaker's words, field note quotations, and their own 
interpretations into a rich and believable descriptive narrative. " 
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 22) 
Therefore, first, all interview data was listened to carefully and repeatedly and 
transcribed into the computer (Atkinson and Heritage, 1984). And then I listened to 
all interviews again, to check them out in detail (Heritage, 1984). Second, the data 
was organiscd and grouped the responses into the five categories which were framed 
by the research questions (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994 and Marshall and Rossman, 
1995). Third, I searched for interpretations to describe the interviewees' stories to 
make sense of understanding from the data and discovered key points to analyse their 
relationships (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, Wolcott, 1994 and Cohen et al., 2000). 
During the analysis of interviews, I returned to the transcriptions to get more 
information to add into the analysis where needed. 
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With respect to the third category, for example, 'computcr-bascd tasks for individual 
study', I grouped all interviewecs' responses to the four interview questions which 
focused on this category. For instance, one question in the student interview focused 
on how the students' perceived their own improvements in listening and speaking 
using computer applications. I grouped all answers from participants for this question 
in the computer with the use of NVivo which helped me to locate all the responses 
within the same question. I wrote my initial comments after each response (see 
Appendix VIII). I then picked up their key comments within similar responses. I 
generalised how many students reported their improvements on listening or speaking 
as well as specific programs they recognized useful for their improvements. Next, I 
provided detailed examples of what participants' said based on the aspects above 
during the analysis, but reduced repetitious responses. I found relevant findings from 
the questionnaire and added literature from Chapters 2 and 3 to support this result 
focusing on 'motivation' within the third category. 
Finally, I analysed the interview data with relevant information from questionnaires 
and observations within the five categories. Several copies of the descriptive analysis 
were made to easily find the relevant information, which were then used to highlight 
their relationships. I synthesized all these results to make a holistic analysis 
(Denscombe, 1998). When I analysed interview data, for example, tcachcrs and 
students presented some tasks they did in the computer room, I would triangulate my 
findings with observation and questionnaire data. When student intcrvicwccs said 
they liked completing some computer-based tasks, I would find whether many other 
students liked completing them as well from the responses in the questionnaire. I 
would also look at the extent to which students appeared to concentrate in their tasks 
in the computer room during the observation. More importantly, I searched for the 
relevant literature in chapters 2 and 3 to link the analysis and strengthen my findings. 
All teacher interviewees at the two language centrcs were given various names, such 
as Mr. Cater, Ms. Evans... and each student intcrviewce was also given a name, for 
example, Lucy or John... during the analysis. 
4.6.5 Observation 
Observation was used as the third research technique, because although 
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questionnaires and interviews provide data about the perceptions of the participants, 
they do not provide data about what actually takes place in the classroom. As 
Chapelle (2003: 97) asserts: "One approach to understanding technology use is to 
carefully observe learners at work. " Dcnscombe (1998: 139) also supports her point: 
"Observation offers the social researcher a distinct way of collecting data. It does not rely 
on what people say they do, or what they say they think. It is more direct than that. Instead, 
it draws on the direct evidence of the eye to witness events first hands. It is based on the 
premise that, for certain purposes, it is best to observe what actually happens. " 
In terms of types of the observation, in order to have deeper understanding about the 
use of computers for developing listening and speaking skills in the computer room, 
this research employed non-participant observations at the two university language 
centrcs. As Bums (1999) suggests, there are two types of observation: participant and 
non-participant. Participant and non-participant refer to the different role in the 
observation. Participant observation means involving the research context. The 
researcher in participant observation is a member of the context and participate 
activities. Non-participant observation means watching and recording without 
becoming involved with the research context. Accordingly, I did not intend to involve 
myself and participate in activities because I only wanted to watch and record the 
process of activities of involved in using computers for listening and speaking in the 
computer room by taking field notes and a tape-recorder. Also it is impossible for me 
to be involved in their activities in class. Hence, I did not involve mYself and 
participated in activities and I took the non-participant observation for this study. 
Thus, the aim of the observation in this study was to use my own eyes to see direct 
evidence and to provide information on: 
0 What happens in the computer room when students use computers for developing 
listening and speaking skills 
0 [low students complete the computer-based tasks to practise their listening and 
speaking skills 
0 What kinds of support teachers provide for students' listening and speaking tasks 
on computers 
10 What kinds of collaboration between students take place in the computer room 
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To observe, video camera recording, tape-recording and written recording arc three 
main techniques (Denscombe, 1998). Foster (1996) and Wragg (1999) suggest that 
using a camera in the classroom can affect what students do and some events will be 
out of camera shot, because of the restricted visual range of the video. Moreover, it is 
sometimes not easy to obtain all teachers and students' permission for using a video in 
their classroom and even if permission is obtained, "reactivity will increase", which is 
"a serious drawback" (Foster, 1996: 87). Students might not work naturally if I used a 
video camera to record one off sessions in the classroom. Rather, I watched and wrote 
field notes to record the process of activities students involved in using computers for 
listening and speaking. Taking written records allowed me to provide descriptions of 
the situations, such as what happened, what tasks they did, the time they spent on 
computers and discussions with peers. These descriptions helped me to make detailed 
reports and further analyse the data. I also used a digital tape-rccordcr to record what 
teachers and students actually said and talked in the computer room after obtaining 
their permission. The audio recorded data helped me find examples of their speaking 
or discussions during the analysis. I made transcriptions from my field notes with 
written and audio records as soon as possible after observations, while they were 
easily remembered (Denscombe, 1998). 
In the observation, I focused on what computer-bascd tasks students completed and 
how teachers set up activities for the students. I looked at what the students were 
asked to do in order to complete the task, such as listening to a lecture or a 
conversation and making comments. I also noted whether they worked individually or 
worked in pairs or groups for collaboration (see 2.4). When they worked individually 
on computers to practise their listening skills, I looked at whether they completed 
listen-and-do tasks or completed academic listening tasks to take notes, or just 
listened to the materials. When they developed their speaking skills, I looked at 
whether they repeated what they heard and recorded their voices to compare their 
own speech with the original ones, or whether they had discussions with pcers on the 
information on computer software or the web. I also explore whether they practised 
pronunciation. These different types of activities for listening and speaking which 
guided the development of recording the observations were framed by the issues 
arising from chapters 2 and 3. 
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At I Icslington University Language Ccntre, I observed 3 classes in the computer room. 
The lessons lasted from 45 minutes to 90 minutes. At Hawthorn University Language 
Centre, I bookcd two observations in the computer room during my visit. 
Unfortunately, one of the tutors changed his teaching plan and did not come to the 
computer room. I only obtained the opportunity to observe one lesson that used 
Streaming Speech in the computer room and it lasted for 45 minutes. 
During the observations, I either sat in the front of the computer room or sat at one of 
the computers. I could see what some students who sat near to me were doing on 
computers. I sometimes looked around to observe what other students were doing, and 
took notes. I did not walk around in the computer room when students did their 
individual work on the computer, because I thought if I walked to them, I might affect 
their completing repetition or recording tasks. 
4.6.6 A naIjsis of Observations 
In terms of the analysis of observation, I used a narrative description (Nunan et aL 
1990) to explain what I observed in the computer classroom. I described what 
teachers and students did with the use of computers for supporting listening and 
speaking skills in the computer room. This descriptive analysis aimed to provide an 
overview of the interaction among teachers and students while using computers 
within the context of the computer room. As Scott (2001,2005) suggests, the 
narrative description can offer an overview of the nature of the communication in the 
context, enrich the report of activities in the class and provide additional information 
related to perceptions of teachers and students in language teaching and learning. 
The analysis of the observation data followed the categories of the analysis of 
interview data, focusing on the kinds of computer-based tasks were used, what kinds 
of activities teachers set for developing listening and speaking skills; how the teacher 
and students used computer-bascd tasks from computer software and online programs 
to support students' listening and speaking and how students interacted as they 
worked on the task in the computer room. It was combined with data from interviews 
and questionnaires. 
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4.7 Ethical Issues 
With respect to ethical issues, access to people and settings can arise ethical problems 
(Dcnscombc, 1998). Hence, the data collection for this study followed the ruics of 
Data Protection Act (1984) and the ethical fr=cwork developed by the Graduate 
School of Education (2002), the University of Bristol. Permission for access to the 
language ccntrcs and interviews, questionnaires and observations was sought from the 
coordinators of the two language ccntres. All participants were informed about the 
aim of the research, use of data, confidentiality and the right to withdraw at any stage. 
All interviews and observations were audio-recordcd with the participants' approval. I 
tried to manage the interviews so that the participants were comfortable and I did not 
ask sensitive questions, such as ages. When some student intcrvicwccs found it 
difficult to give more answers, I did not search for more details in order to avoid 
discomfort. Therefore, interviewccs fclt comfortable in the interviews, and even some 
interviewees burst into laughter during the interviews, indicating that they were 
relaxed. In addition, I ensured nobody other than myself listened to the digital and 
tape recordings or read the transcripts in order to protect intcrvicwccs' privacy. I 
informed participants that this was a small-scale research project, and the names of 
university language centrcs and participants would be anonymiscd in my dissertation. 
The questionnaire was anonymous, unless students volunteered for interviews, in 
which case they provided their contact details. A name was created to refer to each 
participant, and the names of the two language ccntres were changed into 11cslington 
University Language Centre and Hawthorn University Language Centre to ensure 
anonymity. 
4.8 Summary 
This chapter discussed the research design and methods of this study. It provided 
rationales for the decisions I made, including the case study approach, the process of 
data collection and data analysis. T'his study employed different sources of evidence: 
questionnaires, semi-structurc interview and non-participant observations. The use of 
multiple sources of evidence in a case study allows the researcher to have findings or 
conclusions which are more convincing and accurate in a process of triangulation than 
isolated factors (Yin, 2003). As Figure 4.1 below shows, this study cniploycd the 
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three research methods to triangulate information and data in order to support and 




The aims of the first questionnaire was to search for target university language centres 
which are using computers to develop students' listening and speaking skills in their 
English pre-sessional courses. The second questionnaire used in the main study was to 
investigate students' experience in using computers for practising their listening and 
speaking skills. The aim of the interviews with teachers and students was to explore 
use of computers, focusing on computer-based tasks for developing listening and 
speaking skills. Interviews are flexible and can help participants offer more ideas and 
provide the researcher in-depth insight into this study. The aim of the observation was 
to look at what tasks students complete to develop listening and speaking skills in the 
computer room. Observations can provide evidence of eyes and enhance 
understanding about what happens in the situation. I interviewed the teachers and 
some students as soon as possible after the observations so that I could easily ask 
questions Mating to details about how they used the technology and the specific tasks 
they used in the computer room. 
All the analysis of questionnaires, interviews and observations were synthesized 
following each research question. The relevant information from the three types of 
data were identified and put into categories for the analysis. It is expected that the 
combination of various data sources can help to check each other to obtain valid and 
reliable data. As Cohen et al. (2000) suggest, the triangulation of different research 
methods may enhance the reliability and validity by the checks to each other. 
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Chapter 5 
Language centre profiles and participants' perceptions of using 
computers to develop listening and speaking skills 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the profiles of the two university language ccntrcs and the 
computer programs used for developing listening and speaking skills in 5.2. It gives 
an introduction to the various tasks for listening and speaking that the ccntrcs use in 
their pre-sessional ESL courses in 5.3. Finally, in section 5.4,1 provide an overview 
of Participants' perceptions of using computers for developing listening and speaking 
skills. This section explores whether students and teachers like using computers, 
especially in the UK, in an English-speaking environment, to develop listening and 
speaking skills. Drawbacks arising in using computers for listening and speaking arc 
also identified from students' and teachers' perspectives. 
5.2 The profiles of the tvvo language centres 
Heslington University Language Centre is situated on the outskirts of a city in the 
southeast of England. Hawthorn University Language Centre is located in a city in thc 
south of England. From July to September each year, both the language ccntrcs offcr 
pre-sessional English courses to develop academic English and study skills for 
overseas students at undergraduate to postgraduate level. Tbc students' IELTS 
(international English Language Testing System) scores range from 5.0 to 6.0. They 
need to take the summer pre-sessional courses and to obtain 6.5 or 7.0 in their IELTS 
scores at the end of these courses to meet the requirements of the universities before 
they register at the two universities in October. 
The two language centres provide many computer facilities. Hcslington Univcrsity 
Language Centre offers two computer rooms with about 40 computers for teachers 
and students to use in and out of class. Hawthom University Language Centre has 
four computer rooms with more than 100 computers for students to either use in class 
or after class. The questionnaire data from Table 5.1 below shows differences 
between the use of computers amongst students at the two ccntrcs. It can be seen that 
students in Hawthorn University Language Centre reported using computers for 
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developing listening and speaking skills both in and out of class more often than those 
in fleslington Univcrsity Languagc Ccntre. 
Table 5.1 The nercentap-e of comouter use in and out of class 
lies ington University Hawthorn University 


















Every day 4 11 4 6 16 32_ 19 22 
Every 2-3 days 19 35 8 8 30 36 19 23 
Aboutoncea week 40 21 39 21 45 15 47 23 
Once or twice a month 21 8 21 17 6 9 7 11 
Less than once a month 4 13 8 17 0 3 1 9 
The percentages are based on: N= 52 for Heslington; N= 69 for Hawthorn 
Both language centrcs provide computer programs for English study, including 
software and online programs. The two ccntrcs fix timetables when teachers and 
students use these programs for listening and speaking during their pre-sessional 
courses both for academic study and general language study. The two centres aim to 
use these computer programs as supplementary tools for students to develop their 
listening and speaking skills both in and after class. Many teachers in the two centres 
bring their students to the computer rooms to use the computer programs. 
From table 5.2 below, it can be seen that Heslington University Language Centre 
provides EASE: Listening to Lectures, EASE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentations, SKy 
and online sources in the TASK package for students to practise their listening and 
speaking skills in and out of class. 
Table 5.2 The computer programs used at the two language centres for developing 
listenina and sneakina skills 
Listening Ifeslington Hawthorn Speaking Heslington Hawthorn 
University University University Uni versity 
EASE: Listening SKY 
to Lectures pronunciation 
danguages EASE: Seminar Skill 1 (online) s : Presentations 







Teachers and students at Hawthorn University Language Centre use cLanguages, 
EASE: Listening to Lectures, Streaming Speech and SKY for listening and speaking in 
and out of class. Furthermore, teachers at the two ccntrcs also select listening 
resources from BBC onlinc radio or TV news for students to listen to in class and they 
also ask students to listen to them out of class. 
At Heslington University Language Centre, although the centrc arranges a schedule 
for teachers to use the computer room, there are different levels in using the computcr 
room among teachers. Some of the teachers, who like to use the computer, bring 
students to the computer room once or twice week, but other teachers do not oflcn 
bring students to the computer room. They seem to prefer to use tape-rccordcrs for 
listening. Five out of six teachers in the interviews reported that they brought students 
to the computer room once or twice a week to use the computer programs for in-class 
teaching for their students to practise their listening and speaking skills. For example, 
Ms. Evans said: "So we come to the computer room once a week, for an hour and a 
half .. do listening and speaking. 
" However, Mr. Brown said he did not often bring 
his students to the computer room because he was not good at using the computer. As 
he said: "... I think it's easier to control the tape machine. It's kind of.. you used to, 
you know... Generally, I don't go to the computer room. I like the classroom really" 
(sec also (iii) in 5.4-3). 
At Hawthorn University Language Centre, there arc eleven classes in the pre- 
sessional course. Each class has two types of lessons: Reading and Writing, and 
Listening and Speaking. The centrc employs three specialist teachers for the pre- 
sessional course. The classroom teacher teaches 'Reading and Writing' lessons. ncy 
do not go to the computer room. The support teacher teaches 'Listening and 
Speaking' lessons. All support teachers use the computer room at least once or twice a 
week, or even more than twice a week, for students to develop their listening and 
speaking skills. There are also several 'resources teachers' whose job is to guide and 
help students use materials or programs on computers at the ccntre aftcr class or in the 
self-study course-'Open Access' lesson in the computer rooms. Apart from twice a 
week for the in-class teaching in the computer rooms, each class goes to the computer 
rooms two or three times a week in the 'Open Access' lesson for scif-study. Mr. 
Harvey stated this arrangement ensures that students use the computer programs often 
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to practise their listening and speaking skills on their own, while teachers offer help 
during that time. Many students therefore have the opportunities to use computers 
cvcry day. 
These findings suggest that overall students at Hawthom have more opportunities to 
use the computer programs than students at Heslington. 
Furthermore, because the students in the two language centres need to develop their 
listening and speaking skills for their practical needs, that is, for the aim of passing 
the exam at the end of the pre-sessional courses as well as entering their academic 
study in future, it is related to students' instrumental motivation (Gardner and 
Lambert, 1972) (see 2.2.1). They wish to improve their language skills for their study 
and real life in the British community. Therefore, these students have motivation to 
improve their English. Apart from the courses delivered by the teachers in the 
classroom, the computer programs provided in the two centres also give students 
opportunities to develop their listening and speaking skills. As shown in Table 5.1. 
many students worked on computers to practise their language skills in and out of 
class. 
5.3 An overview of computer-based tasks for listening and speaking at the two 
centres 
This section presents an overview of various types of tasks the computer programs 
provide for students to develop their listening and speaking skills in the two language 
centres. Details of how students in the two centres complete these tasks for 
independent study will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
In the listening programs provided in the two language centres (see Table 5.2), EASE. - 
Listening to Lectures and eLanguages offer a variety of tasks with instant feedback 
for students to develop listening skills. Table 5.3 below summarises the tasks for 
listening that students complete when they work on EASE: Listening to Lectures and 
danguages. We can see that when students work on the computer programs, they 
listcn to various types of materials and complete a variety of tasks. Then students 
obtain feedback from the computer on the tasks intended to support them in 
improving their comprehension. 
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Table 5.3 Commter-based tasks for dcvclonina listcninp- skills 
TASK types TASK focus Task fccdback 
1. Listening and Listening to lectures, presentations, Viewing transcripts 
comprehending or conversations for comprehension displayed_ by computers 
2. Multiple choice Selecting correct answers to check Computer offering correct 
questions (MCQs) understanding answers and a brier 
explanation or why the 
icarncesnns%vcr is incorrect 
3. Note-taking Writing key points on the Same as above 
workshcct on the computer 
4. Matching Dragging-and-dropping activity Same as above 
exercises 
5. Sentence Identifying words and phrases in Same as above 
completion structures by filling the blank in a 
sentence/paragraphon the screen 
I turn next to the opportunities afforded to the students to develop their speaking 
skills. The two ccntres provide SKY, Streaming Speech, FUSE: Seminar Skills 1: 
Presentations and online materials in the TASK package (see Table 5.2) for studcnts 
to practise their pronunciation and speaking skills on their own or with pccrs. Thcsc 
computer programs for speaking also provide a variety of tasks for students to 
complete. Students listen to sounds of words, word stress, prcscntations, 
conversations or speech. Then, students complete MCQs and receive fccdback to 
distinguish similar words, word stress, intonation, rhythm in sentences or paragraphs, 
and even good or bad presentations (Table 5.4). This means students also dcvclop 
their listening skills on these programs, a point supporting Murphy (1991), who 
suggests that speaking is linked with listening (see 2.5.3). 
Table 5.4 Various computer-based tasks for developing speaking skills 
TASK types 
I. Listcning to sounds, words, 
phrases, sentences, speech, 
and presentations, and then 
selecting answers from 
MCQS 
2. Imitation, recording and 
comparing 
3. Using information on 
computers and then 
discussing in pairs or groups 
to develop speaking skills 
TASK focus 
Distinguishing similar 
words, word strcss, rhythm, 
intonation or vowcls, or 
idcntifying good or bad 
prcscntations 
Pronouncing accuratc words/ 
phrascs/scntcnccs; ScIr. 
asscssmcnt 
Discussing rcsourccs found 
on computcrs 
Task fccdback 
Listcning again if the answcr 
is not corrcct, or clicking the 
answcr on thc computcr 
Clicking 'Listcn' to comparc 
own voicc with the original 
sound by lcarncrs tlicmsclvcs 
or by the tcachcr 
Rccciving fccdback from 
discussions with pccrs or the 
tcachcr 
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Students also have the opportunity for language production in that they repeat what 
they listen to and record their speech on computers. After that, they listen to their 
speech and compare this to the original. In this way, they combine speaking and 
listening to critique their own speech production to not only learn to speak accurate 
English from words to paragraphs but also to self-assess. They use their listening 
skills to enhance their development in speaking. Furthermore, students use 
information on the Internet to discuss with peers to develop their speaking skills. 
The results in 5.2 and 5.3 offer an overview of examples of CALL programs and tasks 
used for ESL courses in the target university language centres. The findings provided 
answers to the first research question in this study: 'What computer programs and 
computer-based tasks do the target language centres provide for developing students' 
listening and speaking skills? ' 
5.4 An overview of participants' perceptions of using computer-based tasks for 
listening and speaking 
This section presents an overview of students' and teachers' perceptions of using 
computers for developing listening and speaking skills in the two target language 
ccntres. It focuses on students' motivation in using computers to improve their 
listening and speaking skills from a general point of view. (Further details on 
motivation in specific computer-based tasks on the various programs are discussed in 
Chapter 6. ) Teachers' attitudes to the use of computers in their language teaching are 
also discussed in this section. Finally, drawbacks in using computers for listening and 
speaking are discussed. 
5.4.1 Students'niotivation 
In the questionnaires, students were asked if computers are useful for listening and 
speaking, the results in Table 5.5 show that the majority of the students (94%) agreed 
(strongly: 38%) that computers are useful to develop their listening skills. A similar 
pattern was revealed in terms of speaking, with 16% of the students strongly agreeing 
and 73% of the students agreeing that computers arc useful for improving speaking 
skills. Overall, then, one of the opinions that learning English through computers may 
be beneficial. 
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I rable 5.5 Computers are useful for improving listening and speaking A 
Listening Spe king 
_ N % N % 
Strongly agree__ 46 38 19 16 
Agree 68 56 89 73 
Disagree I 1 6 5 
N =121- Missi nin listeninin 6-. sneakina- 7 
lis 
With respect to the question "Do you like using computers to develop listcning and 
speaking skills? ", the results, in Table 5.6 below, show that 86% of the students 
reported liking using computers for listening. Only 8% of the students %%, crc less 
positive. 70% of the students reported liking using computers for speaking, and 16% 
liked it a little. This means that more students reported liking using computers for 
listening and speaking than those who reported disliking using computcrs. It also 
appears that students reported liking using computers morc for listening than for 
speaking. 
Table 5.6 E ame : ). () IJO YOU_IlKe using computers to aevei p iisicning ana SpCaKing 
List ning Spe king 
N % N % 
Yes. 104 86 85 70 
Yes, a little. 7 6 19 16 
No. not at all. 3 8 7 
N=121; Missing: listening: 7; speaking: 9 
kills? 
The results in Table 5.7 below show that students liked working on computcrs to 
develop their speaking skills in several ways. 
Table 5.7 The vercentage of how much students like usina computcrs for spcakin 
Very Some- A Not at 
much what little all 
Pronunciation only 29 45 -21 4 
Record your spoken English and compare it with the 12 41 29 16 
oftnal computer one (%) II I I 
Search for information on computers and talk to peers V§--ý -3 2- F3 1 1 16 
offline In the class M) 
N=121 
As shown in Table 5.7 above, 29% of the students reported liking practising 
pronunciation very much and 45% reported liking it somewhat on computcrs. 12% of 
the students reported liking recording their spoken English and comparing it with the 
original voice on computers very much and 41% of students rcportcd liking this 
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activity somcwliat during speaking activities. 19% of the students also reporting liking 
VC1-y 11111CII to Use Computers to search for information on computers and talk to each 
other, and 32% ofstudciits rcportcd liking it somewhat. Hence, the findings show that 
111-011LInCiation seems to be the focus that students appreciate most for developing one 
aspect of' flicir spcaking skills (29%, 45%). In addition, students reported liking both 
information retrieval tasks and recording their own voices almost equally. 
Tlic Inidnigs from the questionnaires also suggest that many students felt they were 
mAing in improvcnicnt in their English language proficiency with the use of the 
computcr programs. 78% of the students reported making progress a lot or some in 
listcning, 17% fcIt they were only making a little progress (see Figure 5.1). 
Figurc 5.1 1 low much progress have you made in listening with the use Of computers? 
Rcgarding speaking, the results in Figure 5.2 show that 57% of the students reported 
mAing a lot of or some progress with the use of computers and 34% of the students 
reported making a little progress. 
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Figure 5.2 flow much progress have you made in speaking with the use ol'computers? 
Missina: 2% 
None at aw 
A hIllo 34 
I ot 11", 
Some 44% 
In summary, the results from the questionnaires suggest that Students believed that 
computers were valuable tools for them to practise their listening and speaking skills. 
In addition, they liked using computers to develop their E-nglish language listening 
and speaking skills, reflecting their enjoyment of working on computer-based tasks, 
and they felt they made improvements. These points suggest that students' working 
on computers to learn English for the value, enjoyment and satisfaction, which 
indicates that students are motivated to work on computer-based tasks to practise dicir 
listening and speaking skills. The findings are supported by Gardner ( 1985) and 
L)Ornyei's (2001) suggestions concerning aspects of motivation (see 2.2.1 ). The 
findings also suggest that more students reported liking listening and finding its useful 
compared to speaking. Overall, students felt they were making more progress in their 
listening skills development (78%) than in speaking (57%). 
The results from the interviews with students support the questionnaire findings 
reported above. During the interviews, 19 out of 21 individual student interviewees 
and all students in the group interviews reported that they liked working on these 
computer programs in and out of class. For example, Jessica reniark-cd that she liked 
using the computer a lot to listen to different news, pronunciation, and native speakers 
speaking very quickly. Bob said that computer packages were useful and motivated 
him to practise more in his language learning. lie felt he made more progress from 
using the computer. As he noted: "It's quite interesting. Motivation is the key point. 
They can motivate people. " This point suggests that interest, enjoyment and 
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satisfaction (making progress) in working on computers to practise their listening and 
spcaking arc the cicnicnts for tlicir motivation. This integrative motivation may 
acllicvc bcttcr languagc Icarning than those with instrument motivation which reflects 
the nccds for studcnis' Icarning (Gardncr and Lambert, 1972) (see also 2.2.1). 
Kathy and Emily also commcntcd that the Internet was a very important and 
convcnicnt tool to provide relevant resources and fccdback for them to prepare for 
thcir discussions, so that they were able to use online recourses to develop their 
spcaking skills with pccrs. As Kathy said: "Computcr is the first source. " This means 
that she thought the computer was the easiest way to find out information. Their 
views show that computers have practical value for their language learning, indicating 
this is one aspect of their motivation in using computers. 
Thrcc students, Cynthia, Jim and Wendy, reported that they liked practising their 
listcning and spcaking skills on the computer programs every day after class. 
Cynthia's reasons wcrc linkcd to her perceived improvement and the fact that she 
cnjoycd the work on the computcr. She said that, if she had more time, she would like 
to use it every day aftcr class. Jim's reasons for working very regularly on the 
computcr wcrc related to the way he was able to obtain fccdback from it. As Jim said: 
"For listening, cvcry day. I can see the fccdback. I can fccl how is my listening. " 
Wendy noted that it was very helpful to use computers to develop her listening and 
speaking skills, because she was not used to British culture, and even to the speed of 
speech and accents. She said: "Almost in my spare time, I always use (the) computer. 
I likc it very much. " This point rcflccts her practical need for developing 
communication skills and her enjoyment in working on the computer, which are the 
aspects of motivation. Their comments illustrated that motivation kept them spending 
a long time working on computers to develop their language skills, which recalls 
Wilianis and Burden (1997) and Ddmyci's (2001) claims that motivatcd learners arc 
willing to spend a longer time and put cffort on the task (see also 2.2.1). This also 
indicates that these students arc willing to take charge of their learning on computers 
to practise their listening and speaking skills out of class, which means they arc 
autonomous learners to work on computers to develop their language skills (HoIcc, 
198 1, Dickinson, 1987 and Dam, 1990) (see 2.2.2). 
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However, one student, Henry, did not share the kccn intcrcst rcportcd by the officr 
intcrviewees. Although he rccognised the computcr was useful, he rcportcd lic was 
not good at using it. He said he did not often use the computcr in his homc country. 
and he was not familiar with how to use the software on the computcr (see also 7.2.3). 
He therefore said he was not very interested in using computers for language Icaming. 
This suggests that he might not have motivation to use computers to dcvclop his 
language skills, and the reason for it was that he was not good at using the computcr. 
This might also affect his autonomy in working on computers because Icamcr 
autonomy means the Icarner has the skills to control his own Icarning (Ilolcc, 1981 
and Dam, 1995) (see 2.2.2). It seems that he did not havc cnough skills to work on 
computers for autonomous learning. He then suggested that he should get training in 
using computers for learning. This indicates that he might nccd support from the 
teacher to help him work on the computer, which is discussed in Chapter 7. 
Furthermore, all students in the interviews reported that using computcr programs was 
useful for them to develop their listening and speaking skills both in and out of class. 
Table 5.8 summarises the reasons gained from the interviews. 
Tahle 5. R Percentions on the n. vefiilne-. q. -q of r-nmniiti-rq for -qtiidt-ntq 
They hear a variety of native speakers' voiccs on variety of topics on the computcr, 
considered better than listening only to the teacher's voice in class. 
Us efu I 
They listen to samples of words, sentences and paragraphs on computcrs again and 
repeat with them, but they are not often able to ask the native spcakcr to rcpcat. 
They complete exercises on computers. 
Students do not have many opportunities to talk to native spcakcrs during thc prc- 
sessional courses. 
There are too many non-native speakers at-campus during prc-scssional course. 
Native speakers do not correct overseas students' mistakcs in spcaking. 
Many overseas students do not speak English out of class. 
Computer programs provide students' confidcncc in listcning and spcaking Wore 
they go out to talk with native secakcrs. 
Tom thought practising listening and speaking skills on the computer was the same as 
practising with other students and teachers. Further, it was useful for him to be able to 
repeat the same exercises many times and to correct himsclf on the computcr. 
Amanda also explained that it was very helpful to use the computer: 
"because we can practise (English) everywhere and every time, without tcachcrs. Not just 
in classroom, but also we can run by ourselves, at many timc If you want. " 
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Jessica commented that the computer was absolutely useful, because she heard a 
variety of native speakers' voices on different topics, and with malc and female 
voices. In class, on the other hand, they only listened to real English from the teacher. 
John also found the computer environment useful because: 
"the students can have their learning at their own pace... We can check and go back to 
exercises in the computer. How words being pronounced, how to listen more carefully, 
especially the accent. " 
Students in the group interview at Hcslington stated that it was better to use the 
computer than television to develop listening skills, because they were able to listen 
again and complete tasks. In the group interview at Hawthom, all five students were 
positive about the role of computers in developing their listening and speaking skills. 
They noted that the programs were easy to use, they were able to complete exercises 
and imitate samples of words and sentences, but they did rccognisc that they were not 
often able to ask native speakers to repeat. 
The above comments suggest that computers provide opportunities for students to 
takc control ovcr their Icarning, associating with Icamcr autonomy (Bcnson, 2001) 
(scc 2.3.3). 
12 of the student intcrvicwccs highlighted that using computers to practise their 
listening and speaking skills was very useful and necessary. Despite the fact that they 
were in the UK where they have many opportunities to talk to native speakers, they 
commented that they were not able to rind native speakers easily during their pre- 
sessional courses. For instance, Jim and Jessica said the computer was very uscful 
because they used it at any time to listcn to any kinds of materials. Howcvcr, they did 
not often find people to communicate with, because people were busy with their 
work, and that it was not easy as language students to find native speaker friends to 
talk to. I Icncc, they used computers and chose a variety of subjects and topics around 
which to practise their listening and speaking skills. Similarly, Tom (a Chinese 
student) admitted that he had not made as much improvement in listening and 
spcaking skills as he had expected in the UK, because there were many other Chinese 
students in his accommodation on campus. It was difficult for him to find native 
spcnkcrs. Both Tom and Amy said because thcy were not often able to find native 
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speakers, the computer was a good tool for them to develop tlicir listcning and 
speaking at that moment, apart from the classroom tcaching. As Tom notcd. - "if you 
can't get native speakers, the computer is the better Nvay. " 
Even when students were able to find native speakers with whom to practise: English, 
a few students still cmphasised the crucial role of the use of the computer. Owen and 
Amanda stated that when they spoke to native speakers, the native speakers did not 
point out their mistakes in speaking and give them advicc. Simon also pointed out that 
because the teacher was not always with them, they used the computer programs to 
improve their listening and speaking skills. He added: 
"in the first year of study in Britain, all the people doesn't (don't) have any native 
speaker friend. I can't understand native speakers, because you know, %vhcn you 
communicate with native speakers, they talk very fast. They can't undcrstand you talking 
slowly. They won't stop talking fast. " 
Adam highlighted that although he was able to talk to native speakers, it was still 
helpful to use the computer, because it was very important to complete cxcrciscs to 
learn English, and the computer provided good tasks for them to complete. William 
also said it was very convenient to use the computer. He used his laptop to do%NmIoad 
listening materials from the web of BBC radio. He said it was more useful because he 
spent more time on his laptop. He did not have a television set, and although he had a 
radio, he preferred to listen from his laptop. He said it was very difficult to talk to 
native speakers because I can't understand what he said" and somctimcs he f: lt shy. 
Thus, he noted that he used the computer to develop his listening skills, and later 
when he became used to the normal speed of speech from the computer, he could thcn 
gain confidence in speaking to native speakers. 
The students' comments above suggest that although they Icarn English in UK, it is 
still valuable for students to work on computers to develop their listening and 
speaking skills, which also met their practical needs and gave them confidence. I'llis 
means they still had motivation to use computers for their language learning in an 
English-speaking country. 
Similarly, teachers thought computers were useful to their students. Mr. I larvcy stated 
that there were many activities for listening and speaking donc by native spcakcrs on 
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the software and online programs. With practice on these programs, students gained 
background, experience and conridcnce before they entered their academic study. It 
was vcry important to give them these resources on computers at the beginning. His 
point supported Adam's view on gaining conridcncc with the use of the computer. As 
Mr. I larvcy cxplaincd: 
"Some students arc very shy to speak to native speakers... So it's very good help to use 
the computer to provide them with confidence, before they go out to speak to native 
speakers. We think using computer technology can provide them with confidence. " 
NIr. Cater also remarked that even if students living in the UK were motivated, and 
they had opportunity to join in the community around, it was still necessary to use 
computers. He said when students were on their own, or had few opportunities to join 
in the community in the UK, listening materials on the computer might be good 
resources for them to practise their listening skills, particularly for a group of students 
who all come from the same country. He pointed out: "There are lots of students not 
speaking English out of class, for example a group of Chinese or Spanish (students)" 
and that they liked to stay with friends from the same country. Mr. Fry agreed %vith 
this point and mentioned that although they went to the pub, they often went with 
their friends, and they talked in their own languages. 
The teachers' views above support the findings on students' motivation in using 
computcrs as a good support to improve their listening and speaking skills. 
During my data collcction at the two ccntrcs, I also found that some studcnts from a 
same country liked staying together. For example, when I visited students in their 
accommodations on campus at ficslington University, some of the Chinese students 
likcd having dinncr togcthcr and talk in Chinese, although they did not all live in the 
same house. 
The findings in this scction suggcst that most of the studcnts-through thcir 
qucstionnaire and intcrvicw rcsponscs-rcportcd that computer programs were 
valuable and meet what they need to develop their listening and speaking skills, and 
that they also enjoyed using these computer programs and that they made 
improvements. Ilius, this suggests that students arc likely to be motivated to work on 
CALL tasks to develop their language skills because they could see that computers 
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were very useful (see also 6.3 for more dctail). 17hcsc findings rcflcct the Ideas on 
motivation by several researchers in the discussion in section 2.2. L 111c findings also 
provide corroborative evidence for other studies, for cxampic, Warschaucr and 
Mcskill (2000), Chen et al. (2004), and Watson and Wright (2005), all of which 
suggest that students are motivated when they use computers to practise their 
language skills (see 3.2). In addition, according to the link between motivation and 
Icamer autonomy, as discussed in 2.2.2 (see Dickinson, 1995, Ushioda, 1996 and 
Scharle and Szab6,2000), motivated learners also have autonomy to be responsible 
for their own learning. Furthermore, the computer programs provide Studcnts with 
opportunities to control their own Icaming. The findings show that students arc 
willing to take charge of their language Icaming on computers and they havc the 
freedom to decide what they should do and how they should do it, in particular when 
they conduct self-study on computers after class, which can be described as Icamcr 
autonomy (as discussed in section 2.2.2). They know they need to carry out individual 
learning on computers to achieve their language Icaming goals. This can Icad to 
cffective language learning (Dickinson, 1995 and Little, 2002), which arc conflrmcd 
by students' improvements, as reported by students in this study (see also 6.3.4). 
The results also suggest that although these students arc living and studying English 
in the UK, they do not have many opportunities to talk to native spcakcrs to improve 
their listening and speaking during their prc-sessional courses and outside or class. 
Both students and teachers thought using computers was useful and ncccssary because 
not only were students able to develop their listening and speaking skills, but they 
also obtained feedback via the computer programs. Ile computcr programs liclpcd 
students become more confident before they fully cntcrcd tlicir academic study and 
the British teaching and learning communities. These findings support Gilmour 
(2004), Watson and Wright (2005) and Zhao's (2007) studics, all of which provide 
evidence that computers help overseas students in UK universities to dcvclop their 
English language skills (see 3.2). 
S. 4.2 Teacher attitudes to the use of computers in their language leachbig 
All teacher interviewccs in the two ccntrcs stated that the computcr prograMs were 
useful for students' language Icaming. Teachers also reported that they liked using 
computers for their own language tcaching. For instance, Ms. Kelly said she really 
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likcd using the computer and she loved to conduct a wcb-based search rather than sit 
do%%ii in front of hundreds of pieces of paper to read each page, so that she saved 
time. She noted that computers supported language learning and she liked to 
encourage students to practise their language skills on them. As a teacher, she 
excitedly remarked that she worked much faster and made far more achievement from 
the Internet than using papcr-printcd sources, which was the advantage of the 
technology. She highlighted: 
I believe its the quality of the product. I can produce products. I would not do it before. 
I can take thcm and make materials for a group. When you teach academic English, it's 
very difficult. I can search which unit can suit academic English. That's just useful. I 
wouldn't want to sit at thousands of books. " 
licncc, this point suggcsts that Ms. KcIly uscd the computcr for a tcaching and 
Icarning purposc: prcparing Icssons. 
Similarly, Ms. Lewis statcd that the computer was much quicker and much easier for 
students to record their voices and listcn to themselves than using the tape-rccordcr. It 
was also quickcr for her to give students listening materials than using the tape- 
rccordcr which she had to go back to Ict students listcn again. She added: 
"If we don't do that, they may be completely lost. It gives authenticity, which I wouldn't 
be able to give In the class room. I wouldn't give a video record with a lecture on. I 
wouldn't give them some examples In one lesson. It gives more help, because it gives 
more examples, because they can also work in their own pace. If you do something in the 
class with a video recorder or a tape, it would be one or two got it before others. This 
gives them a chance to work on their own space, without feelings by other students, 
which I think It's important. " 
Ms. Millar asserted that she used the computer in her tcaching every day, and she 
explained why she liked using the computer: 
"I really like It. I think the language teaching has changed a lot In last 15 or 10 years very 
quickly. The computer can reveal real listening and speaking. It really pushes forward. 
You know people use computers for everything. E-1caming is popular. Most people have 
PC at home. It's quite good thing to forward them and to use them than in the past. " 
Similar to Ms. Millar, Ms. Taylor used computers on a regular basis. She said she 
really likcd Streaming Speech and she liked to use it more often than eLanguages and 
other programs provided in I lawthorn University. As she explained: 
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I like the fact that they can record thcmsclvcs and listcn, and compare. Its specch I'm 
producing is similar to what I'm hearing. It's not just to Improve pronunciation, n1so the 
way they express themselves. " 
Ms. Collins supported her view that in Streaming Speech, the most uscful task was to 
develop speaking skills with the microphone for sorting correction through recording 
their speech. She was able to hear what students said in the computer room and to 
help them correct their mistakes. She thought developing pronunciation skills was 
also helpful for listening. Her comments suggest that listening, speaking and 
pronunciation combine together. As she noted: 
I think it (Streaming Speech) fairly focuses on speaking. They arc so Inter-rclatcd. Ir 
they can't listen accurately, they can't speak accurately. lt, s too hard to difTer them. 
Pronunciation can combine with listening and speaking. Ilicy have to be together. They 
are definitely more focus on speaking on the computer. " 
These comments suggest that many teachers liked using computers to prcparc lessons 
for their language teaching because they were abic to usc the Intcmct to provide 
students with a large number of resources, which arc easy to find and arc up to date, 
to develop their listening and speaking skills. The computer programs offer authentic 
resources and more examples than using a video or a tape recorder and books. They 
commented that using computers saved their time and they uscd computcrs to makc 
their teaching more interesting and exciting and using them sccmcd to lIclp the 
students achieve better language learning. This suggests that teachers arc OISO 
motivated to use computers in their teaching. Moreover, tcachcrs thought studcnts 
were able to work on computers at their own pace without having to rely on othcrs, 
which is important for students' language learning. They also liked to ask studcnts to 
use computers to record their voices because it was quicker and casicr than using the 
tape-rccorder for comparing and making corrections by thcmsclvcs or with the lIclp 
from teachers, which was helpful for developing their listening and spcaking skills, 
particularly for pronunciation. These findings support Warschaucr and I Icalcy (1998), 
Benson (2001) and Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg's (2003) assertions (scc 2.3-3) and 
Hegelheimer and Tower (2004) and Watson and Wright's (2005) studics that 
computers are useful for second language teaching and learning (see 3.2). 
5.4.3 Disadvantages 
Using computers in language teaching and Icarning may also be problematic. In the 
interviews, respondents raised issues about things they did not likc whilc using 
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computers for developing listening and speaking skills. This next section explores 
sonic of these issues rrom both student and teacher perspectives. 
(I)Lintited interaction when using the computer 
Students reported the limited interaction with people and their fccling isolated when 
using computers. They argued that only working with computers and receiving 
fccdback from the computer was not enough for their language learning. For example, 
Amanda said: "Because it's one-way interaction, sometimes it's boring. " Tom added-. 
"You fccl lonely when you use it (the computer). " Emily and William agreed with 
their point that it was difficult to communicate with others in the computer room 
because they just worked on computers and did not have opportunities to engage in 
discussion with others. In addition, Simon, John and Susan asserted that teachers were 
able to give details of their mistakes and how to correct them, but computers did not 
explain the further questions nor were they able to provide details on their errors. 
Adam highlighted. - "It's important to integrate the computer technology with speaking 
with other people. " 
Teachers' opinions were similar to students' views above. As Mr. Brown said, when 
using the computer: "you're isolated. You are on your own world. You lack 
interaction, like the interaction in the classroom with real people. " Furthermore, Ms 
Collins noted that computers were not able to tell why students made mistakes, and 
how they could avoid them in the future. She then suggested that using computers was 
only one part of learning process. It was not possible to just learn language from the 
computer. 
I'limforc, the findings suggest that there is limited interaction with People when 
students work on computers. The computer, unlike teachers in real class time, cannot 
answer students' questions and tell them why they make mistakes and how to correct 
them. Using computers is only one way for language teaching and learning. This 
indicates students still need to talk to the teacher or pccrs (see also 7.2. and 7.3). 
These findings can be found to support Bransford el al. (1999) and Coomcy 
Stcphcnson (2001) assertions that students still need interaction with teachers or pccrs 
and get fccdback from them. The computer alone cannot lead to good teaching and 
Icaming (Alexander and McKenzie, 1998 and Higginson, 2000) (see 2.3.3). 
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(H) Lintited sources 
Participants reported the problems of limited sources in some of the computcr 
programs. For instance, Jim stated that computer programs did not covcr cvcry topic 
and every single skill. Amanda supported this point, saying that SKI" only providcd 
cxampics of the standard accent, but they needed to listcn to many kinds of acccnts, 
like real English in real life. Wendy also argued that only practising words without 
any connection to real-life situations in SKY was boring, and they should have some 
contexts. As she stated: 
I think there are some shortcomings in the software. For example, the content Is limited, 
not broad. The method is fixed. You can't judge your progress. I think ror learners, the 
emphasis is different. I think the software can't do it. " 
Teachers shared the opinions of the students on the limited sources for the soffivarc 
programs. Ms. Lewis supported students' views on the limited connection to real 
world situations with the content in SKY. She said although SKY was quite good, 
students did not find a connection with real situations because sentences were broken 
down and "it's not a real life situation. " There was not a paragraph of a speech for 
students to work on. They only worked on single words, phrases or sentences. 11cricc, 
the lack of connection with the real world may be one of the problems with all tasks 
in SKY. Regarding eLanguages, Ms. Taylor said it %vas not quite as interactive as 
Streaming Speech, because eLanguages did not separate paragraphs or sentences and 
the fast speed of speech for students to repeat. And it does not provide a recording 
system. 
In terms of Streaming Speech, Ms. Taylor noted that Streaming Speech did not 
provide video, like in F, 4SE. Ms. Collins also pointed out that Streaming Speech 
might not fit in with the particular course because it did not focus on academic study. 
and some extensions of the program might not be directly relevant to other areas the 
students were learning. 
This section suggests that some of the computer programs lack a mngc of contcnt, 
topics and contexts for real situations for students to practise their listcning and 
speaking skills. Some of the programs may not particularly correspond %kilh tilcir 
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spccific academic course. This problem of limited sources may be one of the 
disadvantagcs for computcr programs. 
(0 W) Different let-el of issing computers attiong teachers 
As discussed in Chapter 2, there is variation among teachers in their use of computers 
(scc 2.3.3). Intcrvicwccs reported that teachers had different capabilities in using 
coniputcrs. Mr. Davies asserted that the benefits depended on how teachers used the 
technology. If the teacher was good at using the computer, then the technology could 
be used easily and effectively in tcaching language and it could have positive 
outcomes. But if the teacher did not use it well, the effect might be poor. Ms. Kelly 
said she liked designing and dcvcloping resources in using computers for language 
teaching (see also 7.2.2. and 7.2.3). For example, when she found sources in TASK 
package did not match well, she liked to move around and to make it a bit more 
organiscd with the materials. She showed me one unit in TASK: 
"if you look here, they suggest you to the web site. But in another unit of the web site 
they suggcst, I found it is really relevant to the critical bias thing. They have found the 
great web site and got really good idea, but they haven't developed it well. So I want to 
take this to use In critical thinking. " 
This suggcsts that Ms. KcIly devclopcd the prograrn to achicvc a bettcr tcaching 
outconic. Shc sccmcd to havc conridcncc to intcgratc CALL rcsourccs into hcr 
tcaching. 
I lowcvcr, other teachers did not seem to have the same level in using computers as 
Ms. Kelly did. Although teachers remarked that they liked using computers, some of 
them expressed their limited knowledge in this area and said that they did not have 
time to learn how to use computers for their teaching. For example, Mr. Brown said: 
"'Ilicre are some people fccl comfortable with technology, but some people arc not 
good at it... I'm really at the beginning of (using the computer). " He noted that in the 
computer room: "students tcach me rather than me to tcach students. So my specialty 
is not on the computer. " Thus, he said he liked using the tapcr-rccordcr in the 
classroom ratlicr than using the computer (see also 5.2). 
Both Ms. Evans and Ms. Lcwis said thcy did not havc timc to usc computcr programs 
thcmsclvcs. Ilus, they really needed to have time to work on the computer programs 
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and find out how to use them better. Ms. Lewis pointed out that whcn she wantcd to 
use the computer, she necded confidcncc in so doing. Othcrwisc, she would not use 
the computer in her language teaching, which was a disadvantage for students. Nis. 
Lewis also noted: 
I think that's big shame, because the problem is that most of teachers are scared to use 
them, because they don't have to use them. They arc not completely happy, and they 
don't feel comfortable when they use themselves. Thcrcrorc, they fccl uncomfortable 
asking students to use it. " 
Similarly, Ms. Jones reported that teachers felt embarrassed when they had to ask 
students to help them solve problems in using the computer. She thought it was the 
main reason that why some teachers did not like to use computers, because they did 
not feel comfortable. As she said: "I think the main problem is that teachers don't rccl 
confident in using the technology, and they worry about something going %%Tong, and 
they worry about not knowing how to solve the problem. " 11is point implies that 
computers challenge teachers' confidence as well as expertise (Goodwyn, 2000) (see 
2.3.3). Ms. Jones argued that if teachers did not have time to learn how to use it, it 
was very difficult for them to use it in the classroom. She said that teachers liked 
using a tape-rccordcr because they felt confident with that technology. It took time to 
think how to solve problems when they used computers. She said she would give her 
students really good lessons or practice if she was able to use all the technology in the 
computer room. 
Regarding different levels of using computers, all teacher intcrvicwccs in the two 
ccntres reported that they had not had adequate training. They therefore expected to 
have more training on the use of the computer programs, so that thcy would be able to 
use them confidently in their language teaching. As Mr. Fry highlighted: 41111crc was a 
huge jumping in technology in last 10 years. You didn't have the computer to tcach 
(language) 10 years ago. " Thus, Ms. Jones suggested that the language ccntrcs should 
provide courses for teachers to learn how to use the new technology. She asserted: 
"If they don't train you, you can't use it. That's why people don't use It, bccausc they can 
say I don't know how to use it, I don't have time to ask. And that's a shame. " 
The results in this section suggest that lack of interaction with people as %N'cll as 
isolation of students may be a serious problcm when students use computers at their 
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own pace. Students still need to receive fccdback from teachers or pccrs. This finding 
is supported by several studies. The finding also suggests that limited sources are 
anothcr problem for computers. Furthermore, different levels of using the computer 
among teachers is also a problem in using new technology. All teachers expressed 
their expectation of receiving more training on using computers in their teaching. The 
finding is supported by Goodwyn (2000) and Grabe et al. 's (2004) claims on the 
variation among teachers in using the computer. The result also supports Alexander 
and McKenzie (1998), Ifigginson (2000), Loveless et al. (2001), Bax (2003) and 
Egbcrt's (2005) assertions that teachers need to be trained to integrate computer 
technology into their teaching in an cffcctivc way (see 2.3.3). 
The results in 5.4 provide an overview of the participants' perceptions of using 
computers for students to improve their listening and speaking skills, in order to 
answer the second research question: 'What are the perspectives of teachers and 
students in target univcrsity language ccntrcs in using computer programs to develop 
listening and speaking skillsT However, the results only offer general perspectives 
about using computers for listening and speaking. The perceptions on specific issues, 
including specific tasks, teachers' support and students' collaboration, will be 
discussed in the next chapters. 
5.5 Su tit tit a ry 
This chapter has shown that the two target language ccntres provide many computers 
and computer programs with various types of tasks for students to develop their 
listening and speaking skills both in and out of class. The results suggest that students 
arc motivatcd when they use computers to develop their listening and speaking skills 
for several reasons, and students arc able to work on computer-based tasks at their 
own pace, resonating with Icamcr autonomy. Some of the drawbacks of using 
cornputcrs for listening and speaking also were discussed. 
flowcvcr, this chapter only provides a general scope of understanding of using 
computers for developing listening and speaking skills. Details on how studcnts'work 
on the CALL programs and tasks for individual language learning will be explored in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Self-study on computers for listening and speaking 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 presented the computer programs used in the two target ccntrcs and 
teachers and students' general perceptions of using these programs for studcnts to 
practise their listening and speaking skills. Ibc computer programs providc a varicty 
of authentic resources and various tasks with instant fccdback (see 3.3 and Tabics 5.3 
and 5.4) for students to work on computers. 
This chapter describes the details of what actual sources in the computer programs 
students access to develop listening and speaking skills as sclf-study, which is rclatcd 
to authenticity (see 2.5.2). This is because the students in the two ccntrcs arc 
developing their language skills for both academic and general purposcs. Ilic purposc 
of their using computer programs is to learn to use the targct languagc spccifically ror 
their future academic studies and communication in real lifi: in British socicty. I lcncc, 
the computer-based tasks in these programs arc also related to Bachman and PaImcr's 
(1996) target language use (TLU) task in the respects of 'language instruction 
domain' and 'real-life domains' tasks (see also 2.5.1). Thcrcforc, in 6.2 bclow, I 
describe the features of 'Authenticity' in the computer programs and flic tasks 
associated with 'TLU'. 
From a general perspective, participants gave positive views in using the computer 
programs and students reported that they were motivated to work on the computer- 
based tasks to practise their listening and speaking skills (see 5.4.1). I'llis chapter 
presents details of reasons why students were motivated to develop their listcning and 
speaking skills through the use of the computer programs. This will dra%v on the other 
key issue: Motivation, which is discussed in section 6.3.1 also dcscribc the tasks 
students were engaged with and how they completed these computcr-bascd tasks, 




In the computer programs in the two ccntrcs, students listcn to various authentic 
resources and also complete authentic tasks, as surnmariscd in Table 6.1 below. 
Table 6.1 Autlicnticitv in usina the comnutcr nroprams for listening and smakiniz 
Authenticity 
EASE: Listening to Lectures Authentic sources: Listcn to rcal lecturcs 
Authentic task: Notc-taking 
Streaming ýpeech Authentic sources: Listcn to nativc spcakcrs' spccch 
EvISE: Seminar Skills 1: 
Presentations 
Authcntic sources: Listcn to sampIcs of good and bad 
prcscntations 
eLanguages Authentic sources: Listcn to prcscntations and 
conversations 
Authentic task: Notc-taking 
BBC onlinc radio or TV 
ncws 
Authentic sources: Listcn to rcal radio ncws 
I 
As can be seen in Table 6.1, students listen to 'real' language: authentic lectures, 
presentations, conversations, speech and radio news. In addition, some of the 
programs offer authentic tasks, for example, notc-tak-ing, which takes place in real 
lecture situations in students' academic study. All respects above arc associated with 
authenticity. 
In the next section (section 6.2.1), 1 present the types of authentic sources and spccif*lc 
scttings the computcr programs providc, I discuss how studcnts completc thcsc tasks, 
and I rcport on studcnts and tcachcrs' pcrspcctivcs. Thcn, in scction 6.2.2,1 focus on 
the authcntic task of notc-taking in tcrms of the authcnticity of the task and the 
participants' attitudcs to it. Finally, I givc a summary of this scction in 6.2.3. 
6. Z Lel uthentic sources 
(1) Listening to lectures hi &ISE 
In EASE: Listening to Leclures, the Iccturcs wcrc all vidco rccordcd from rcal Iccturc 
situations in the univcrsity (scc 3.3). Thcy can bc considcrcd as authcntic sourccs 
bccausc they arc recorded from actual academic situations in the lecture or classroom 
(Brccn, 1985 and Arnold, 1991) and they meet what the students in prc-scssional 
courses in the two university language ccntrcs will encounter when the university 
term starts (MacDonald cl aL, 2000 and Chapelle, 2001) (see 2.5.2). In this program, 
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students are invited to listen to and watch a number of authentic and unscripicd 
lectures covering various subjects (see 3.3), and then complete tasks on Ific computer. 
During the interviews with 12 students in 11cslington University. they rcportcd that 
they normally watched and listened to lectures individually on EASE In class once a 
week and several times a week out of class. For example, Betty said: "We go to the 
computer room once a week in class, sometimes every day out of class, (to) listen to 
EASE. " Ms. Kelly also said she set each unit in EASE every week as homework ror 
students to listen to after class. Students reported that they listened to and watched a 
Iccturc at the press of a button, and they listened again or read the transcripts ir they 
round something difficult to understand. For example, Lucy explained the processes 
she used: she listened to lectures, checked the transcripts of lectures, then listened 
again, and read the transcripts again to develop her comprehension. 
In the interviews, students were positive about these programs. Students' commcnts 
on EASE below suggest that the materials arc helpful for students to bccomc uscd to 
listening to academic lectures, particularly for those students who were not used to 
lectures in English. As Betty said, it was very useful to look at examples of lectures 
on the computer and that using them helped her to develop relevant vocabulary. The 
lectures in FUSE were "helpful for my understanding the structurc and framc of the 
Iccture" for academic listening (Bctty). John also stated that listening to diffcrcnt 
acccnts of Iccturcrs in VSE was vcry hclpful to him. As hc said: 
"It's like to listen to a real lecture, very useful. So you will be used to lecturer rrom 
Australia. The sound is different. I think It's very helpful. Like here, the lecturers arc 
from difTcrcnt countries ... such as British and Australian accents. " 
Although the topics of some of the lectures may not be specifically relevant to the 
studcnts' own subject area, that is, not really authcntic, students thought these Iccturcs 
were still useful because the styles and structures of lectures wcrc likely to be cchocd 
in thcir own subjccts. Bctty notcd: 
"Somctimcs the Iccturc uscs somc phrascs, which can be uscd In somc othcr subjccts. 
For cxampic, the stylc and the structurc of Iccturc, what hc talks about. so thosc kinds 
of things arc uscrul. " 
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Similarly, Ms. Lewis asserted that EASE was a very good type of software because it 
provided 'real' language in the 'real' situation for students to understand as the basis 
for the development of the actual skills students need in their future studies. She 
explained that computers gave students authentic materials and more examples, which 
she was not often able to give to students. In these respects, then, Betty, John and Ms. 
Lcwis found the authenticity to be the strength of the software, providing further 
evidence to support the claim made by Fagan (2002) and Singhal (2002) that listening 
to and watching these authentic materials and videos in EASE. - Listening to Lectures 
can help students to become used to listening to academic lectures (see 3.3). This 
finding also resonates with Bachman and Palmer's (1996) notion of TLU in using 
language for a particular purposc-language instruction domain, in a specific 
situation, in this case: the academic setting. This also follows Flowcrdew and Miller's 
(1997) assertions that teachers need to offer authentic lectures for students to develop 
academic listening skills, and this reinforces the important factor in making 
developments in actual listening skills students need in the future (see 2.5.1). 
I lcncc, my research findings suggest that students and teachers think that EASE does 
provide real lectures for students to use both in and out of class. These authentic 
resources help students to become familiar with academic lectures in real situations 
covering various subjects and even different accents. This practice in listening is also 
related to the concept of TLU because the students need to listen to lectures in their 
future studies. The conditions simulate those found in the TLU and the lived 
experience of students' listening to a lecture. The authenticity refers to the genre and 
same type of native speakers' speech input. 
Furtlicrmorc, the rindings suggest listening to lectures on the program meet the 
students' needs for their future study, which is also one of the aspects of motivation, 
as discussed in section 2.2.1. Thus, it indicates that students may have motivation to 
I istcn to the real lectures in EASE (see Gardncr and Lambert, 1972 in 2.2.1). 
(U) Listening to speech in Streaming Speech 
Streaming Specch providcs studcnts with opportunitics to listcn to natural and 
unscriptcd spcech (sce 3.3). Studcnt intcrviewccs in Hawthorn Univcrsity rePortcd 
that thcy listcncd to nativc pcoplc spccch, for cxampic, talking about thcir activitics in 
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the past, their jobs in the university (see Figure 3.8) or their plans for the future. As 
Henry notcs: 
"We have two times a week In class, where I go through the program: Streaming 
Speech. Each time, we have a difTcrcnt chapter. We listen to and understand tile talk3 
from native speakers. "' 
At Hawthorn, University, I also observed one lesson that used Strea"iIng Specch in the 
computer room. There were 10 students and one teacher (Ms. Collins) in the lesson. 
Ibc content they worked on was Chapter 3: 'Picking fruit in Shropshire'. Studcnts 
clicked the button and listened to the speaker talk about her short holiday with 11cr 
mother. She liked to pick wild fruit to make a special drink for Christmas. 
Students in the group interview in Hawthorn University spoke about the authenticity 
in Streaming Speech. As they said, the first aim was to listcn to, and understand native 
speakers' speech, particularly English slang. Through accessing the resources, they 
became familiar with the way native speakers talk. Similarly, Ms. Taylor stated that 
students were able to listcn to various "voices and experiences", so that students arc 
exposed to a range of situations using authentic speech in real lifc. I fence, in this way, 
the conditions were a close approximation, that is, a simulation of listening contexts 
students may be faced within British culture, within their social and academic lives. 
In the interviews, students commentcd that listening to the speech liciped d1cm 
improve their pronunciation and speak more accurate English. Thcrcforc, studcnts 
said they liked Streaming Speech. As Simon said: "Streaming Speech is hclprul to 
increase my speed of spccch. " Susan stated: "I like Streaming Speech. I like to repeat 
and improve my pronunciation. I like to improve my listcning and spcaking with it. " 
Owen also said he liked Streaming Speech because it was useful for him to improve 
his pronunciation. Their comments imply their motivation in listcning to spccch on 
this program bccause of their practical needs for communicating and favourablc 
attitudes (Gardner, 1985 and Lightbown and Spada, 1993) (scc 2.2.1). 
The findings suggest that participants bclicvcd that listening to the autlicntic spccch in 
Streaming Speech helped students to get used to listening to the way native spcakcrs 
talk and hcncc to improve their understanding of what the spcakcrs arc saying. It is 
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useful for them to improve their communicative skills and learn to speak English 
accurately. This result provides evidence to support Lian's (2004) claim that authentic 
speech is the strength of this software and it can help students to develop their 
comprchension and spcaking skills (sce 3.3). 
. .0 
(W) Listening to presentations and con versations 
Both EASE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentations and eLanguages provide presentations 
for students to listen to. In addition, eLanguages offers native speakers' conversations 
for students to listen to. Similar to the listening programme of EASE: Listening to 
Lectures, EASE. - Seminar Skills 1: Presentations also provides recorded videos of real 
presentations either given by students or teachers for students to watch and listen to 
(see 3.3). Students listened to these programs both in and out of class. Students 
reported finding EASE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentations useful because it provided 
them with samples of good and bad presentations as well as vocabulary used in 
presentations. They were able to listen to and learn useful words and phrases in order 
to learn to give good presentations themselves. For example, Mary and Adam 
commented that it was very useful for them to listen to these samples on the 
computer, because they were able to identify good and bad presentations by selccting 
correct answers from MCQs. As Adam explain cd, listening to and watching the 
examples in EASE helped him improve his speaking skills in giving presentations. He 
said: 
"F, 4SE gives Cxarnples of lecture, which one is good and which one is not good, to give a 
presentation or a lecture, it's very helpful. I can listen to all the styles they show. I try to 
follow the best one. I can listen again and again. I can try to do the same. After (working 
with) E, 4SE, I know how to give a good presentation. I know I can do this. " 
This suggests that the program mccts their needs in giving academic presentations, 
thus indicating that they had motivation to work on it. However, the sources input can 
be considered authentic in terms of real language in presentations, but neither the task 
of MCQs nor the conditions are authentic in any strict sense. This is not to suggest a 
shortcoming of the materials, rather to argue for the programs' strengths in terms of 
the sources explained. 
Ms. Kelly said that she asked students to adopt good phrases and structures into their 
own presentations, for example, how to start, such as "In this talk, I'm going to 
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discuss... ", or how to move on, such as "Secondly, and Then", and how to end a 
presentation, such as "Finally". She asked students to try to transfer what they learned 
from the samples in EASE to their own presentations. She highlighted that this was a 
really good type of task for students to develop their presentation skills because they 
would not have these useful tasks in EASE when they start their academic programme. 
Ms. Kelly added that EASE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentations was very good software, 
because it provided real language for students to develop their skills, which they 
would need in their future studies. These points are similar to Ms. Lewis's in terms of 
authenticity as well as TLU of strength in EASE: Listening to Lectures above (see (i) 
in 6.2.1). 
Regarding eLanguages, Mr. Davies mentioned that he sometimes asked students to 
listen to eLanguages in class, and he also set it as homework for students to work with 
out of class. A few students also stated that when they practised their listening skills 
on eLanguages, they normally listened to presentations or conversations (see 3.3 and 
Table 6.1) on both academic and non-academic topics. Wendy said she listened to 
lectures and conversations, and she clicked the transcript icon to read the transcript of 
the presentation and the conversation. Wendy noted she used eLanguages almost 
every day, either in or out of class, indicating that she was motivated to use 
eLanguages, supported by Pintrich and Schunk (1996), Wiliams and Burden (1997) 
and D6myei's (2001) suggestions that motivated learners like to spend a long time on 
the task (see 2.2.1). Susan commented that eLanguages was useful because "the 
vocabulary of the lecture is academic. I know the academic words, and the lecture is 
easier. " Simon also noted that eLanguages was helpful to develop his speaking skills 
with those samples of conversations, " because it's more helpful to communicate 
(with) English people... When I listen, I will learn how I communicate with other 
people... For example, Oh, it's new phrase, I can use it in my everyday conversation 
with other people. " This is an example of the way in which a student explained his 
learning through eLanguages. Their comments suggest that they had motivation to 
listen to the program because of their practical needs for academic study and 
communication. The findings in eLanguages support Watson and Wright's (2005) 
study that eLanguages is helpful for students to develop their language skills (see 
3.2). 
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This section has shown that students use E. 4SE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentalions and 
eLanguages, and these 'real' languages in 'real' situations help students to adopt good 
strategies to use in their own presentations. Students increase their academic and non- 
academic vocabulary through listening to materials in the programs. Listening to these 
sources is relevant to TLU in the respects of language instruction domain for 
academic study and real life communication. At the same time, students listened to 
the materials in the two programs for their communication and academic purposes 
they need in future, thus suggesting that they were motivated to listen to them. 
However, it is to be noted that the 'conditions' and 'tasks' are not authentic in terms 
of the demands of lectures and seminars during an academic programme of study. 
They can only ever be approximations. 
ty) Listening to or watching BBC online radio or TVnews 
Students also had the opportunity to listen to online BBC radio or TV news to develop 
their listening skills in and after class. They were able to listen to the news again if 
they wished, a feature of the pcdagogic use of these resources. II out of 21 student 
interviewccs at the two centres reported that they accessed online BBC radio or TV 
news covering various topics to practise their listening skills in and out of class. As 
Mike said: "I go to the web to use BBC news to improve my listening out of class. " 
Wendy also said they were able to listen to models of native speakers' speech from 
the BBC news. Jessica stated that the teacher told them to listen to different accents 
on the computer, "for example, Korean, Japanese accent. " This suggests that the 13BC 
helps students to become familiar with various accents-native and non-native 
speakers in real life situations. Jessica also noted that BBC was useful to help her 
broaden vocabulary and understand non-standard English in real life. Wendy 
explained why it was good for her to develop listening skills on BBC online radio 
news. She comes from China. For her, the goal for the task was to become used to the 
speed of English in order to communicate with other people fluently. She said it was 
very important because some native speakers speak very fast, but as an English 
language leamcr in China, she was only used to listening to 'slower English'. The two 
students' comments suggest that they had motivation in listening to BBC online radio 
news for their real life communicative purposes. 
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Similarly, six teachers felt that listening to or watching online radio or TV news was 
useful for their students to develop listening skills. Ms. Ellis and Ms. Lcwis found the 
materials from the BBC news as the useful factor for students' listening practice, 
similar to Wendy's view above. As Ms. Lewis said: 
"It is huge advantage... It's about the strategies and authentic. They can go to a real live 
chat show, they can see how the strategies are put in, so how to use them In their real 
world. It's very useful. " 
Ms. Ellis's perspective, below, also refers to real life situations within TLU in the way 
of listening to native speakers' speech as in real life. She asked students to listcn to 
the details on BBC radio, what exactly the person said. It helped students to develop 
listening skills, because these tasks, 
"improve their (students') English level, broaden range of vocabulary and undcrstand 
non-standard English, idioms and mctrics English. Quite lots of things you don't gct in 
books. " 
The comments above suggest that BBC on the web provides authentic listening 
materials and students can listen to them again. This relates to authenticity in that 
students get used to listening to English news that is authentic in tcnns of diffcrcnt 
speakers' accents in 'real' settings, and, through listening to them, they broaden their 
vocabulary. However, these authentic sources in BBC radio news arc not specifically 
designed for language teaching and learning. These materials become most useful for 
teaching only when teachers integrate them into language teaching, for cxamplc, 
preparing a worksheet with questions for students to check their comprehension (scc 
7.2.1). These authentic resources then become more helpful for students to dcvclop 
their listening skills in language learning. 
6. Z2Authentic tasks: note-taking 
Some of the computer programs provide opportunities for students to complete note- 
taking, which is considered as an authentic task by Arnold (1991) (see 2.5.2). This 
task involves students listening for details, for gist or noting key points during their 
listening to lectures. These are examples of why they need to take notes. This task can 
give students good practice because they need to take notes in listening to lectures or 
seminars in their academic study situation. 
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In the interviews, participants spoke about notc-taking practice in relation to EASE: 
Listening to Lechires and eLanguages (see Figures 3.1 and 3.11). During listening, 
students nccd to write key points on workshccts on the computer which has the 
potential to increase their comprehension of the lectures, presentations or 
conversations (see also Singhal, 2002 in 3.3). For example, John said: "For EASE... 
we listen and do exercises. We... practise notc-taking, compare notes with the original 
ones in the computer. " Betty also stated that she took notes when listening to the 
lecture to understand and remember the academic vocabulary in the listening 
materials. This suggests that note-taking is a means of developing listening skills. 
Both students and teachers addressed the point that notc-taking was related to the 
students' academic study, they therefore liked it, because the students needed to take 
notes and write key points in the lectures or seminars in their university study in the 
future. They learned how to write key words in the lecture from samples of note- 
taking in EASE, which is a skill they may need when they attend a lecture in the 
future. This point supports Arnold's (1991) claim that note-taking is an authentic task, 
which can happen in real academic lectures. Typically, Betty, said it was very useful 
to see examples of how native speakers took notes in EASE from the suggested 
correct answers and comments that the program provides. This allowed her to check 
her notes with the native-speakers'. She thought note-taking was effective for her to 
learn how to gain the specific and detailed information from the lecture. She added 
that notc-taking tasks helped her to learn academic vocabulary. This supports Ellis's 
(2003) assertion that note-taking through the process of listening can assist learners in 
developing vocabulary (see 2.5.3), in particular, the academic vocabulary for these 
students. Betty also stated that the authenticity of task is the reason for her preference 
for notc-taking over the other activities. As she said: "I think note-taking when 
listening to the lecture is most useful, because it's going to the real part for my MA 
course. It's really connected. " Her comments suggest that note-taking motivated her 
to work on the program because of its value and her practical need, relating to 
motivation discussed in 6.3. 
Ms. Bates supported this comment and said that writing notes after listening was an 
important academic skill because it helped students to improve their understanding of 
lectures and to make preparations of taking notes for their lectures and courses in the 
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future. Thus, Betty and Ms. Bates's comments are also related to authenticity and 
TLU, because this task helps students to practise notc-taking as they will need to do in 
real lectures in their academic study. This condition also provides students with 
simulated and lived experience of taking notes in 'real time', rcfcrring to the 
authenticity mentioned in Table 6.1 with the respect of similar sort of task. 
Students and teachers therefore reported that note-taking is a very useful task for 
students to increase comprehension, which suggests as a means of developing 
listening skills, because students self-assess to check on their progress while listening 
to lectures. They learn to catch the key points and vocabulary in lectures; a skill which 
they will need in their real academic study in the future. At the same time, the 
authenticity through the task of note-taking motivates students to work on the 
computer-based tasks to develop their listening skills because of their practical needs. 
However, in fact, there is still a difference between taking notes on the computer and 
on paper. Students will probably not use computers to take notes in their real lectures. 
They still use the pen and the paper to write notes. Despite this, completing tasks of 
note-taking with the worksheet on computers is scaffolding for students, because the 
worksheet and the feedback of the tasks have structures to help them learn how to 
take notes in lectures. They can identify the process from the computcr-bascd note- 
taking. Thus, it still gives students practice and advice on how to take notes in 
academic lectures. 
6. Z3 Summaty 
The findings in this section demonstrate that participants believed these programs 
provided authentic sources and 'real' settings for students to develop their listening 
and speaking skills, either in audio or video format. They thought these sources and 
tasks on computers match the students' current needs and reflect tile real use of 
language in the sorts of natural situations they may encounter in their academic study 
and real life in future. Therefore, they arc authentic, and this is supported by Breen 
(1985), Arnold (1991), MacDonald et aL (2000), Rost (2002) and Esteban and 
Canado's (2004) claims that authenticity is related to students' work in real life (see 
2.5.2). Meanwhile, the results also suggest that the resources and tasks link TLU in 
relation to the language instruction domain in university departments because the 
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programs provide approximate situations in which language is used for academic 
English teaching and teaming purposes, and also to rcal-lifc domains for students' 
essential communication purpose (Bachman and Palmer, 1996) (see 2.5.1). 
The finding of using academic sources is also supported by Hyland's (2002) 
suggestion that the language learning for academic purposes should focus on 
academic texts in authentic settings, such as lectures (see 2.5.1). This point concurs 
with Bamford's (2006) claim that the support on language used in various subjects 
may be more useful for international students to gain relevant learning experience. 
These genuine sources and contexts were perceived to motivate students to work on 
these programs for language practice both in and out of class, which may enhance 
their language learning (see also Gardner and Lambert, 1972 in 2.2.1). As Lee (1995) 
and Chapelle (2001) support, authentic sources or tasks can enhance students' interest 
and motivation, so that they can use the resources more, which means that they are 
exposed to more listening and speaking and therefore have the chance to learn more 
(see 2.5.2). 
However, as MacDonald et aL (2000) and Chapelle (2001) state, authenticity needs to 
match what the students encounter for their particular needs out of class (see 2.5.2). 
Hence, those meeting students' subjects are really authentic for the students, that is, 
the topic and the goal of the sources and tasks on computers should meet students' 
own subjects. For example, lectures on history are genuine for students whose subject 
is history, but not authentic for students whose subject is biology. This point also 
rcflects Ms. Collin's view that Sireaming Speech might not match particular academic 
purpose, indicating the non-authentic aspect of the program (see (ii) in 5.4.3). 
Therefore, authenticity also depends on if the sources and tasks meet students, 
particular needs. Despite this, the findings show that the style and structure of lectures 
may be similar, so that students can still learn useful relevant information. 
6.3 Motivation 
The results suggest that students arc motivated to use computer programs to practise 
their listening and speaking skills (see 5.4.1). The motivation of listening to authentic 
materials has been discussed in 6.2. This section explores the particular types of tasks 
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which students work on computer programs and investigates why participants are 
positive about these tasks. Several aspects arise from the interviews with teachers and 
students: instant feedback in 6.3.1, imitating by recording speech to compare with an 
original in 6.3.2, independent study in 6.3.3 and making improvements in 6.3.4. 
6.3.1 Receiving Instantfeedback 
As can be seen from Chapter 5 (Table 5.3 and Table 5.4), the computer programs 
offer a variety of tasks with an instant feedback facility for students to develop their 
listening and speaking skills. EASE. Listening to Lectures and eLanguages also 
provide brief explanations or comments, if the students' answers are incorrect. SKY 
and Streaming Speech provide a recording system for students to record their speech 
and then compare what they said, and how they said it, with the original speech in the 
programs to develop speaking skills. However, these programs do not ofTcr 
explanations or comments. Students need to identify their own mistakes from the 
comparison by themselves after recording to correct themselves. This is a good skill 
for students to develop. The teacher or peers can also give feedback on their recording 
work (see 7.2.4 and 7.3.3). 
During the observations in the two centres, I saw students complete various computer- 
based tasks identified in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. In the interviews, participants wcre 
positive about the tasks. For example, Adam said it was useful that the tasks in 
computer programs were interactive, providing instant fcedback, which meant that he 
was able to work at his own pace to develop his listening and speaking skills. Susan 
also liked the feedback from the computer. She asserted: 
"Teacher can lead you and tell you which is right or wrong, but it's just a little time, but if 
you want to improve in your speaking, you can take a long time in the computer for 
practice. " 
Adam and Susan's comments suggest that they had autonomous learning cxpcdcnccs 
on computer-based tasks to practise their listening and spcak-ing skills, bccausc thcy 
were able to control their own learning. Their comments suggest that tlicy considered 
the task and feedback valuable and they could spend a long time on it, indicating that 
they had motivation to work on CALL tasks. 
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Teachers shared these views with students. Typically, Ms. Jones, said it was really 
important that computer programs gave instant fccdback so that students were able to 
check their answers. The fccdback kept the students working. Her point links Lucy's 
talking about EASE: Listening to Lectures and Ms. Taylor's comment on Streaming 
Speech on MCQs' keeping students motivated and on task below (see (i) MCQs 
below). 
The following sections present the details about the computer-based tasks students 
were engaged with and reasons given by participants as to why they liked working on 
computer-based tasks and how they found them to be, and why they thought useful in 
developing their listening and speaking skills. These findings are based on interview 
data from teachers and students in the two centres. 
q) MCQS 
Student intcrvicwecs reported that they had completed MCQs after listening to EASE 
and eLanguages. They suggested that the feedback from the computer improved their 
comprehension and developed their skills further. For instance, Jim stated that after 
listening to lectures or presentations, he completed the MCQs or 'True' or 'False' 
exercises on the screen. Then, the computer offered feedback on this task with correct 
answers or a brief explanation to tell why his answer was incorrect (see 2 in Table 
5.3). 
Regarding this type of task for listening, students commented that it was useful for 
them because it helped them understand what the lecturer talked about. They were 
able to check the answers by themselves, indicating that they were able to have 
autonomous learning in the CALL situation. Lucy remarked that the use of MCQs 
was very effective, because it was interesting to tick the answer and then see if she 
was right. She added: "It's easy to keep going. " Her point suggests that MCQs with 
feedback and comments motivated her to keep working on the task. Similarly, Jessica 
reported that she liked listening and completing the questions. In finding the answers 
from the listening materials, she explained that she had to understand what they were 
talking about. Her perspective suggests that MCQs are a means to develop 
comprehension skills and motivated her to work on computers because of her 
enjoyment. 
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Students reported that when they used the computer programs to practise their 
speaking skills, such as SKY, Streaming Speech and EASE: Setninar Skills 1: 
Presentations, they also listened and then selected the correct answers from MCQS to 
identify sounds, word stress, similar words, rhythm, intonation, good or bad 
presentations, rather than only understanding contents of sentences or paragraphs (see 
Figure 3.4). They received feedback for these tasks to check whether their answers 
were correct or not (see I in Table 5.4). For example, Jessica offered examples, such 
as 'fourteen' and 'forty' or 'see' and 'say', and they needed to select which word they 
heard. This task was useful for her to distinguish similar words. As she noted: "it's 
good to listen and recognise similar words. " However, they were not able to obtain 
comments on or explanations of their mistakes, as is the case when listening on 
EASE., Listening to Lectures and eLanguages (see 2 in Table 5.3). 
Interviewees offered positive comments on these tasks. They considered these tasks 
useful for developing speaking skills because the feedback helped them identify word 
and phrase stress, and distinguish between similar words. Susan remarked that 
selecting the correct answers on the computer enabled her to check whether she had 
identified the correct intonation, word stress or rhythm in the speech. Both Mary and 
Cynthia stated that they liked MCQs in the programs for speaking. As Mary said, 
obtaining the feedback was really good because it improved her English ability and it 
was very useful and close to native English. Cynthia said: "In my case, I'm usually 
confused with similar pronunciation, for example, 'role' and 'rule. " She thought SKY 
offered tasks in identifying similar words, and she practised many times on this task, 
which was much helpful for her problems on it. It met her particular need. These 
comments suggest that they were motivated to work on this type of task because of its 
value and because it matched their needs. Ms. Taylor said that MCQs with instant 
feedback motivated students to keep working. Her comment on this point indicates 
that she also idcntified the motivation in using computers as one of the central points 
in the use of computer-based tasks, in support of Mary and Cynthia's views above. 
In addition, Henry identified MCQs in Streaming Speech as a means of developing 
comprehension skills (see Figure 3.8). He said: 
"I think at first, we have to understand what British people say. Then, we have to have 
confidence to speak, and because we are sure everyone get mistake when we speak so. 
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The first thing we have to improve is listening, and understanding what they say, and 
then not afraid of in speaking. " 
Participants commented that the tasks such as MCQs in EASE: Seminar Skills 1: 
Presentations were valuable for their language learning, thus suggesting that students 
had potential motivation to work on the tasks. Mary said these tasks in this program 
helped her to practise her speaking skills in giving academic presentations. She noted: 
I can learn how to give a presentation, how to move section, how to finish, how to 
catch audience's listening. " Ms. Lewis also explained that the important factor for 
working on MCQs in the presentation section was to improve students' own 
presentation skills through identifying good or bad presentations. As Ms. Lewis said: 
"The goal is to rccognise what is good presentation. The aim is for them to put them into 
their own presentations. What I want them is to see the models, both good and bad models, 
so they can go away and think about how they can adopt strategies in their presentation. " 
This suggests MCQs in EASE Seminar Skills 1: Presentations supports the 
development of students' analytic skills. In this way, students were able to promote 
their own presentation skills. 
(H) Matching exercises 
Students reported they also had completed matching exercises, such as dragging-and. 
dropping activities in EASE and eLanguages, and matching words with the sound they 
heard in SKY and Streaming Speech (see Figures 3.3 and 3.7). Then they received 
fccdback from the programs to check their answers. For instance, in EASE in Figure 
3.3, after listening to the lecture students match the more academic words with more 
everyday words, for example, they match 'initially' with 'first', 'phenomenon' with 
'thing' and 'key texts' with 'important books'. This task has the potential to help 
students learn academic vocabulary. Jessica provided an example of this sort of 
activity in the context of describing graphs. She noted, for instance, after listening, 
that there were four graphs for them to select. She had to drag the correct graph to 
match what the speaker said on the screen. She said it was helpful for her 
understanding. This indicates that matching exercises is a potential means of 
developing comprehension skills. 
#0# 010 selltence conipletion 
As idcntificd in Table 5.3, students mentioned the sentence completion exercise. 
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The aim of this task is to identify words and phrases in structures and organizations 
by filling the blank in a sentence or a paragraph on the screen. Figure 6.1 shows an 
example of sentence completion in EASE: Listening to Lectures. In these activities, 
they needed to fill gaps in the sentences, for example, key words or phrases used in 
the lectures. When they finished, they clicked the 'Done' icon to check the answer. 
Betty commented that it was good to fill in the blank after listening to tile lecture 
because it helped her to understand exactly what the speaker said in the lecture by 
catching the key points. This point suggests that the task is also a means for listening 
skills development. Betty further remarked that it was important for her acadernic 
study in the future, which indicates an association with TLU in terms of the domain of 
language instruction. 
Figure 6.1 An example of sentence completion in EASE Listening to Lectures 
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However, one student had a different view. Lucy did not think sentence completion 
exercises were effective for her, because she had to write the exact correct answer, 
otherwise her answer would be judged to wrong by the computer, although her answer 
might in fact be correct. Thus, this indicates that it may be a problem for EASE to 
only identify the exact same answer as the original one. This can be seen as a 
limitation of EASE, but the important thing in the context of this discussion is t1lat 
Lucy recognised it. 
(iv) Summary offindings in 6.3.1 
The results in this section affirm that students reported collipIctilig tile full rangc of 
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tasks and receiving fccdback on the tasks when using these computer programs, 
identified in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Regarding listening tasks, both students and teachers 
commented that these tasks are particularly useful for students to develop their 
academic listening skills in academic situations, which is relevant to TLU with the 
respect to the language instruction domain. The students reported that they liked 
completing tile tasks and they thought that the tasks helped them by checking their 
understanding of the materials. Hence, they perceived these tasks as serving as a 
means to develop listening skills. These listen-and-do tasks can be seen as crucial for 
language acquisition in developing listening comprehension, as Ellis (2003) claims 
(see 2.5.3). 
In terms of speaking, participants commented that the instant feedback on the tasks 
was useful because this fccdback helped them to self-assess and develop their 
speaking skills, and this associates with learner autonomy in respect of students 
controlling their own learning with the feedback. The tasks helped students identify 
sounds and intonations and produce more accurate sounds in their own pronunciation, 
which are common difficulties for ESL learners (Fulcher, 2003). This suggests that 
the tasks represent a pcdagogic means for developing students' linguistic abilities. 
These tasks are important in developing students' communicative skills, as suggested 
by Morely (1991) and Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003) (see 2.5.3). In EASE: 
Seminar Skills 1: Presentations, the findings suggest that the students found that the 
tasks in this program helped them distinguish good and bad aspects of presentations. 
Students reported that they Icarnt to givc good presentations following good models 
of phrases and structures used in presentations. This suggests that EASE: Seminar 
Skills 1: Presentations helps students to improve skills in giving their own academic 
presentations. 
In summary, the findings indicate that students felt interested in, enjoyed and valued 
working on these computcr-bascd tasks. These tasks which provide interaction 
between students and computers through responding questions and receiving answers 
(see Chapelle, 2003 in 2.3.3) meet what the students needed for developing their 
listening and speaking skills in their academic study and real life communication. All 
these points show that they were motivated to work on CALL tasks to improve their 
language skills (Gardner and Lambert, 1972, Pintrich and Schunk, 1996 and 
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Vallerland, 1997) (see 2.2.1). The findings support Chen el al. 's (2004) views that it 
seems that instant feedback is valuable for students to practise their listening and 
speaking skills on computers (see 3.2). Further, the results support Chapelle's (2001) 
suggestion that the CALL programs which provide interactive tasks arc bencf1cial to 
students' language learning (see 2.3.3). 
6.3.2 Imitation, recording and comparing 
During the observations of students using SKY and Streanilng Speech, I saw students 
complete recording tasks where they compared their speech with the original ones. In 
the interviews, students reported that they imitated native speech and recorded thcir 
imitations so that they compared them with the original native speech, allowing them 
to practise their pronunciation and speaking skills. They used SKY and Streaming 
Speech for this and they developed their presentation skills in EASE: Seminar Skills 1: 
Presentations. For instance, both Kathy and Amanda said they imitatcd what they 
listened to, such as words, sentences or paragraphs, and recorded them in computers. 
Then, they listened to their voices to examine how they pronounced the words and 
compared them with the originals. 
The F, 4SE program does not include a recording system, but ficslington University 
Language Centre had installed Sanako, a computer-bascd recording system. Students 
were therefore able to use EASE and record their presentations in Sanako. Several 
students reported that they recorded their own speech after listening to presentations 
in E&E. For example, Amanda noted that she firstly listened to the presentation, and 
then recorded her own presentation with Sanako, to check whether it was clear or not. 
Respondents gave positive comments on imitation, recording and comparing tasks. 
Ms. Lewis, Ms. Millar, Mr. Davies and Ms. Taylor said that it was a good way for 
students to practise their pronunciation, because it helped students assess tlicir 
pronunciation problems, and then to correct them. In this way, students wcre able to 
speak more accurate English. Their comments indicate that students arc abic to 
identify their own problems in speaking and correct them through these tasks, 
resonating with learner autonomy; students took charge of their own Icaming through 
these tasks. As Ms. Lewis said: "For example, Sanako, where you can record 
something. I think it's better way to assess pronunciation problems they have. " 
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Tom and Jessica agreed that these tasks were very useful for developing speaking 
skills because they were able to listen and find the differences to identify their own 
problems, so that they tried to correct themselves. Mary reported that the recording 
task was crucial for her when she worked on EASE. - Seminar Skills 1: Presentations. 
She said: 
"I record my vocabulary, or sentence. Because in presentation, if I cannot pronounce 
vocabulary correctly, my teacher told me, the audience can't follow me. So I think it's 
important. " 
Simon agreed that after comparing his own recording voice with the original: 
"you will use correct pronunciation, and learn the correct pronunciation. After that, you 
will speak that. The computer will correct your speaking. It will help you to speak 
accurately. " 
This suggests that students identified the fact that recording tasks had practical value 
for their language leaming, thus suggesting that they had motivation on recording 
tasks, supported by Gardner and Lambert (1972) that the value of the task is one of 
the aspects of motivation (see 2.2.1). As Mike suggested, the recording gave 
feedback, which was particularly important for practising English and he said that this 
motivatcd him to work on these tasks. On the other hand, Bob seemed to enjoy 
recording his speech and his comments (below) suggest that the interest in working on 
these tasks motivatcd him to practise pronunciation (see Gardner and Lambert, 1972, 
Pintrich and Schunk, 1996 and Williams and Burden, 1997 in 2.2.1). Bob stated: 
"We record our voices to improve pronunciation, to practise correct English. Ah, I 
think it's quite interesting, very attractive. " 
In addition, students in the group interview in Hawthorn remarked that they increased 
their speed of speech by imitation task in Streaming Speech, and they learned to 
speak more fluently. Ms. Taylor also noted that it was useful for students to control 
the speed of the speech, and they were able to break up sentences and paragraphs into 
pieces to repeat and record, which was important in developing speaking skills. 
However, not all students liked the imitation and recording tasks. William stated that 
he did not complete imitation in the computer room, "because sometimes in the 
computer room, I don't want to disturb other people. " Amy said she still preferred to 
have a conversation with people, where she learned from the conversation. Despite 
this, she agreed that recording task was one of good ways to promote speaking skills. 
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The findings in this section suggest that students conducted imitation, recording tasks 
and comparing the differences of their own speech with the original oncswhen using 
these computer programs. Therefore, through these tasks, they sclf-asscssed to find 
out their errors by the comparison and correct them, so that they produced more 
accurate English in their speaking for both academic purposes and general 
communication. Both students and teachers reported finding the recording and play- 
back functionality useful in promoting fluent speech and better pronunciation, 
although some expressed reservations about recording their own speech in a public 
space such as a computer room. Overall, the results suggest these tasks motivated 
students to work on computers to develop their speaking skills to achieve their 
learning purposes, and also increased their learner autonomy. 
These findings are supported by Celce-Murcia et al. (1996) and Hegclhcimcr and 
Tower's (2004) assertions that recording speech and comparing this recording with a 
pre-recorded model is a good way to help students evaluate and improve their 
speaking skills, and pronunciation can be also promoted by imitation and recording 
tasks on computers (see 2.5.3 and 3.2). The findings also support Slater and Varney- 
Burch's (2001) suggestions that computer programs help learners to improve 
intonation and pronunciation by recording single words, phrases and sentences in the 
target language. In addition, in the programs for speaking mentioned above, repetition 
tasks help students to develop their speaking skills from samples of words, sentences 
speeches and presentations (see 2.5.3). Yule et al. (1992), Bygate et al. (2001) and 
Ellis (2003) all agree that speech repetition helps students to promote their expression 
of meanings and to increase interactive efficiency (see 2.5.3). Morcovcr, studcnts 
learn to follow the fast speed of phrases, sentences and paragraphs when they use 
Streaming Speech. The results support Petrie's (2003) claim that Streaming Speech 
can help learners to develop listening and speaking skills. 11is finding also supports 
Lian's (2004) claim that Streaming Speech may help learners to improve the speed of 
speech (see 3.3). 
6.3.3 Independent study 
In the interviews, participants stated that working individually on the computer was 
an important and useful type of interaction, and the computer was a good tool for 
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students to practise independently. It was easy for them to work at their own pace and 
control their learning procedure to develop their listening and speaking skills by just 
clicking the button. For example, Amy said: "I think the first step in learning language 
is to work with the computer individually. Then you have some basic skills and 
vocabulary. You will go fast and can improve fast to speak with native teachers. " This 
suggests that working on the computer helped her to understand and communicate 
with others in real life. Related to this is the fact that, when working individually on 
computers, students received feedback from the software, which allowed them to 
assess themselves as they worked. This was seen as valuable. Ms. Kelly, for example, 
remarked: 
"I believe that students benefit from doing some individual work; it's part of my 
philosophy. Sometimes students enjoy and will benefit from doing individual work, for 
I istcning, speaking, and pronunciation. Students need to work at their own pace. It's another 
reason, because it's a good opportunity for students. " 
Ms. Lewis noted that students used SKY for particular problems in pronunciation. She 
said pronunciation was for individual work, thus, completing MCQs in SKY was 
useful for individual students. She thought this kind of task was valuable because 
students focused on their own problems and requirements, depending on their prior 
Icaming and experience. For instance, she asked some Chinese students to practise 
stress and intonation, which they usually made mistakes on, so that they were able to 
correct their crrors on them. Ms. Mitchell also said she really liked the pronunciation 
aspect of the SKY software and found the task useful for students who need help with 
pronunciation. As she highlighted: 
"SKY is to get them aware of pronunciation difficulties, and to encourage them to work 
on their own, because different nationalities have different pronunciation problems. So 
it's not always done in the class, it needs to be done individually. " 
Ms. Taylor found that Streaming Speech helped students to develop specific aspects 
of their pronunciation and speaking skills. As she said: 
"Some of them work on the rhythm of the sound, particularly my Thai students. They 
have a very staccato rhythm when they speak. So they (the tasks) help them to hear in 
different kind of rhythm.,, 
The findings above suggest the participants believed that it was valuable for students 
to work on the computer programs individually. This point links Butler-Pascoe and 
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Wiburg's (2003) suggestions that students can work at their own pace to practise their 
language skills when using computers (see 2.3.3). Furthermore, the tasks helped 
students to focus on their own specific problems, which supports the assertion by 
Morely (1991) that the completing activities on computers meet learners' own 
specific needs in practising pronunciation. This indicates that CALL tasks gave 
students opportunities to reinforce their autonomous Icaming. The value of working 
on the CALL programs also motivated students to work on the tasks. 
Moreover, students reported favourably about the way they were able to work 
autonomously in listening tasks in E4SE and eLanugages. Two students stated they 
enjoyed the way that they were able to pace themselves in their listening process in 
EASE, and they were able to listen to the lectures as many times as they wished. As 
Emily noted, EASE is a good tool to develop listening comprehension by herself 
because she was in control of her listening and she liked it. John explained that he 
liked working on EASE individually because he was able to press the button to listcn 
to the lecture, or to see the background or the transcript of the lecture as he wished. 
He added: 
"We can listen again, drag back if we want to listen again, but you cannot do it In real 
lecture. In F, 4SE, it's easy to control. It has good instruction, different type of lectures. " 
A few teachers agreed that students liked using computer programs because they werc 
independent, and they chose programs that were appropriate for them and solved thcir 
own problems in pronunciation; this links students' motivation because of their joy 
(see Gardner and Lambert, 1972 and Gardner, 1985 in 2.2.1), and learner autonomy 
for taking control over their learning and making decisions on what they should do 
and how they should do it (see also Holec, 1981 and Dickinson, 1987 in 2.2-2). As 
Ms. Kelly excitedly said: 
"It's fascinating. I like it, because it works quite well. Lots of students like the control 
they have, they can work in their own space. " 
Ms. Evans gave examples of individual work on computers: 
"For example, one student might find it very difficult to take notes for lectures. Another 
student might find it not difficult. So when they come to the computer room, one studcnt 
can do e-lecture and take notes, and another studcnt can work on pronunciation. There arc 
twelve students in my class. They want to do different things in the computer room. 1rwc 
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don't have the computer room, they can only do one thing, which is teacher's directed. It 
is very useful. It makes them responsible for their own learning. " 
Similarly, Mr. Cater stated that computer programs offered opportunities to students 
for autonomous teaming and practice. In particular, they were able to conduct 
significant amounts of listening practice anywhere with Internet access. They had 
easy access out of class to practise their listening skills. Ms. Collins added that 
whatever age students were, they always learned better if they liked something. She 
noted that students liked this way of teaming and that this meant they were keen to 
learn individually, going to use the computer any time, and go back, repeat, and 
practise without teachers there. 
In addition, some of the teachers identified that it was valuable for students to work 
on computers without worrying about making mistakes, which is one of the benefits 
for students' independent study. Ms. Lewis remarked that the benefits for students 
working on computers was to work at their own pace, without worrying if they made 
mistakes and without feeling that others may be judging them, which was important 
for students. She pointed out: "Many people don't succeed in their language 
Icaming, " because they were scared to speak in front of people, and they were scared 
to make mistakes. While practising listening and speaking skills on computers, 
however, they did not need to worry about making effors, because nobody else would 
hear them. Thus, she said, computers had a huge benefit for students in developing 
their listening and speaking skills on their own, because they were more confident, 
which was very important. The computer was a great tool for language learners. Ms. 
Millar highlighted that working individually on the computer was especially useful 
for pronunciation, and non-native English speakers liked it very much because they 
Nt less uncomfortable when working on computers. As she said: 
"I think it's quite good for some shy students, because in the class, they are afraid to make 
mistakes, but when there is only the screen to face them, and then not to punch them. They 
can repeat things themselves as many times as they like, and they can go their own pace. I 
think it's quite important. It does help individual learning. Students can develop their 
learning at their own pace. " 
The teachers' points of view above were echoed by the students. Jim asserted that the 
computer helped him to become more familiar with speaking: "because you don't (are 
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not) afraid to make mistakes; because you can speak to (the) computer. " Moreover, 
the computer programs may have given students more confidence in their speaking. 
Hans emphasised the point that he spoke more clearly and more accurately after using 
the computer programs to practise his listening and speaking skills on his own, and 
this practice improved his confidence in speaking with others. In turn, this satisfaction 
and achievement motivated him to work with the computer. 
The findings reported above provide an overview of the bcncfits of working with 
computers for students to develop listening and speaking skills at thcir own pace from 
both students and teachers' perspectives. The results suggest that studcnts arc 
motivated to work independently on computers and to be in control of their own 
learning processes, also associating with learner autonomy which can rcinforcc 
students' effective language learning (Little, 2002) (see 2.2.2). This supports 
Warschauer and Healey (1998) and Benson's (2001) claims that computer programs 
encourage learners to practise language skills individually. It also supports Butlcr- 
Pascoe and Wiburg's (2003) assertions that students can work on computers to 
develop their language skills without worrying about making errors (see 2.5.3). Chcn 
et al. (2004) also found that students were positive about controlling their own 
learning on computers and without worrying about mistakes (see 3.2). 
6.3.4 Making improvements 
Another aspect for students' motivation in working on these computer programs is 
related to their improvements which link satisfaction or achievement in their listening 
and speaking skills; this associates with motivation. Many students reported that they 
made improvements when they used computers to practise their listening and 
speaking skills, and this is one of the reasons they enjoyed using the computer 
programs, although there were other aspects for their improvements. In terms of 
listening, 20 out of 21 individual student intervicwccs and all studcnts in the two 
group interviews in the two centres stated that they improved their listening skills 
with using the computer programs. 
Two students gave an overview in answering a question about the improvements they 
had made in listening. As Amy noted: "Yes, absolutely. When I do listening on the 
computer, my listening improves very fast. It's much helpful for my listening. " Mike 
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also rcmarkcd that with answering questions on the computer, he believed he made an 
iniprovcmcnt in listening to lectures. His point indicates that completing various tasks 
hclpcd him to improve his listcning skills. 
Studcnts talked about their improvcmcnts with the specific programs below. Those 
who used EASE commented that they liked listening to lectures and completing the 
tasks in EASE as they believed they were making more improvements in their 
acadcmic listening with it and they became more used to listening to lectures in 
English. For these reasons, students were positive about the benefits of using EASE. 
Bctty for example, said she made improvements in acadcmic listening with EASE and 
she therefore liked the program. Mary also explained that she had made a great 
iniprovcmcnt in listening to lectures from using EASE: 
"Yes, because for the first time to listen to the lecture, which was held in August, I 
couldn't follow the lecture at all. I can hear what she says (said), but I can't understand 
what she said. But after I do this EASE material, I learrit some important words, how the 
lecture developed. I know that there are some particular sentences that the lecture says. 
By knowing these sentences or phrases, it becomes more (much) easier to understand and 
follow the lecture. I can follow quite well in the lecture now. " 
The results above suggest that listening to lectures in EASE improved students' 
listening skills for academic purpose, which supports Fagan (2002) and Singhal's 
(2002) assertions that EASE. - Listening to Lectures can help students to improve their 
listening skills and increase their conridcnce in academic study (see 3.3). 
Three students reported that they improved their listening skills from listening to B13C 
online radio or TV news bccause they were able to listen again if they wanted. Jim 
remarked that he made a significant change in listening to the news. He became used 
to the speed of native speaker's speech. Simon identified the progress he had made 
with reference to his improved vocabulary and knowledge from listening to BBC 
online news. As he explained: 
"It's very helpful for listening because (BBC online) Radio 4 is very very accurate. So you 
can improve your listening, (and) improve your vocabulary, knowledge as well. The main 
resources for improving my listening are Radio 4. " 
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Regarding speaking, 12 students reported that they made improvcmcnts In tlicir 
speaking. As John explained, in response to a question concerning the improvcmcnts 
hc had madc: 
"Yes, definitely, especially in words and stress, pronunciation, chunking. Llstcn to news, 
conversation, maybe on the presentation. You can record yourscir, I istcn and compare. " 
Simon gave another example, suggesting that listening to speech in Strea"ling Speech 
helped him improve pronunciation in his speaking because he listened to the corrcct 
pronunciation and could thus identify his problems in speaking, corrccting his 
pronunciation and hence speaking more accurate English. Mike thought he made 
more progress in speaking than listening because he was able to record and hear his 
voice. "So I can improve my speaking. I can give a presentation in the class, " he said. 
As the findings above suggest, the majority of student intcrvicwccs thought that the 
use of the computer programs had helped them make improvements in their listcning 
skills, for both academic and general purposes. More than half of the studcnts also 
reported improving their speaking skills. These results further support findings in the 
questionnaire data in 5.4.1 that students reported their improvements in listening and 
speaking (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). The results indicate that making improvcmcnts in 
listening and speaking is another factor in motivating students to work on computers 
because they felt satisfaction and achievement in developing their listening and 
speaking skills on using computers, they thus liked using these computer programs. 
As Pintrich and Schunk (1996) and Vallcrland (1997) suggest, satisfaction and 
achievement can affcct learner motivation. On the other hand, their motivation 
increased their efficient language learning, which supports Gardncr and Lambert 
(1972), who propose that motivation has a significant influence on learners' lcvcls of 
achievement in second language Icaming (see 2.2.1). 
6.3.5 Summary 
The findings in this section suggest that computers provide students with 
opportunities to work independently to practise their listening and speaking skills 
(including pronunciation) through various tasks and instant fccdback. Ili= tasks 
helped students work at their own pace, and solve their own problems in listening and 
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speaking, which is less intimidating than being in front of a real person or audicncc. 
Due to the fact that some of the students wcrc quite shy, the teachers preferred to let 
students work on computers individually to practise their listening and speaking skills. 
Students also enjoyed working in this way, in control of their own Icaming to develop 
their language skills. Similar findings could be found in Zhao's (2007) study that 
students enjoyed controlling their own Icaming on computcrs. Further, students 
reported making improvements in their listening and spcaking with working on 
computcr-bascd tasks. 
Therefore, it is clear that the various tasks with instant fccdback motivated students to 
work on these computer programs individually. This finding supports Warschaucr and 
Mcskill's (2000) study which show that students arc motivated to working on 
computers for language learning (3.2). In particular, because students were able to 
work autonomously and without embarrassment and fear of loss of face, these results 
support Mottcrarn (1997), Warschaucr and Healey (1998), Benson (2001) and Butler- 
Pascoe and Wiburg (2003)'s claims (scc 2.3.3) that computers enhance Icarncr 
autonomy, so that students arc able to achieve effective language learning on 
computers. This is one of the key advantages of using computers in language learning. 
The rcsults in this scction support the findings related to students' motivation from the 
qucstionnaircs in Chaptcr 5 (scc 5.4.1). 
6.4 Summary of this chaptcr 
This chapter has presented the participants' positive perceptions, reported in 
interviews and observations, concerning working individually on computers. The 
findings suggest that both students and teachers found it useful to work on these 
computer programs for individual study to develop students' listening and speaking 
skills for two key reasons, relating to 'Authenticity' and 'Motivation'. 
The results in section 6.2 suggest that participants found that computer programs 
providing a variety of authentic resources and tasks helped students develop their 
listening and speaking skills for both academic and general purposes. These features 
arc not only related to authenticity and to the validity of the tasks in terms of TLU, but 
arc also related to motivation. 
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The findings in section 6.3 suggest that students were motivated to work on the 
various computer-based tasks to Practise their listening and speaking skills because or 
several central factors. The results also suggest that Icarner autonomy is an advantage 
factor in using computers. Students were motivated to use computcrs to develop their 
listening and speaking skills at their own pace, which enhanced their autonomous 
language learning on computers. Therefore, the findings suggest that it is useful for 
students to practise their listening and speaking skills on their own, by interacting 
with computers. Moreover, the findings suggest that students' motivation and 
autonomous learning on computers link each other, supported by Ushioda (1996), 
Dickinson (1995) and Scharle and Szab6 (2000) that they enhance each other (see 
2.2.2). When students are motivated to use computers to develop their listening and 
speaking skills, they increase their autonomy and are willing to take control over their 
own learning on computers. On the other hand, when they arc autonomous in Icaming 
language using computcrs, they are motivated to put effort and a longer time in 
working on CALL tasks, which may lead to more effective Icarning-making 
improvements in their language skills. Students' motivation plus their autonomy in 
working on computer-based tasks is likely to result in more cffcctivc language 
learning (Little, 2002). 
In terms of research question 3: 'How do students develop listening and spcaking 
skills on computers for self studyT, the results in this chapter have provided evidence 
that students work on various CALL tasks to carry out individual study to develop 
listening and speaking skills and have explained participants' attitudes to these tasks, 
giving further detailed answers to the second research question as well. 11c results 
suggest that students work on the CALL programs and tasks to conduct individual 
learning to develop their listening and speaking skills and it is valuabic for them to 
use computers to support their language Icaming for their particular nccds: academic 
and essential communication purposes. Moreover, the findings providc evidence and 
positive perceptions of using computer-bascd tasks for developing Icamcrs' listening 
and speaking skills in real situations for the literature on CALL tasks discussed In 
2.5.3 and 3.3. The results also provide further examples and teachers and studcnts' 
perspectives of students' working on various CALL tasks at their own pace, based on 
the research studies in 3.2.1. 
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I lowcvcr, the results also suggest that there arc problems which need to be addressed 
in the use of computer programs. Computer programs cannot provide comments on 
students' errors, for example, SKY and Streaming Speech. Also as the findings in 
section 5.4.3 indicate, students arc isolated when they work on computers. Computers 
cannot explain why students make mistakes in dctail and how to correct their 
mistakes. Studcnts still need interaction with teachers as well as the pcers. Thus, the 
next chapter reports on how teachers provide support to reinforce the effect of using 
computers, and how collaboration between students emerge when they use computer. 
based tasks to develop their listening and speaking skills. 
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Chapter 7 
Teachers' support and students' collaboration 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapters 6 described the significant influence of computers on students' indcpcndcnt 
study. However, as discussed in the literature review and findings in Chapter 5 (scc 
5.4.3), working on the computer for individual study alone is not sufficient for 
language learning; it is better for studcnts to obtain support from teachers and to carry 
out collaboration among students during the use of computers, particularly in the 
classroom setting. In other words, students can work on computers to develop their 
language skills out of class at their own pace, but when using computers in classroom 
contexts, teachers cannot leave students alone on computers, although teachers nccd 
stay back for some time. As Chapelle (2001,2003) suggests, the cffcctivc use of 
computers also relies on how teachers plan CALL activities and how students use 
them (see 2.3.3). The interactions between people including tcachcr-student 
interactions and peer interactions can enhance students' sclf-study on computers. For 
example, teachers can solve students' problems in working with computcrs, such as 
linguistic or technical issues through the interaction. Collaboration between pccrs can 
increase their comprehension and communicative skills through working together, 
such as negotiating the meaning of the listening matcrials or talking to cach other. All 
these activities are organised by the tcachcr. 
Therefore, although computer programs are useful for individual study, the teacher's 
role is also crucial because teachers' various support can reinforce students' learning 
on computers in class (see 2.3). This chapter presents findings of how teachers give 
support to assist and encourage students to practise their listening and speaking skills 
on computers (section 7.2). Findings of collaboration between students arc discussed 
in section 7.3. The results are based on analysis of interviews, questionnaires and 
observations within a variety of computer programs used in the two targa ccntrcs. 
There arc, of course, many ways of Icarning language and the computer is only onc of 
the supplemental tools in students' language learning processes. Many other ways 
without using computers or speaking in English with other people (native speakers or 
non-native speakers) outside the classroom will also have impact on students' 
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language learning. In my context, I just focus on the use of computers, but I am aware 
of other useful ways for language leaming. 
7.2 Teachers' support 
As I mentioned at the end of section 2.2.2, autonomous learning does not mean to 
demote teachers' contribution to learners' learning, particularly in the classroom 
setting in the computer room. Teachers' support and guidance can enhance better 
learning. If teachers do not provide support for students' working on CALL tasks in 
class, then there is no role for the teacher. However, as was discussed in chapters 2 
and 3, studies have found that the teachers' role is still crucial in supporting students' 
learning on CALL programs (see, for example, Hanson-Smith, 1997, Paulsen, 2001, 
Chapelle, 2001, Chapelle, 2003 and Bax, 2003 in 2.3.3 and Warschaucr and Meskill, 
2000 and Chen el al., 2004 in 3.2.2). Hence, although CALL programs provide instant 
feedback, students still need teachers' instructions and assistance for both linguistic 
and tcchnical problems during their language study (Chapelle, 2001). "Any CALL 
activity that is assigned and used within a language class is influenced by the way in 
which the teacher introduces and structures it" (Chapelle, 2001: 55). This means that 
how teachers frame the structure can support students' work on computers. 
In the two ccntrcs, teachers offered support in a variety of ways to students in class 
(see Table 7.1). 
Table 7.1 Various types of teachers' support in CALL class 
Types of support Support format Support focus 
Teachers answering students' Solving problems in 
questions related to CALL tasks linguistics and technique, and 
Stud cnt-tcachcr Teachers asking students checking students, 
intcraction questions to help them understand comprehension 
the contents and the procedure of 
working on CALL tasks 
Setting up activities, e. g. Directing students to 
Initiating CALL working on computers, complete CALL tasks or 




Providing instruction for Explaining the ways of using Helping students to complete 
students who are not CALL tasks and CALL programs CALL tasks for listening and 
good at using computers speaking 
Checking students' Listening to students' recording Pointing out students' errors 
recorded work and on computers, or on CDs or tapes in speaking and advising 
giving fccdback in or after class them how to improve 
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As can be seen from Table 7.1, the support from the teachers included studcnt-tcachcr 
interactions by answering students' questions and asking students questions; setting 
up relevant activities to CALL tasks; providing instruction for studcnts; and cliccking 
students' recording tasks and giving feedback. This section discusscs how tcaclicrs 
provided support for students in using CALL materials in class. 
Ul Student-teacher interactions 
The results from the questionnaires in the two centres (see table 7.2) show that 59% of 
the students reported obtaining feedback from teachers often for listening tasks and 
31% of the students reported receiving feedback from teachers sometimes when they 
used computers. 69% of the students reported often obtaining fccdback from teachers 
for speaking tasks and 20% of the students reported rcceiving fccdback from tcachcrs 
for speaking tasks sometimes. Only 7% of the students rcportcd ncvcr rccciving 
feedback from teachers for listening and speaking tasks. Generally spcaking, thc 
results suggest that teachers often gave fccdback to students when they workcd on 
computer-based tasks in class. 
II Ilk,. irrew-mannu M'chiflAnte rt-reiviin(y feedback from teachcrs on CALL tasks 
Often Sometimes No, not at all 
Listening 59% 31% 7% 
Speaking 69% 20% 7% 
N=121; Missing: 3% for listening; 4u/o tor speaKing 
The interviews provided details of how teachers provided fccdback. The students 
reported that they talked with teachers when they worked on computers. They asked 
teachers questions and received answers and feedback from teachers. Even when the 
students worked on computer-based tasks and obtained fccdback from computers as 
self-study, many students reported that they asked teachers questions when they had 
problems related to either linguistic or technical issues. 
In the interviews, students reported asking questions on the language materials. For 
instance, Tony and Hans stated that sometimes when they had difficult problems in 
pronunciation with words and sentences, or did not understand the differences of 
some pronunciation, they asked the teacher. Cynthia also said: 
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"in class, sometimes we got questions, we will ask the tutor... For example, I do a lot of 
pronunciation. Sometimes I do lots of exercises, but some of the words I'm still not sure, 
so I would take the question and give it to my tutor. Then, she will give me some advice. " 
This suggests that students still had some problems when they practised pronunciation 
on computers, although they were able to receive feedback from computer package 
for pronunciation. They asked teachers for help, which meant they still needed 
tcachcrs' support in thcir individual Icarning in pronunciation. 
Students asked teachers questions when they did not understand the meaning of words 
and scntcnccs in CALL tasks. Simon's example below suggested that the teacher's 
answers helped his understanding of linguistic issue. As he said: 
"For example, in yesterday's class, I had problem with 'off licenses', because I didn't 
understand the meaning of 'off licenses'. The teacher told me what it means. Then I can 
use it. " 
Students also asked questions concerned with procedures and technical problems in 
working on CALL tasks. For example, Wendy said she asked the teacher when she 
did not know how to complete the tasks or encountered technical problems in using 
the programs. 
During the observation of Streaming Speech, one student seemed to find it difficult to 
complete the task and another did not know how to use the recording system and 
asked the teacher for help. However, the teacher did not know how to make the 
recording system work so she asked a technician to come to the class and solve the 
problem. This means that the teacher sometimes cannot solve the technical problem. 
Students said they liked receiving teachers' support in both linguistic and non- 
linguistic questions. Cynthia noted that she liked asking the teacher for assistance 
because the teacher's explanation improved her comprehension and suggested the 
way to correct her problems, which could be either linguistics or the task. As she 
explained: 
"Sometimes the computer cannot solve the problem, I prefer my tutor, because she can help 
me analyze the reason and gives me some reasons, and gives advice to improve it. But the 
computer cannot do it, only the answer. " 
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Adam commented that the feedback from the teacher was bcttcr than the computcr, 
because when he had a question about the meaning of the task, or how to complete tile 
task, or how to pronounce the word correctly, the computcr was unable to answa it. 
The teacher answered his questions and encouraged him to practise morc on the 
computer. Thus, he said he liked the teacher's feedback, answers and advice. Mary 
also stated: 
"I think feedback from teachers is the best. If they look at the result from the computcr 
and give me the feedback by talking, I can get more descriptivc information. " 
This means that Mary considered that the teacher's feedback added to her 
comprehension, although not all answers might be feedback. 
Their comments suggest that the teachers' feedback and answers helped them corrcct 
their mistakes and improved their undcrstanding of the language and the tasks. They 
liked the teachers' feedback and responses. This suggests that they valued their 
teachers' answers and feedback. 
These results show that teachers answered questions and offercd help whcn studcnts 
wanted. The teachers' answers and feedback developed the students' comprchcnsion 
on language materials and helped them complete CALL tasks, which kcpt studcnts 
working on computers in an effective way. Teachers callcd on thcir knowlcdge of 
language. They also called on their knowledge of the CALL programs and tcchnical 
skills. 
In addition, the students reported that their teachers asked them questions to check 
their understanding of the programs or the procedure of the tasks on computers. John 
gave an example of how the teacher checked his understanding of the vocabulary: 
"When you do exercise and listening, the teacher may ask 'do you know some key 
words? ' when you do some note-taking. " 
John added that they had been given workshccts deviscd by the teacher aftcr they had 
completed computer-based tasks. For example, the tcachcr had givcn them onc on 
pronunciation and word stress in SKY. After they had listcncd to words on computers, 
they were asked to write answers, using the phonetic alphabet, on the workshcct. Then 
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the teacher gave feedback on that, such as checking answers or giving explanations. 
John said: "I like answering questions on the workshcct. " This suggests that he might 
be motivated in working on this task, a finding which supports D6myei (2001) who 
suggests that when students like an activity in their learning process, they may be 
motivated (see 2.2.1). 
The teachers explained that they asked students questions because they wanted to 
reinforce the students' understanding of the work presented on the computers. For 
instance, Ms. Lewis said she put questions together on the workshcet to ask students 
what they gained from it and what area they found difficult. She also asked students 
questions to "see what things they are getting right, what they are getting wrong, and 
to make notes on things being poor. " In this way, she was able to find problems that 
had arisen while students worked on CALL tasks and to help them, so that the 
language learning for students became better. Ms. Taylor also noted that she went to 
each student to ask questions to check his/her work and to give advice on what he/she 
should work on. For example, one of the questions she asked students was 'Did you 
hear the difference between sound pairs or long vowelsT Then she pointed out their 
mistakes and how to correct them. She gave more examples: 
I will show them where they actually have improved just by listening, and how to 
continue doing that. Again one thing is the listening doesn't give them what the sound 
should look like, either what the faces should look like, either how their mouth should 
move. So I will also say 'Did you hear that sound? This is what they should look like. 
And to continue to make the sound correctly, this is the way you move your mouth, and 
try it again, try to record it as you make it as motion. ' " 
Ms. Taylor's comments suggest that computers arc not able to give students details on 
how to produce correct sounds, and that the teacher's input in these situations is 
sometimes crucial, in explaining to the students exactly how to produce the sound. 
During the computer classroom observations, I also saw teachers asking students 
questions to check their understanding. For example, in the class of using Streaming 
Speech, the teacher, Ms. Collins, asked students questions "Is it hard? " "Are you all 
right? ", to check if they understood the tasks. These questions gave students 
opportunities to ask for help from the teacher and helped students to complete CALL 
tasks. Ms. Collins also explained to students how to complete CALL tasks and help 
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them to repeat words. Similarly, at the end of the session in the class using EASE: 
Seminar Skills 1: Presentations, Ms. Lewis provided a workshcct to ask questions for 
students to think about after class, such as, "What's the students' role and the 
teacher's role in the seminar? "; "What should you prepare for the seminar? " and "Can 
you give examples of good or bad practice at the seminar? " The intention was that tile 
students would answer these questions in the next lesson. These questions helped 
students to think about the seminars and the strategies needed for preparing for 
seminars. 
Teachers in the two centres asked students to listen to online BBC radio or TV ncws 
to practise their listening skills in and after class. Some teachers prepared workshccts 
for students to complete related to the material they had listened to. Ms. Lewis and 
Ms. Millar stated that they selected listening materials from BBC online radio or TV 
news for students to listen to and they provided comprehension questions on 
worksheets for students to check the extent to which they understood BBC radio 
news, and then offered feedback on their answers. As Ms. Millar said: I also make 
some general comprehension questions on the paper for students to answer. " Ms. Ellis 
added that after the students listened to online radio news, she asked them to answer 
questions, or to summarize what they had listened to, which she saw as was an 
important skill. The sorts of questions included "what did you find interesting, what 
are you surprised by, and what are you shocked by". Mr. Cater agreed that the Intcmct 
provided a large amount of information for listening and discussion and that tcachcrs 
were able to use computers for a variety of language teaching purposes. tic suggested 
that what teachers needed to do was to be "a little bit creative" to make these online 
materials useful for language leaming purposes, such as offering comprchcnsion 
questions. His point supports Markcc's (1997) assertion that one successful way of 
using computers for the teacher is as an adopter who makes some changes or adjusts 
new sources, in this case: making comprehensive questions, in ordcr to devclop 
students listening skills (see 2.3.3). 
Students commented that they liked completing exercises which teachers prepared for 
them when they listened to BBC online radio or TV news. These tasks helped them to 
check and develop their comprehension. Jessica reported that she liked focusing on 
answering questions and receiving the fccdback to help her undcrstand the news. 
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Adam added: "Only listening is not good ... choose the answers, or answer the 
questions, or other exercises... It's good. I like it. " This suggests that listening on its 
own was not helpful, but that it was more useful when he completed MCQs or 
answered questions after listening, which may develop his comprehension. Jack and 
flenry remarked that they liked completing tasks aficr listening and these tasks 
encouraged them to listen to the materials. These comments suggest that they were 
motivated to listen to the news by completing the tasks, supported by Ddrnyei (2001). 
The comments above suggests that completing the workshcct relating to BBC onlinc 
radio news is helpful for students' comprehension and motivates them to listen to the 
news. This finding supports Ellis's (2003) assertion that listen-and-do tasks is an 
cffcctivc way in dcvcloping listcning comprchcnsion (sce 2.5.3). Zhao (2007) also 
found that somc teachers provided workshccts with questions to help students 
understand BBC online radio news (see 3.2). In addition, BBC news is real-life and it 
thus is authcntic (sce also (iv) in 6.2.1). 
Similarly, the results in the questionnaires show that more than 60% of the students 
reported valuing fccdback from teachers in class both for listening and speaking tasks 
(see table 7.3). These findings support the students' views reported above. 




N % n % 
From the computer 33 27 16 13 
From the tutor 81 67 72 60 
From your partner 41 34 46 38 
N=121 
However, the findings also show that student-teacher interactions might not occur in 
the computer room for all students. Some students did not ask questions even when 
thcy had problcms whcn working on computers. As Emily said: I don't ask the 
teacher. The teacher doesn't ask me questions. " Ms. Kelly pointed out that some 
students were shy to ask questions when they encountered problems in their work on 
computers. During the observation data of students using SKY and EASE., Listening to 
Lectures, it was observed that the teacher seldom asked students questions. Similarly, 
when students in Hawthorn University worked on eLanguages to practise their 
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listening skills in their pre-sessional course, very few interviewecs reported that 
studcnt-teacher interactions took place. Several students reported that they only 
worked with computers and received feedback from computers, and one student, 
Owen pointed out that it was difficult for him to work on cLanguages bccause lic was 
not able to ask eLanguage a question. 
Some of the students mentioned that they did not complete tasks, such as answering 
questions, when teachers asked them to listen to BBC online news. This may bc 
explained by the fact that, while some teachers prepared questions on workshects for 
students to check their comprehension, others did not. Several studcnts said the ncws 
on BBC online radio or TV was too difficult for them to follow, and this they 
explained was because of the absence of tasks for them to check their comprchcnsion. 
Amanda provided an example: she noted that the BBC news was difficult for hcr to 
understand because there is no exercise to check her understanding. As she said: "For 
listening to the news, I'm not quite sure if I understand or not. There arc no questions 
and no answers. " She then suggested that it was better to add some chccklists; (c. g. 
MCQs) for them to check their understanding. In the group intcrvicws students also 
complained that listening activities were limited when they listened to online radio 
and TV news, and that online radio or TV news was too difficult for thcm to 
comprehend. They did not think listening alone was sufficient for comprchcnding the 
materials. Their comments support the assertion by Robin (2007) that without any 
interactive activities following the listening, audio in radio or TV is difficult for ESL 
learners, and it may inhibit their comprchcnsion (scc 2.5.3). 
The findings in this section describe the studcnt-teachcr interactions that took place in 
the computer room. The results suggest that both the teachers and the students valued 
these interactions, which they saw as providing the students with opportunitics to 
solve both linguistic and technical problems arising from their attempts to complete 
CALL tasks in class. This indicates teachers also need knowledge of the CALL 
programs and technical issues. The students found that these interactions encouraged 
them to work on CALL tasks. Even though computer programs for listening and 
speaking offered feedback to students, students still liked receiving fccdback from 
teachers because teachers were able to point out their problems and mistakes, analysc 
the reasons for their problems and give advice. This suggests that the studcnt-tcachcr 
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interactions which include teachers responding to students' questions and asking 
students questions motivate students to work individually on computers for their 
language learning. This finding strengthens Pintrich and Schunk's (1996) suggestions 
that tcachcr-student interactions through answering students' questions, asking 
students questions, offering feedback and support to students influence students, 
motivation in their learning process. DOrnyei (2001) agrees that teachers can motivate 
students in language learning through providing support (see 2.3.1). 
At the same time, tcacher-student interactions help students solve their problems 
while working on computers independently, indicating that teachers' support enhance 
students' autonomy (Dam, 1995) (see 2.3.3), because students need these skills 
(linguistic and non-linguistic) in order to have autonomous language learning on 
computers. With this type of interaction, students' language learning may be better 
than working individually because the teachers' support seems to have enhanced 
students' comprehension and have reinforced their language learning on computers. 
However, the findings also show that sometimes student-teacher interactions may not 
occur when students worked on computers in class. 
U2 hiftiating CALL activities 
In the interviews, students reported that teachers set up activities for them to complete 
CALL tasks in class, either working individually or with peers. For instance, John 
said: "The tutor... do(cs) instructions to students. She instruct(s) which software we 
will use today and how it will be used" and she provided answer sheets for them to 
complete. John added that they were often divided "into groups of three in the class, 
(to) do exercises and tasks. " Cynthia and Amanda noted that it was very useful for 
teachers to set up activities because teachers directed them to complete various tasks 
for listening and speaking either on or off computers. They said that they liked, and 
were motivatcd by, this structure and Icarnt better than in less structured situations. 
Simon added: "The teacher will help us use the computer in the best way, use more 
cfficient (1y). " This suggests that students believed that teachers' directions helped 
them to use computers effectively in their Icarning activities in the CALL context. 
However, not all teachers set up activities in the computer room. During the interview 
with Mr. Brown, he mentioned that he brought his students into the computer room 
only once, and just let students work on computers on their own. He explained that he 
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was not good at using computers and not familiar with using computer programs. 
Adam and Simon pointed out that without the teacher's organisation, they did not 
know which web site they should go to search for relevant information, what tasks 
they should complete and what topic they should discuss. 
Other teachers provided examples of the way they initiatcd activitics in CALL 
classes. Ms. Mitchell organised activities using online resources so that studcnts were 
able to present their findings to develop their speaking skills. As Ms. Mitchcll said: 
"I send them to do some research, perhaps a new story. And they find some inrormation 
from the Internet. I direct them to the news wcbsitc, BBC wcbsitc. And thcn they collcct 
information and represent them and make presentations aftcrwards. So the speaking conics 
from the presentation afterwards. " 
Ms. Lewis gave an example of how she directed students to complete a recording 
task. She asked students to record a text and then to listen to their recordings. Next, 
she asked them to write down their own pronunciation problems. She also read a 
model for students to listen to and compare with their own recordings. She said she 
wanted students to see whether they rccogniscd their pronunciation problems. If 
students were unable to identify and correct their problems, she said: "I will underline 
in different colours, modeling again to them. They have to repeat them. " In this way, 
she told students where their problems were and directed them how to correct the 
problems. 
Mr. Cater also remarked that teachers should encourage and guide students to discuss 
with peers. He said that teachers needed to give fccdback for the tasks, or prepare 
students for discussion at the end of the lesson, otherwise there was a danger that tile 
students would not understand the key learning points of the lesson. As hc cxplaincd: 
"If at the end of the day, you run out of time, they haven't got time to finish the task. But 
you ask them to go out of the room, and they have to go, leave it for next lesson, to 
tomorrow or whatever, you fail. People will leave with unsatisfactory. That's Nyhy you need 
to give fccdback in the end, let students have opportunity to prcscnt, to compare at the end, 
or to follow up something. " 
The comments above suggest that tcachers organiscd activities for students to work on 
computcrs indepcndently. Tcachcrs also dircctcd studcnts to work with thcir 
classmates (This collaboration, together with other collaborative activitics is discusscd 
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in scction in 7.3). Then, teachers gave fccdback to students. All these activities were 
crucial for studcnts when working on the CALL environment. 
In I leslington University, teachers used the TASK package to direct students to use 
online information to develop their study skills, including thinking and speaking in an 
academic environment. Bob and students in the group interview in Heslington said 
teachers directed them to use specific online materials as a basis for discussions with 
peers. My observation of using online resources in TASK in Heslington University 
showed how the teacher (Ms. Kelly) directed students to work either on computers 
independently or work with peers to have discussions. Students were asked to search 
for information on web sites individually and to answer questions on a workshect 
'The Dangers of Misinformation' on the screen, which was prepared by the teacher 
(see Appcndix V). Then the teacher asked students to discuss their answers with 
peers. Students used the workshcct both for their individual work on computers and 
discussions with peers. The teacher guided students with the worksheet to work on 
computers indepcndcntly to obtain relevant knowledge. The information through their 
individual work then turned to enhance their discussions with peers later. 
During the interview with Ms. Kelly after the observation described above, she said 
that she believed that the way she set up the task was very useful for students. 
Computers were integrated with automatic and individual learning, but many students 
still fclt it was frustrating to work on computers at their own pace and they liked the 
teacher's direction. They liked receiving more feedback from the teachers to enhance 
their individual learning on computers. As a teacher, she still had to help them to 
learn, even in their self-study. This suggests that teachers' direction provides help for 
students to work on computers for language learning. 
Similarly, in the questionnaires in the two ccntres (see table 7.4), 71% of the students 
reported that the structure provided by the teachers in class helped them make more 
improvements in developing listening skills and 84% of the students reported making 
more improvements in speaking than through sclf-study. In contrast, only 24% of the 
students reported that individual study encouraged more improvements in listening 
skills, and only 11% of the students thought self-study made more improvements in 
speaking skills. These results suggest that students felt that teachers' directions helped 
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them to make more improvemcnts in developing their listcning and spcaking skills on 
computers than working independently. 





__ N % n % 
Tcachcr's dircctions 86 71 102 84 
ScIf-study 29 24 13 11 
N=121; Missing: 5% 
The findings in this section show that both teachers and students Nt that the activitics 
initiated by teachers were of value to the students and were able to keep them on task, 
supporting Hanson-Smith (1997) and Paulscn's (2001) claims that tcachcrs nccd to 
organise students' learning activities on computers in class (scc 2.3.3). Morc 
importantly these directions may develop students' more cffcctivc languagc Icarning 
than working individually on computers. The findings support Chap clic's (200 1) 
assertion that language learning with computer-based tasks is influcnccd by how the 
teacher directs students in the class (2.3.3). 
Furthermore, the teachers' use of information on computcrs as a basis for discussion 
also links authenticity within in real situation because teachers may set up activities 
for students to work on computer-bascd tasks or computcr-rclatcd tasks in academic 
teaching in the university. It helps students become used to this type of activity for 
their academic programme. Authenticity refers to the connection between the Icaming 
tasks with the task students may encounter in future (MacDonald el aL, 2000, 
Chapelle, 2001 and Esteban and Canado, 2004) (see also 2.5.2). 
U3 Providing instruction 
During the interviews with teachers and students, one issue came to my attention. It 
seemed that some students, who lacked skills in using computers, might not like using 
the computer programs out of class. There were various reasons for students not doing 
well on computers. According to participants, some students might lack computcr 
skills or might be unfamiliar with working on a particular computer program. 111cy 
therefore found using computers difficult for CALL tasks. TIcy did not like spending 
a long time on computers, which might have affcctcd their motivation in working with 
computers for language learning. Thus, they needed to receive the teacher's help. 
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Tcachcr intervicwccs pointed out that some of the students were not good at using 
computers and that therefore th cy often had to provide instruction to help these 
studcnts. As Ms. Evans said: 
"One disadvantage is that some students are not familiar with using the computer to find 
out information. They are very slow. They cannot do it. They find it very difficult. Some 
students actually don't like to work with the computer. Some students prefer the teacher to 
be in charge. They want the teacher to tell them what they should do. They don't want to go 
to the computer. " 
Ms. Kelly agreed that there was huge variation of skills amongst the students using 
computer programs. She stated: 
"I think plenty of students are embarrassed... So rather say I never switch on the computer, 
I just sit there, and pretend everything is OK. You know they find it difficult to use... I try 
to be careful... So, it's very important for me, because I believe it's very big issues for 
access, and the quality of access.... " 
Ms. Kelly noted that these students spent a long time learning to use the computer 
programs. Hencc, she wrote instructions about the use of the local computer network 
in the language ccntrc to help and support students in their use of the programs on 
computers. As she said: "We wrote some materials to help students: A: how to 
explore the software and online resources. Second: how to integrate the sources in 
their own learning process. " She suggested that students' learning would be 
successful only if their skills in using the technology were good enough, indicating 
the condition for students' autonomous learning on computers. Ms. Kelly therefore 
tricd to help her students as much as possible. This suggests that teachers believed 
that some students needed help from teachers because they were not familiar with 
using computers for their learning. 
Three students talked about their lack of skills in using computers. They said they did 
not complete tasks on computers as quickly as others. They did not like much using 
computers out of class to practise their language skills. For example, Henry said: 641 
don't use (computer programs) more, because I'm not familiar with computers. That's 
the main reason" (see also Henry's comments in 5.4.1). Similarly, Emily noted that 
although it was useful to use the Internet to search for information in class, she did not 
keep up as well as other students because she was not good at searching for 
information on the computer and she needed more time to do it. She said she did not 
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oflcn use the computer to practise her listening and speaking skills out of class 
because of her lack of computer skills. However, it might be also the issue of hcr 
language skills to work with the web sites. Her comments were confirmcd by 
observation of her slow working with on the online materials in the TASK package. 
When the teacher asked the students to stop and discuss the information they found on 
the Internet, she had not answered all the questions on the workshcct. 
The results above suggest that some of the students might not be good at using 
computers. This affected their autonomous learning on computers because they did 
not have enough ability with working on computers. As HoIcc (1981) and Dam 
(1995) suggest, autonomous learners are willing and have the capacity to control their 
own learning (see 2.2.2). This issue might also affect their motivation because they 
might not like working on computers for language learning. The important point is 
that it appears that teachers were aware that some students lacked conridcncc when 
they were using computers and that they might need support in technical skills. 
Teachers offered instructions to help these students, which is really useful to enhance 
the experience of these students when working on computers. Similarly, this finding 
supports Zhao (2007), who found that students lacked skills in working on computers 
and suggested that they need training on using computers. However, one issue should 
be also noted, teachers need to provide students with instructions and support, and 
students also need to take responsibilities to acquire the skills themselves to copc with 
using technology to enhance their language learning. 
ZZ4 Checking stit(lents'recorded work and givingfeedback 
As discussed in Chapter 6, when students used computer programs to practise their 
speaking skills, they also recorded their speech (see 6.3.2). They compared their 
speech with the original recorded speech to identify their problems in speaking. 
However, these computer programs only provide the function for students to record 
their voices for a comparison, but they cannot assess students' recordings and give 
formative feedback to the students, perhaps in pointing out errors in pronunciation 
and speaking. Therefore, students had to rely on their own judgement to comparc their 
speech with the original. If they hear their own errors in speaking and correct 
themselves (see 6.3.2), or work with the peers to find their mistakes and help each 
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other (see 7.3.3), then, this is fine. However, frequently they did not know how to 
correct these cff ors. Further, sometimes, they were not able to hear crrors. This means 
that the fccdback from the teachers was particularly important in these circumstances. 
As a result of this need for the teacher's feedback, teachers in the two centres also 
listened to the students' recordings of words, phrases, sentences or presentations, and 
then gave advice and feedback to point out their mistakes or weaknesses in 
pronunciation, such as vowel and word stress. Owen commented that the teacher's 
feedback on his recording was useful for him. As he said: 
"The teacher will check it (recording). She will give me a note which pronunciation is 
wrong. Then you know how to change it, and how to improve your pronunciation... I 
think it is very good to improve English, improve pronunciation. Because you know if 
you record your pronunciation, you can listen to it, and others can listen to it. Others can 
give you some advice. You can find some mistakes. I think it is very helpful. " 
Other students agreed with Owen's point and remarked that receiving feedback from 
teachers was better than comparing their speech with the original by themselves. 
Jessica, Bob, Wendy, Mike and Betty said they really liked having their teachers, 
fccdback on their recordings because the software was unable to tell them why they 
made mistakes in their recordings, but teachers told them why they were wrong and 
how to correct their mistakes. As Mike noted: "After recording, the teacher came to 
me and she heard my voice, and pointed out my weakness, gave me feedback. I am 
happy. " This means that teachers not only offered correct information but also helped 
students analysc why and how to correct their mistakes, that is, they helped students 
evaluate themselves. Thus, with teachers' feedback on their recordings, they were 
able to improve their pronunciation and speaking in the next exercise or presentation. 
The results support findings in the questionnaires (see Table 7.3) that many students 
reported liking teachers' fccdback on their speaking. 
The teachers explained why they checked the students' recordings. Ms. Collins and 
Ms. Taylor said that they listened to the students' recorded work when they used 
Streaniing Speech in order to pick up problems on sounds, patterns, intonation and 
vocabulary from students. They sometimes asked students to repeat their recordings. 
They helped students individually in class or outside the lesson to give them advice 
about how to correct their mistakes. This finding on teachers' assistance in using 
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Streaming Speech supports Pctrie's (2003) point that teachers' support can help 
students to improve their listening and speaking skills with this soflware (see 3.3). 
Mr. Davies noted that he wrote the common errors that students made in their 
recordings on the white board. For instance, some of Chinese students pronounced 
particular word stresses wrong, and he then wrote the wrong stresses on the board and 
told them how to correct them. 
Most teachers recorded students' speech on computers or casscttcs and listened to 
them in or out of class. Ms. Jones recorded all her students' work on a CD and took it 
home to listen to. Then she wrote notes about the students' problems, and gave 
feedback to students in the following lesson. She said she quite liked this way of 
working because she found it easier than using cassettcs. As she said: 
"So for me, it's very useful, and it Is a fact of using the computcr software to do that, 
because I came away with a CD that has 12 people's work on it. While If I use the 
traditional method, using the cassette, I would have to have a casscttc per person or pcr 
pair. I would get a whole stack of cassette. You know, so it Is just easy to do It In that 
way. It's helpful. " 
This suggests that using a CD to record students' speech is another way in evaluating 
students' pronunciation and speaking in language teaching, which may be casicr and 
useful. 
The results above suggest that teachers gave feedback on students' recorded work in 
order to help them improve their pronunciation and speaking skills. The data suggcsts 
that the students felt that they leamt more from the teachers' fccdback than from their 
own efforts at identifying and correcting mistakes. They therefore liked the teachers' 
evaluation. Teachers identified the students' problems in speaking and told them how 
to correct their crrors, but the software was unable to do this. 71iis supports Slater and 
Vamey-Burch's (2001) suggestions of teachers' assessing studcnts' rccording and 
giving feedback (see 2.5.3). Teachers need to give comments on students' 
performance (in this case: recorded work) (Wright, 1987). This fccdback on correct 
information on students' recordings also enhances students' motivation on this task, 
which supports Pintrich and Schunk's (1996) suggestions that teachers' corrections or 
comments can reinforce their students' motivation (see 2.3.1). Meanwhile, the 
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teacher's role in this checking activity is to evaluate the students' performance and 
also to assist students in evaluating themselves in their recordings. Both the two types 
of evaluation influence students' autonomous learning. This supports Dam (1995) and 
Vollcr (1997), who point out that that teachers' evaluation and teachers' assistance for 
evaluating students themselves can enhance students' autonomy (see 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). 
Hence, the findings suggest that it is crucial for teachers to check students' recording 
tasks. 
US Summary 
The findings in this section suggest that teachers provided students with support in 
several ways in the CALL environment. These types of support are perceived by both 
teachers and students as valuable for students and motivate students to work on 
computers to develop their listening and speaking skills. The findings support Wright 
(1987) and Sugita (2006), who discuss the need for teachers to give students feedback 
to enhance their language learning, and Pintrich and Schunk (1996) and D8myei's 
(2001) suggestions of the positive influence of the teachers to enhance the students' 
motivation by initiating activities, instruction and teacher-student interactions (see 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2). Furthermore, teachers' support helps students conduct independent 
leaming, and thus reinforces students autonomous learning in working on CALL 
tasks. This may increase the effectiveness of the students' learning. The findings are 
supported by Dam (1995) and Little's (2002) assertions that teachers' assistancc and 
guidance can enhance Icamer autonomy (see 2.3.3). Meanwhile, some activities 
organiscd by teachers are also authentic because students may encounter these 
activities in their academic study. 
Thus, it is clear that it is crucial for teachers to provide various kinds of support when 
using CALL programs and tasks in the computer room. In this way, teachers help 
students have better learning with the use of computers. The results support Paulsen 
(2001) and Chapelle's (2001,2003) views on the important role of teachers in 
offering support in using CALL programs (see 2.3.3). 
The findings on various support from teachers in using CALL programs in this 
section addressed the fourth research question: 'What types of support do teachers 
provide for students when working on computcr-based tasksT Moreover, the findings 
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provide further evidence of the participants' perspectives of teachers' support in using 
computers, which contributes to answering the second research qucstion. 
7.3 Collaboration under teachers' organisation 
Computers provide students with opportunities to collaborate in language Icaming 
(e. g. Warschauer and Healey, 1998 and Benson, 2001). In this study, I also found 
collaboration between students occurred through somc of the speaking tasks 
mentioned in 2.5.3 in the computer room. During the intcrvicws, students reported 
that they practised their listening and speaking skills on computers with pecrs. Tabic 
7.5 surnmarises the three types of collaboration that took placc during CALL 
activities (as reported by interviewees in the two centres). It can be sccn that 
collaboration between students include discussions, role play and recording their 
speech on computers and checking each other's speech. 
Table 7.5 Various tVDes of collaboration durinp- CALL activitics 
Types of collaboration Collaboration format Collaboration focus 
Discussing what they understood 
Discussion In pairs or in groups and what they found on the 
wcbsitcs or software programs 
Practising speaking with different 
Role play In pairs roics in the conversations or 
interviews 
Recording voice and Identifying each other's errors in 
checking for each other In pairs recording and correcting for each 
other 
7.3.1 Discussions with peers 
Students reported that they discussed information from computers with pccrs in class 
to develop their comprehension of listening materials and speaking skills. For 
example, students in the group interview in Heslington rcportcd that aftcr working at 
the computer individually, the teacher asked them to discuss their results with each 
other. In these discussions, they developed their speaking skills as well as listening 
skills. John noted: 
"The teacher scnds us homework to access the Intcmct to find material of Icaming, style. 
And we discuss the next following day, in a group, to rind the advantages and 
disadvantages, and how we compare cach other, how to manage our time cffcctivclY. " 
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Students commented that it was interesting to use the information they found on the 
computer as a basis for discussion, and this type of task motivated them to practise 
their speaking skills; they said that they liked discussions with peers and it was crucial 
for their language Icaming. Cynthia said that the discussion concerning the online 
information they had found helped them to improve their speaking skills, because: 
66usually you got new information and different idea, you need to explain to your 
partner why. Let him or her understand. So it helps your speaking and thinking, express 
yourself clearly. We would like to share together. Usually new information and 
different ideas, you would like to show to other people, so it helps you express yourself. 
It helps your speaking. " 
Adam, Amanda, Alan and Hans also said that because they had similar interesting 
topics, they liked talking with peers after obtaining the information on computers. 
Adam noted: "I like discussion with friends after searching interesting information on 
the web... because I think with people, I can improve my speaking skills to 
communicate. " Actually, the discussions also developed their listening skills while 
they talked to each other. In addition, Amanda asserted: "To communicate with 
friends is also important, not only from (the) teacher. " 
The comments above suggest that students found discussions useful for language 
learning and they liked discussing with peers, indicating that students were motivated 
in this collaboration. As Dbmyci (2001) supports (see 2-2.1), when students feel 
valuable, interested in and like doing an activity, they are motivated in their Icarning 
processes. Further, students developed their communicative skills through 
discussions, which means they might enhance their language learning, which supports 
Domyci's (2001) suggestion that collaboration promotes students' learning (see 2.4). 
Teachers also thought that the discussion was a useful way for the students to share 
the information they had found on computers. Therefore, they liked to ask students to 
work in pairs to complete computer-bascd tasks. Ms. Ellis gave an example of using 
online sources to make students discuss 'humour'. They looked at the web, and found 
a speech by George Bush. She gave students a task to discuss and analyse his 
linguistic mistakes to see why people laughed. She said her students felt it interesting 
and enjoyed this task. This task was able to develop students' speaking skills as well 
as understanding of these kinds of humour. 
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This suggests that the teacher believed that discussing the topic of humour motivatcd 
students to practise their spcaking skills because students were interested in it, which 
supports Dbmyei (2001), who suggests that the teacher can use interesting sources, 
such as humour to increase students' motivation (see 2.3.2). 
Ms. Mitchell said that she usually liked students to work in pairs on computcrs when 
they conducted research, so that they worked in a team, speaking to one another. to 
decide which web site and what materials to use. Mr. Cater provided an example of 
using WebQuest, a web site for teachers to set up activities with online information 
and create tasks. He asked his students to work in groups of thrce to design a travel 
plan to spend 500 pounds. In this way, students developed their speaking skills in the 
discussion. As he said: 
"We have a task, for example, looking at a few web sites to try to get travel Information 
to buy air ticket, organize a holiday. What they need to do Is to discuss In pairs, in 
groups, to negotiate each other, where to go, how much they arc going to spcnd, Nvhat 
they are going to do. " 
Mr. Carter pointed out that students' working on the computer individually might 
reduce the time for interaction with peers. Therefore, he liked asking students to work 
in pairs or groups, so that speaking practice and team working carried on. He 
remarked: "Speaking often does not come from the interaction with the computer, but 
from the interactions with other students, discussing the task. " As he said, teachers 
needed to set up a task that included a context and a web page for searching for 
information for language practice which was credible or of interest. Mr. Cater 
emphasised: 
"The interaction is between students. You must make sure they make collaboration, 
negotiation and discussion to complete the task. " 
Actually, this task is authcntic, because studcnts may cncountcr similar collaboration 
in discussing online information in their real academic study in future. 11iis task is 
also related to people's real life, which can motivate students in language learning 
(D6myci, 2001) (see 2.3.2). 
These perspectives above support Pica (1994) and Chapelle's (1998) claims that 
interactions between students in using the target language can enhance their language 
learning and hcnce develop their communicative skills (see 2.4). 
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During tile observation of the student use of online sources in TASK (see also 7.2.2), 
students had several opportunities to discuss the information that they found on the 
Internet in pairs or groups. Students were keen to discuss what they found on the web 
within their groups and observation data indicates that they were laughing and 
discussing actively, which suggests that they were engaged with the material. In these 
discussions, students developed their skills in listening, speaking, communication and 
team working, and so forth. Ms. Kelly very often used web-bascd sources to stimulate 
discussion between the students; they discussed various topics and assessed what they 
found on the web. She stated that students liked these activities very much. It was 
quite helpful to students to share experiences with the web-based extension material. 
She said: "The extension material is always wcb-based. It's written by language 
experts. It looks at language skills. I think students like to use it. " She also asserted 
that one of the useful aspects in TASK was creating an information gap and sending 
students to search for information on the Internet and then asking them to exchange 
information. But the most important factor, she noted, was to make students realise 
that the Internet was a great source of information. Then, students practised their 
speaking skills on the topics to gain critical ideas, which was a very integrated 
activity. Ms. Kelly added that the purpose of the discussion in using online resources 
in TASK was to enhance students' understanding of academic culture for study. 
Regarding software programs, Ms. Lewis and Ms. Kelly noted that they asked 
students to discuss the samples of presentations in pairs when students used EASE. 
They gave a list of questions to students to discuss in pairs to learn how to give a good 
presentation, and asked them to prepare a presentation together. They used language 
structures in the samples to give a good presentation. Ms. Taylor said after listening to 
the topics talked by the speakers in Streaming Speech, such as classes they had 
attended and their hobbies, she asked students to "have dialogues based on the 
listening activities in the chapter. " In this way, students developed their speaking and 
listening skills. Ms. Lewis said that this pair work reduced the amount of help that the 
students needed from her. This means that the teacher could stand back when peer 
interactions took place. 
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The above results show that teachers set up activities for students to work with peers 
to discuss a range of topics on computers, either on softwarc or online programs. 
Both students and teachers considered that it was useful for students to carry out 
collaboration with peers to develop their communication skills. Students fclt it 
interesting and they liked discussing with peers. This suggests that the discussions 
with information on computers motivated them to develop their listening and 
speaking skills. As Pintrich and Schunk (1996) and Ddrnyci (2001) suggest, 
collaboration organised by the teacher can motivate students to achieve better 
learning, and can improve their communicative skills, and this is supported by the 
findings above. Similarly, Warschauer and Meskill's (2000) studies found that 
students and teachers were positive about computer-bascd activities for students' 
collaboration to develop speaking skills (see 3.2). The results also suggest that the 
discussions about online information help learners to develop spoken English. 11iis 
supports Dudeney (2000) and Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg's (2003) suggestions that 
teachers can ask students to use online sources to have discussions to practise their 
speaking skills (see 2.5.3). 
This collaboration also links authenticity because students may cncountcr similar 
situation in their academic study in future (MacDonald et aL, 2000 and Chapelle, 
2001) (see 2.5.2). Therefore, these findings suggest that discussing information on 
computers in class, with peers, appears to be a useful way for studcnts to develop 
their listening and speaking skills. 
7.3.2 Role play 
Teachers reported using role play to support students in their development of speaking 
skills using websites. Ms. Kelly very much liked using Web&esl to set up activities 
for students. She asked students to act in different roles with the infonnation thcy 
found on the web to solve problems. She offered an example: 
"One of my favourite WebQuest involves group of students, one Is historic In the group, 
one is social science in the group, and one is medical person In the group. They set up 
tasks. They have got different information In relationship with their special area. They 
have problems to solve. They bring back the Information they got from the web. They arc 
given to the wcbsitc to check. Thcy can do their own research. They come back together. 
They solve the problems, but use diiTcrcnt sources. some or them arc to evaluate the 
information from the web site. " 
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Ms. Kelly commented that students improved their speaking skills when they were 
"bcing someone clsc" while speaking, because it helped them to "establish a new 
identity with the use of the new language. " It was a very useful way to apply the 
Internet in tcaching. As she said: "I really love it (role play)". This means Ms. Kelly 
believed that role play provided good practice for students to develop their speaking 
skills. 
Similarly, Ms. Mitchell based role play activities on news or stories on the Internet, 
asking students to produce interviews after they found information on the Internet. 
For instance, she used famous people quite often, so that students chose a famous 
person whom they would like to interview; students searched for information on 
famous people on the web. For example, one interview was about Madonna, and they 
had a stage interview in pairs in class. One student was the joumalist, and the other 
was Madonna. Another famous person her students liked was Tony Blair. She thought 
role play was quite good for students to practise their speaking skills, and students 
"like to do acting role play. " This suggests that students may be interested in this 
activity, which may enhance their motivation in working with peers using computer 
resources. As D8myci (2001) supports, using pop stars or famous people can motivate 
students in their language Icaming (see 2.3.2). 
The findings in this section suggest that teachers believed that role play was one of 
good ways for students to practise their communicative skills, supporting Murphy 
(1991) and Hedge's (2000) suggestions that role play is a good type of speaking 
activity for students to develop speaking skills (see 2.5.3). It also develops their 
listening skills in conversations. Furthermore, the finding suggests that the success of 
the role play depends on the information the students get from the Internet, which is 
up to date and authentic. 
Z3.3 Recording voice together and checking each other's recording 
The third collaboration that intcrviewccs mentioned was recording their speech with 
peers, and then they checked and compared their speech with the original 
pronunciation or presentations together. John commented that recording their voices 
together enabled them to identify stress, and to talk in pairs or groups to explain 44why 
you decide the full stress, how (to) stress words. " In this collaboration, they helped 
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each other to develop pronunciation and speaking skills. Amanda and Mike agrccd 
that collaboration between peers was useful for pronunciation and presentation. 111cy 
were able to listen to their speech for each other and gave each other useful fccdback 
on their recorded work. As Mike said: "My classmates also hear my record rile. We 
listen to each other. I think it's good. I think this kind of cducation is very useful. " 
Teachers held similar views. Ms. Millar said she asked students to work in pairs to 
record together when they used SKY. She asked students to focus on the intonation 
and word stress. She thought it was helpful when students worked in pairs to record 
their speech because they were able to compare their speech together, so that they 
learned from each other and helped each other to identify their problems. Ms. Taylor 
liked students to record speech together and explained: 
"The whole purpose of having them working together and recording thcmsclvcs Is, they 
have more control over what they are Icarning. And I act as a guide to make sure they are 
able to notice and able to pay attention. " 
This suggests that students control their own learning through this collaboration and 
the teacher can stay back as a monitor in this leaming process. 
Ms. Jones also liked her students to work in pairs or groups to rccord voiccs. She 
commented: 
"That's nice because they prepare activities together, and they aren't just on their own In 
front of the computer. I think in the classroom, there Is a way making Intcraction. You 
know, the studcnts can talk to each other as well as purely with the computcr. " 
This means that this type of collaboration helped them solve their o%vn problems in 
pronunciation and speaking, indicating that the collaboration improved their 
autonomous learning. The awareness of the value of it indicates that this collaboration 
also motivates students in their language learning processes. 
The discussion above demonstrates positive attitudcs to using computcrs in 
pronunciation exercises, but this was not always the case. Three students did not seem 
to like fccdback from peers on their recordings. Simon explained that because 
sometimes pccrs gave him the wrong idea and he had to complete the task again, 
which occurred many times. Two students who come from China also argued that 
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they did not like to receive fccdback from their Chinese colleagues for thcir 
recordings because they often gave wrong suggestions on pronunciation. This might 
be because students from the same culture background find it hard to hear the 
pronunciation crrors. As Tom remarked: 
"I think it's not good for Chinese students to give feedback to each other, because we 
Chinese people come from the same culture. We can'tjump out of same culture circle. " 
Amy also noted that there were many Chinese students in her class, and she did not 
think they were able to receive good feedback from each other, because she thought 
Chinese people always said it was good rather than pointing out mistakes. Their 
comments suggest that the students would prefer to receive feedback from students 
ftom other cultures. 
Similarly, Ms. Collins did not quite like the interaction between students themselves 
when they worked on Streaming Speech because when students helped each other, 
they sometimes offered wrong information related to each other's recording. It was 
fine only when students were able to give correct information to each other. As she 
described: 
"Sometimes students and students have interaction, but not often. I don't think it is very 
helpful, because it's all right if you are sure if they can help each other correctly, but they 
oflen help each other, but it's not right. (Laughing) Two of them get wrong. " 
The comments above suggest that some students might not identify their mistakes in 
their recordings and might not give appropriate corrections when they worked 
together. This suggests that if students talks about pronunciation, some students have 
difficulties with it. This indicates that the collaboration for pronunciation issue may 
not be as very useful as other types of collaboration: discussion and role Play. Despite 
this, Adam and Amanda pointed out that although it was a better way for the teacher 
to check their recordings (see also 7.2.4), the problem was that the teacher was unable 
to listen to all students' recordings in class. In relationship to this point, Amanda 
stated it was helpful for them to exchange their recorded work with each other and to 
check the recording for each other. This suggests that when teachers are not available 
to check students' recordings,. it is useful for students to work together and check for 
each other. 
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Another interesting finding concerns using tile web camera during pccr interaction. 
Each computer in the computer room in Hawthorn University Language Centre is 
connected to a web camera. Ms. Taylor and Ms. Millar reported asking students to use 
the web camera in the computer room in pairs or groups when they used Streaming 
Speech. Ms. Taylor offered an example of students using web camcras with Afelissl 
Lab, the software with telephoning function, where they were able to talk. She said: 
"I think it (the web camera) is extremely useful. The students have used the web camera In 
the computer room here. There are four people, two were in one side of room, two people 
were in other side of the room. They decided they were going to work together recording 
their voices. They may like actually recording themselves, speaking together, so their 
dialogue was not just recorded for sounds. They did take film themselves basically. They 
filmed them having a dialogue. And it was quite funny because they arc shy. They did enjoy 
it after a while. " 
This suggests that students used web cameras to record their voices including sounds 
and conversations. They were motivated in working with peers in using web cameras. 
Ms. Millar also encouraged students to use the web camcra to practise their spcaking 
skills. She asked students to talk to each other to make performances, just like on 
television. She also asked students to use the web camera in pairs to record their 
pronunciation. She thought the web camera was useful for students, because they 
6'either talk to each other to the web camera, so they can observe each other ... , or they 
record themselves and look at back themselves aftcrwards and assess their own 
pronunciations developments. " She said students found it valuable and they tried 
harder in their pronunciation practice with this type of interaction, indicating that 
students were motivated in this interaction. She also pointed out that the main reason 
for the problem in pronunciation might be the mouth shape. Therefore, using the web 
camera was really helpful. They played back in order to check and evaluate the shapes 
of their mouths between each other. She added: 
"If I just record with the audio, they can hear between their sounds, but It didn't tell them 
how to change the shapes of their mouth. So using a web camera, I mean I can take the 
sound of myself into the class, and they can practise with them, and they can evaluate 
each other to the web camera. For online learning, It's very useful as well. Usually I ask 
students to use the web camera in pairs, because they can look at each other. " 
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This is an example of combining different software in face-to-face language teaching 
and Icaming. It shows that it is possible to combine different programs when using the 
new technology. This is also the advantage of using the new technology to develop 
pronunciation and spcaking skills. 
During students' individual interviews, 15 out of 21 students said it was useful and 
interesting to use the web camera to practise their listening and speaking skills with 
pccrs. In group interviews, five out of eight students agreed that the web camera 
helped them to develop their listening and speaking skills. For example, Jim stated 
that it was very helpful to use the web camera to see people when talking in English 
because they were able to see the facial expression, such as lip movement, which was 
very important for learning pronunciation. His view supports Ms. Millar's point 
above, in the respect of seeing mouth shape. Susan agreed that the web camera was 
vcry useful to talk to others because they were able to see their own face and it 
offered more information for understanding. Susan noted that it was a useful way to 
improve her speaking and it was interesting, indicating that she was motivated to 
work through the web camera, so that she could spend a long time on it. As Susan 
highlighted: 
"With the web camera talking with others, I can take a long time. You can learn from 
others. Only voice, it's abscnt. With the web camera, you can catch more information. 
It's more attractive. " 
The above comments suggest that the web camera provides students with another 
opportunity for students to have interaction through computers, apart from having 
face-to-facc interaction in class. Students felt it useful and interesting, indicating that 
students were motivated to practise their communicative skills in using web Cameras. 
The findings suggest that, generally speaking, it is helpful for students to record their 
speech with peers and help each other to identify mistakes to improve their speaking 
together, but teachers need to check if students give correct comments. It is 
particularly useful when teachers cannot give feedback on students' recordings. The 
results suggest that when students can recognise their errors and give correct feedback 
to each other, then this collaboration in recording tasks is useful. However, the 
findings reveal that when students are not able to identify their errors or give advice 
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correctly, the teacher's feedback on students' record work and advice on how to 
correct their mistakes are significant. This point supports findings in 7.2.4 that 
teachers' checking students' recorded work and giving fccdback is more helpful than 
students' checking themselves. 
The findings also show that the web camera is a useful tool to hclp studcnts rccord 
their speech with peers and talk to each other to practise their listening and speaking 
skills on computers via the network. Students were motivatcd to use this new tool. 
7.3.4 Summaty 
The results in this section show how teachers organised various activities for students 
to work with peers to develop their speaking as well as listening skills during CALL 
activities. These speaking activities are also basic tasks in traditional language 
classrooms, which give students opportunities to use and practise spoken English. 
Participants in this study commented that these types of collaboration in computer- 
based environtrients, organised by teachers were useful for students to develop their 
language skills and they fclt interested in working this way. Further, collaboration 
improves students' confidence and encourages them to have active Icaming, thus 
reduces the passive dependence on teachers' feedback. Thcse findings addressed the 
fifth research question: 'In what ways do students collaborate when compicting tasks 
using computers for listening and speaking? ' At the same time, the results Provided 
participants' perceptions of collaborations between students in using computers, 
which extends the set of answers to the second research question. 
Therefore, collaboration is also a key to successfully using computcrs to learn a 
second language, supporting Haricss et aL (1999) and Chapelle's (2001) claims that 
collaboration between learners in using CALL programs helps them learn to use the 
target language effectively (see 2.4). The collaboration between students not only 
enables students to share their opinions with pccrs, but also motivates students to 
work on CALL tasks together to foster their Icaming. This encourages students to 
practise their communication skills together through using computers. Meanwhile, the 
findings suggest that collaboration may also promote students autonomous Icaming. 
The findings support Phipps's (1999) claims that collaboration can improve students' 
communication and autonomous Icaming (see 2.4). The results also support Chen et 
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al. (2004) and Zhao's (2007) studies that peer interaction is helpful to students to use 
CALL programs in language learning and motivates students' work on computers (see 
3.2). In addition, the discussion between peers is nature communication, which also 
resonates with authenticity supported by several studies. This authentic 
communication practice is likely to help students become used to discussions with 
peers in academic situations. More importantly, this section shows the important role 
of teachers in organising activities for collaboration between students, and this is also 
the support which teachers provide students. 
7.4 Summary of this chapter 
This chapter has reported the support from teachers through a range of activities they 
provided students in using CALL programs. The findings suggest that teachers' 
support is necessary in CALL tasks because the support enhances students' 
understanding and helps them enhance their language learning with the use of 
computers. This kind of assistance in the computer room provides students confidence 
and motivates them to work with computer programs. This indicates that although the 
findings in Chapter 6 show that CALL programs are useful for students to practise 
their language skills at their own pace, the teacher's role is still crucial in providing 
support. The findings support Gilmour's (2004) study that students commented that 
they needed teachers' feedback to motivate them to work on computers to develop 
listening and speaking skills. This also supports Waschauer and Meskill's (2000) 
study that the best way of using computers in second language teaching depends on 
the careful plans and instructions of teachers, not the computer alone (see 3.2). At the 
same time, students and teachers reported that a variety of collaboration between 
students was valuable and motivated students to develop their listening and speaking 
skills on computers. The findings provide further types of teachers' support and 
studcnts' collaboration as well as students and teachers' comments on the two aspects 
of support from people in the CALL context, based on the studies in 3.2.2. 
The results in this chapter support Bransford et al. 's (1999) suggestions that learners 
still nccd fccdback and interaction with teachers or pcers when they work with 
computers, which is crucial and useful for learners' learning (see 2.3.3). In particular, 
the findings support Chapelle's (2003) assertion that various interactions with 
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computers and person are important for computer-bascd tasks, and the computcr will 
not be useful without the human interactions. Without tcaclicrs and pccrs' fccdback, 
the language learning of using computers may be impaircd (see 2.3.3). 
The next chapter surnmarises the discussion and provides a syntlicsis of this 
dissertation. It presents the impact of this study and recommendations in using 
computers for developing listening and speaking skills, which arises from the rcsults 
of this research. Finally, consideration of future research in this field is highlightcd. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter firstly provides a summary of the link between the literature and results 
in this study in 8.2.1 then present the impact of this study in 8.3. Recommendations 
for using computers for developing listening and speaking skills, which are based on 
the findings from this study, are discussed in section 8.4. The strengths and limitations 
of this research arc outlined in 8.5. Finally, suggestions on future research are 
provided in 8.6. 
8.2 An overview of literature and main findings 
This dissertation has focused on exploring how computers are used to develop 
students' listening and speaking in TESOL teaching and learning in two university 
language centrcs in the UK. As discussed in the literature in chapters 2 and 3, studies 
have pointed out the possibilities for using computers for learning in the areas of 
listening and speaking, but there is a lack of detailed examples and evidence in this 
area. Many studies focus on using computers for language learning for students' 
individual learning, or in interaction with other students, but not both. Some research 
studies' findings are limited according to their partial investigations or research 
methods. Thus, there is a need for research in this area because, with the development 
of technology, many new issues emerge during the use of computers in second 
language teaching and learning, particularly for developing language learners' 
listening and speaking skills. Therefore, more research needs to be carried out to help 
language teachers better understand what types of computer programs may enhance 
language learning for general and specific language learners and how to use them 
effectively (Chapelle, 2003). My study was designed to fill this gap. 
The study examined the computer programs and various types of CALL tasks for 
listening and speaking that were used at the two language ccntres. The results 
demonstrated that participants were positive about using CALL tasks to develop 
students' listening and speaking skills at their own pace, suggesting a link to 
autonomous learning. It is particularly important that students seemed to find the 
computer motivating. Although the computer is only one tool used to mediate the 
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development of their language skills, according to the respondents' self reports, there 
were a number of benefits for students when they worked on computcr-bascd tasks to 
develop their listening and speaking skills. Both students and teachers believed that 
students become more confident and make improvements in their listening and 
speaking from working on computer-based tasks before they enter their academic 
programmes in universities. The findings support the literature in chapters 2 and 3 on 
the significance in using computers for listening and speaking and provide more 
detailed examples and evidence to the CALL field. 
However, the study also showed that despite the bcnerits of using computers, the 
participants did have some reservations. There are limitations of CALL tasks and the 
problem of social isolation while working on computers. Some CALL tasks nccd to 
be further developed and updated to fulfil students' needs. Feedback from computers 
is not enough for language learning and students reported that they still nccdcd to talk 
to teachers or peers. This research showed that teachers provided various support to 
help students work with computers to develop listening and speaking skills. 
Participants were positive about these types of support, which help and motivate 
students to work on CALL tasks effectively. The findings indicate that it is still 
crucial for teachers to provide various types of support to students when they work on 
computers. When such support is available, students' motivation in using computers 
for their language study will be increased. This confirms the suggestions from the 
literature that a helpful way of using computers in learning is to offer instruction and 
support from teachers (see 2.3.3). More importantly, this study provided examples of 
a variety of teachers' support to students and participants' comments on such support 
in using CALL programs. 
Finally, this study illustrated that when teachers directed students to carry out 
collaborations while completing CALL tasks, these collaborations offcrcd studcnts 
opportunities to increase their understanding of listening materials and to develop 
their speaking skills. The findings suggest that collaborations between studcnts 
motivate students to work together and cnhance their practice on listening and 
speaking skills with the use of computers. This supports Egbcrt (2005), who said that 
although individual practice can help language learners to improve tlicir language 
learning, they will learn more cffectively with pccr interaction to listcn and respond. 
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I bclicvc it is crucial to highlight all three aspects (individual Icarning, teachers' 
support and collaboration betwccn students) in research using CALL materials to 
devclop students' listening and speaking skills and cannot be discussed separately or 
focus on only some factors. These three aspects connect to each other in using CALL 
programs in language tcaching and Icarning. When using CALL resources for 
listening and speaking, it should combine them together to effectively use computers. 
The literature (e. g. Chapelle, 2001,2003) supports my findings (see 1.2 and 2.3.3). 
8.3 Impact of this study 
The significant influence of using CALL for listening and speaking found in this 
study could support institutions or language ccntres to infonn programmes of extra 
support for students' language leaming. As discussed in 1.3, many international 
students do not have good language skills, particularly on listening and speaking, to 
cope with their academic study in UK universities (Banerjee, 2001, Lv, 2005, 
Bamford, 2006 and Jamie, 2006). Therefore, the institutions cannot ignore this 
problem and should provide more support to international students for their language 
skills. My findings point out a number of benefits of using computers and describe 
their potential contributions to develop students' listening and speaking skills. These 
findings can be used by other institutions or language centres, which may consider the 
possibility of using computers as supplements for overseas students to improve their 
language skills both in and out of class. If they provide students with good CALL 
programs and CALL tasks, students will have more opportunities to develop their 
language skills for their academic study in the UK. This connects to Bamford (2006) 
and Jamie's (2006) suggestions that institutions in the UK should increase support to 
overseas students in their language learning in order to welcome more international 
students to come to UK for degree study. Computers provide an opportunity and an 
option to meet this need. 
However, the results also show that it does not mean that it is effective to simply 
provide CALL programs for students to learn at their own pace. Teachers play an 
important role in providing support to enhance students' study on computers. 
Furthermore, the findings imply that although teachers were positive about using 
computers in their language teaching, teachers need knowledge not only of the 
spccific computer programs they use in class but also of the technical aspects of these 
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programs, so that they arc able to answer students' questions and provide effective 
support. This finding suggests the need to provide training for teachers to cncouragc 
them to use CALL materials in their language teaching, supporting the literature in 
2.3.3. 
Examples of various types of support from teachers for integrating computers into 
language teaching and learning have been identified in this study, for cxampIc 
organising various activities or providing workshccts (see Chapter 7). Ilicsc cfficicnt 
approaches in using CALL for listening and speaking can be directly rccommcndcd to 
language teachers to improve their teaching in using computers for their studcnts to 
develop listening and speaking skills. The findings lead to rccommcndations in ncxt 
section. 
8.4 Recommendations 
Based on the findings above, there are several recommendations to make regarding 
CALL programs, teachers' support and collaboration between students. As the crucial 
role of teachers in using CALL, most of the recommendations arc directed to 
language teachers. I also provide recommendations to institutions concerning 
selecting CALL programs and the designers of CALL programs in terms of changes 
on the programs. 
8.4.1 CALL lasksfor Ustening and speaking 
In order to use CALL programs effectively and motivate students to work on 
computers for sclf-study, I suggest that institutions and language teachers should 
select computer programs and materials which provide sources in genuine settings 
either ftom academic or real life environments for students as supplemental resources 
to improve their listening and speaking skills. Further, authentic resources and 
computer-bascd tasks in the programs should meet students' purposes for their 
spcciric Icaming at that time, so that both teachers and students can be motivated to 
use them frequently. In contrast, if the CALL programs arc not related to the purpose 
of learners' specific study, they will not be particularly authentic or helpful and may 
not be used frequently by students and their teachers in particular courses. 
The above suggestions of providing good CALL sources and tasks can also go to the 
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designers of CALL programs. The results in Chapter 6 suggest that providing a 
variety of interactive tasks in CALL programs for students to complete on computers 
is an absolutely good way to fostcr the development of language skills during 
independent study, which is the first evaluation of CALL programs on providing 
interactive tasks, suggested by Chapelle (2001) (see 2.3.3). Hence, computer 
programs need to provide various types of interactive tasks found in this study for 
students to complete to develop their listening and speaking skills, for example MCQs 
and notc-taking. However, my findings also suggest that some of the tasks in the 
computer programs need to be extended or updated. Some changes would be useful 
for the CALL programs found in this study. The CA LL resources for academic 
purposes, such as EASE: Listening to Lectures, F, 4SE. - Seminar Skills 1: Presentations 
and eLanguages, need to provide as many examples of academic lectures as possible 
in each specialist subject area to meet the students' own needs, because some lectures 
arc not really authentic to the students' own subjects, even though they still provide 
students with opportunities to be familiar with the structures and styles of academic 
lectures. 
Although students at the two centres worked frequently on tasks either in SKY or 
Streaming Speech to improve their pronunciation and speaking skills in different 
aspects, there are some limitations in using the programs. The contents of speech in 
Streaming Speech do not oficn cover academic lectures or seminars. They thus do not 
really meet the students' specific need to improve their listening and speaking skills 
for academic programmes in prc-sessional courses. Further, SKY only provides single 
words and sentences, suggesting that it lacks real contexts for communications. 
Therefore, I suggest that Streaming Speech need to add more types of contents, such 
as academic lectures or seminars. Students would also be able to break these speeches 
into pieces to listcn to and imitate. These topics will provide support to students to 
develop their listening and speaking for academic study. Concerning SKY, I suggest 
that it should add real contexts for communicative purpose in order to make better 
production on pronunciation, for example real conversations, whole paragraphs of 
speeches and presentations. This is because that the goal of developing pronunciation 
is to help students improve communication (Morely, 1991, Hedge, 2000, Bulter. 
Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003 and Fulcher, 2003). These changes will increase the benefit 
of using SKY for the development of pronunciation and speaking skills. This is 
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supported by Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg (2003), who suggest that CALL programs for 
developing listening and speaking skills should be around context that are 
communicative in purposes, that is, not only for practising linguistic structurcs. 
Moreover, the findings reveal that the computer programs for speaking fail to inrorin 
students whether their speaking or recordings is correct or incorrect and why tlicy 
make mistakes during these tasks. Hence, students have to rccognise their mistakes on 
their own or rely on feedback from other people. They do not know why tlicy makc 
errors in their pronunciations and speaking, nor how to improve thcm. Accordingly, I 
suggest that the CALL programs for speaking would be greatly improvcd if somc 
functionality to recognise students' errors in speaking and recorded work wcrc 
incorporated into the software. I believe that with the fast development or technology, 
this function can be developed. It is also better for the computer packages to add 
common errors that students often make and provide comments or explanations of 
making such kinds of mistakes as well as the ways to improve them. Ilius, students 
will obtain more benefits from computer-bascd tasks for speaking, and also increase 
their motivation and autonomous learning on computers in dcvcloping communicativc 
skills. 
The results suggest that the recording function is significant in helping students to 
develop pronunciation and speaking skills. Therefore, I suggest that a recording 
function for students to record their own speech and then to compare this with the 
originals in the computer program for speaking is available in every program. When 
using EASE: Seminar Skills 1: Presentations, teachers can ask students to use the 
recording system with the use of other software programs to record their own 
presentations and compare with the original prcsentations in the program. It will 
definitely increase the benefit of using the program to improve students' speaking 
skills in giving presentations. The literature supports this suggestion (Slatcr and 
Varney-Burch, 2001, Butler-Pascoe and Wiburg, 2003 and tlcgclhcimcr and Tower, 
2004). 
Thus, in order to encourage students and teachers to use computers and to acllicvc 
better language teaching and learning, the tasks for listening and speaking in the 
computer programs should be extended and updated. The changes would be useful for 
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the computer programs to fit in the requirement of specific language teaching and 
learning, in this case, for academic study in university level. 
8.4.2 Teach ers'support 
My findings in 7.2 show the benefits of teachers to support students' working on 
computers. Hcncc, I suggest that language teachers offer various types of support to 
help and motivate students to make their language learning effective with the use of 
CALL resources. The findings show that some of the students did not ask questions, 
even when they had problems during their CALL tasks. This may have affected their 
leaming because they could not solve the problems either in linguistic or technical 
issues. Based on the results of the value of teachers' asking questions in 7.2.1,1 
suggest that teachers need to ask students questions to help them work on computers 
efficiently. It is not advisable to leave students alone on computers all the time in 
class. 
In order to help students develop their language skills with resources on computer 
programs, teachers should organise activities to direct students either to work on 
computers individually or with peers. This is the second evaluation of CALL 
programs on tcacher-planned activities which will bring beneficial to students' 
learning (Chapelle, 2001). Teachers should prepare extra tasks or worksheets which 
focus on listening and speaking activities for students to complete, and then provide 
feedback for the tasks or workshects. Workshects provide helpful levels of structure 
in two ways: by offering comprehensive questions for students to develop their 
understanding of the material on computers and directing students what topic they 
should search for, what tasks they should be doing and how they should do them. This 
recommendation is reflected by Egbert's (2005) suggestion that when software or 
online materials are used in the language class, teachers should offer extra tasks to 
make the content accessible to the students to improve their language learning. All 
these extra tasks will help learners develop their listening and speaking skills and 
motivate them to work on computers. Moreover, some students who are not good at 
using computers need teachers' instructions and support to capture the skills to work 
on CALL tasks. This will increase their interest and willingness to work with 
computers for language learning. However, students also need to learn the skills 
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themselves and motivate themselves to work on CALL tasks to reinforce their 
language learning. 
The positive effects of using computers will be increased by the above support from 
teachers. It can also increase students' motivation to work on computers for language 
Icarning. Thus, language teachers need to take these types of support when they usc 
CALL programs in their language teaching. 
8.4.3 Collaboration between peers 
As mentioned in 7.3, collaboration between students is onc of the key factors whcn 
using CALL tasks. This is also the third evaluation of using CALL tasks on students' 
interaction with each other (Chapelle, 2001). Thus, I suggest that teachers should 
organise various types of collaborative activities between students. Teachers can ask 
students to discuss particular topics or information on the computer programs. This is 
also a good way to help students develop their comprehension for listening materials 
as well as speaking skills. More importantly, this authentic activity will help students 
become used to discussions as the basis for their future academic study. From thc 
findings on role play, I suggest that teachers can ask students to search for 
information on the Internet about famous people or pop stars (e. g. George Bush and 
Madonna) for speaking practice, and then to have role play with peers. Students can 
be motivated to participate in different roles. Speaking practice can come through 
from this activity in peers. 
Regarding recording activity, I suggest that teachers ask students to record their 
speech in computers together and compare each other's recordings, particularly %vhcn 
the teacher cannot check all students' recordings. Then, they can help each other to 
recognise their own strengths and weaknesses. Meanwhile, the teacher nccds to 
monitor students whether they can give correct feedback. 
From the result concerning the web camera in 7.3.3,1 suggest that if the language 
centres provide a web camera on each computer, students will take more advantage of 
technology to practise their listening and speaking skills. Teachers may ask students 
to record their speech together, watch their mouth shapes and evaluate cach othcr on 
the recordings from the web camera. Although facc-to-facc interactions may be better 
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than using the web camera in class, students fccl interested, thus suggesting that 
students can be motivated to do more work on it. Teachers can use web cameras to 
encourage students to talk with peers in class or in different campuses (this can be 
useful in cases where universities have different campuses located in different places 
in the city, such as is the case with Hawthorn, University). Several English teachers 
mentioned that they would try to use web cameras to let students talk to each other 
from the different campuses in the university. The teachers may also give tutorials to 
their students via the Internet with the web camera from another campus in the 
university. Then, students do not need to go to another campus to meet their teacher. 
Students can also have group discussions with web cameras in their own places, such 
as their flats, but it depends on if all students have web cameras. Moreover, teachers 
may also ask students to find peers in another city or around the world to develop 
speaking skills via web cameras. Students are likely to be interested in using this new 
way to speak with peers around the world, particularly for distance learning, where 
students do not have opportunities to have face-to-face talk. However, the effect of 
using the web camera also depends on the quality of the web camera and the stability 
and speed of the network. 
8.5 Strengths and limitations of this study 
The strength of this study is that it covered students' individual learning, teachers' 
support and collaboration between students in using CALL resources for language 
teaching and learning. Thus, it provides a more holistic picture of the use of 
computers to develop both students' listening and speaking skills, drawing together 
the interrelated complex factors that influence classroom teaching and learning. 
Interviews with teachers and students explored their perspectives of using computers 
for listening and speaking. Questionnaires from more than 100 students in the two 
centres explored their perceptions and fcclings which coincide with the interview 
data. Moreover, I observed how teachers and students used CALL programs in the 
computer room. The triangulation of the three sorts of data makes good and strong 
findings for this small-scale research. The research findings from the two cases of two 
language centres ran contribute to better achievement than a single case, and may be 
applied elsewhere. 
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Nonetheless, therc are limitations to this study. First, even though many studcnts said 
they had made improvements in their listening and speaking skills and suggcstcd that 
computers had been influential in this improvement, I did not cxamine wlictlicr the 
effect of using computers was faithfully represented by the studcnts through prc- and 
post-test evaluation. 
Second, using computers is only one of the tools used in language learning, but much 
work takes place away from the computers. My study did not investigate the influence 
of other tools the students used, nor the tasks the teachers asked them to complete in 
the non-computer environment. Further, I did not focus on students' rcsponsibilitics 
for their individual learning after class. 
Third, this research only looked at prc-sessional courses between July and September, 
which meant that the time for data collection was limited. I was not able to collect 
data at the beginning of these courses, because students were not yet familiar with 
using computer programs, and they were therefore not able to give me their detailed 
perceptions about using them. Similarly, I was unable to carry out my data collection 
towards the end of their courses when they had developed more in-depth impressions, 
due to the fact that students and teachers were busy with end of course exams. This 
means the data collection was more limited than I had hoped, which may have 
affected the validity, reliability and usefulness of the data. In addition, the findings 
from this study do not cover long-term courses during students' academic study at 
university, and it may be interesting to comparc students' experiences under these 
circumstances with their experiences in prc-scssional courses. 
Fourth, my decision to adopt the case study approach, using multiple data sources, 
means that, although I was able to develop a rich and deep understanding of the data, 
the findings have limited generalisability. 
8.6 Future research 
Based on the findings from this study and the limitations presented above, thcrcrorc, 
there are several areas for further research: 
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It is necessary to investigate students' improvements in language learning with the use 
of CALL programs by pre- and post-test evaluation, which can provide strong 
findings on this aspect. Students' responsibilities for their own language study also 
need to be addressed. 
This study focused on the short-term pre-sessional courses, the effect of using CALL 
materials in the long-term in-scssional courses should be investigated. Future research 
of using CALL programs in different stages, such as secondary schools and life long 
Icarning, also needs to be carried out. 
It would be useful to investigate a wider use of CALL in language teaching and 
learning from more cases for the general isability. It would provide a broader picture 
in this ficId. 
This study did not explore how to provide teachers with training in using CALL 
programs. It is an important issue in the effect of using computers in language 
teaching and learning. Hence, such study should be undertaken to inform institutions 
how to train teachers in order to successfully use computers in their language 
teaching. 
With the appearance of new tools, such as web camcras which enable online 'face-to. 
face' communication and more advanced and user-friendly software and online 
programs for language leaming, language learners potentially have more opportunities 
to use computcr-based technology to enhance their development in listening and 
speaking skills. For instance, with a web camera, via online chat rooms such as MSN 
or Yahoo Messenger for one-to-one talk, or Skype for discussion among a group of 
people (three or more than three), learners are able to have online chat to practise their 
speaking skills. Language teachers can organisc a group of students within campus or 
around the world to have an online oral discussion. This type of online face-to-face 
communication may increase the learners' communicative skills, confidence and 
motivation. 
In addition, the increasing interest in mobilc learning has heightened the need of 
research in the use of mobile technologies such as mobile phones and PDAs (a 
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handheld computer) in teaching and learning. CALL tasks with audio and video Mcs 
can be downloaded into the mobile device. It may be more convenient for learners to 
develop listening and speaking skills in any location using a handlicld device rather 
than working in front of a computer. It would be possible for students to practise flicir 
listening skills by listening to lectures and practice their speaking skills by completing 
tasks (e. g. MCQs), recording and checking their voices, or having a video chat with 
other learners around the world. Being able to communicate in any location at any 
time with a variety of people may engage learners to be more interested in using these 
new advanced technologies as a way to develop their language skills. 
Hence, further research is needed in these contexts, with these devices, to develop 
recommendations to teachers and policy makers about how to integrate technologies 
into language teaching and how to guide students to use computers to develop 
listening and speaking skills. This research could explore in dctail the way they arc 
used, and could investigate problem areas, in particular the ways of developing 
speaking skills with new technology, perhaps developing and testing solutions to 
these problems. The potential for these types of tools need full investigation, but my 
suggestion is that it provides exciting opportunities for learners to develop their 
language skills with the new and advanced computer technology. 
8.7 Concluding remarks 
This study has explored the types of computer-bascd tasks for students to develop 
listening and speaking skills, how teachers provided support and how students 
collaborated in using computers in their English pre-scssional courses. 111c key 
findings, as discussed in this dissertation, demonstrate that the computer is a useful 
tool in helping students to develop their listening and speaking skills at their om 
pace. Meanwhile, students bencfit from teacher interventions and help; teachers and 
students both felt that computers cannot replace teachers. It is just a tool, like n tape. 
recorder or television. Teachers still need to provide various types of support and 
organise activities either for individual or collaborative activities to help students use 
computers to develop their language skills. This result suggests that teachers should 
be fully trained to make cffective use of computers. Otherwise, the current situation 
will persist; that is, teachers who like using computer programs for listening and 
speaking will continue to use them and may develop cffcctivc ways of using them, but 
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teachers who do not like using computer programs may still not use them or use them 
ineffectively. Their students may lose opportunities to obtain benefits from these 
computer programs for their language Icarning. 
It is hoped that this study can enrich the research policy and practice in CALL field, 
particularly for supporting listening and speaking and drawing attention to all three 
aspects including individual Icaming, teachers' support and learners' collaboration as 
well as using a variety of research methods in CALL research. It is hoped that the 
findings in this research can help institutions and teachers to gain some sense of how 
to integrate CALL programs into assisting students in developing their listening and 
speaking skills and enhance their language teaching. Moreover, one of the issues 
which emerges from the study is the isolation from native English speakers which 
international students in prc-sessional courses consistently reported. Institutions need 
to address this issue and explore ways to ensure opportunities exist for students to 
meet and speak with native English speakers out of class during their courses in the 
UK. Language ccntres also need to provide opportunities for students to practise their 
listening and speaking skills after class. The findings, from this study, suggest that 
CALL programs can provide good opportunities to students to develop their language 
skills both in academic situations and real life communication. 
The outcomes from this study suggest more institutions or language centres and 
language teachers could take the advantages of development of technology to use 
CALL programs as supplemental tools to support students develop their listening and 
speaking skills both for academic and general English in and out of class. At the same 
time, institutions should encourage Language Centres and teachers to provide support 
and organise a variety of activities to assist students to successfully enhance their 
language learning on computers. Language teachers might use the examples of 
activities found in this study to organise their classrooms activities when using CALL 
materials. Additionally, the results reported here suggest that during the academic 
year, institutions in the UK may not be doing enough to support overseas students 
both in linguistics and culture, and should thus offer extra language training to 
students to cope with their academic study (Bancrjec, 2001, Bamford, 2006 and Jamie 
2006). It is believed that students who consistently work on CALL programs with 
their teachers' support are more likely to improve their language skills which would 
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help them overcome some of the weaknesses in their academic pcrformancc which 
Banerjee (2001) and Bamford (2006) highlighted in their research. 
Finally, institutions and language centres need to reconsider the CPD (Continuing 
Professional Development) issues related to training language teachers in cffcctive 
use of CALL programs in their teaching, both in technical and pedagogical aspects. 
Meanwhile, teachers also need to learn themselves to cffcctivcly integrate computcr 
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A Questionnaire to language centres to search for the use of computers for 
developing learners' listening and speaking skills In TESOL 
Contact letter: 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
I am a PhD student at the Graduate School of Education, the University of Bristol. I 
am doing research in the use of computers for developing students' listening and 
speaking skills in TESOL. I found your contact detail on your language web site. 
Could you please help me by completing the questionnaire below? I would be very 
grateful if you could respond to the questions. It will be very useful for my research. 
Thank you very much. 
Yours faithfully 
Bin Zou 
8-10 Berkeley Square 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Bristol 
Bristol 
BS8 lHH 
e-mail: Bin. zouP-bristol. ac. uk 
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A Questionnaire to language centres to search for the use of 
computers for developing learners' listening and speaking skills in 
TESOL 
Namc: c-mail: From: University of 
1. Do you use computer software or online programs to develop students' listening 
and speaking skills in your TESOL course? 
Compute r software Online p gram 
Yes No Yes No 
Listening 
Speaking 
If yes, which computer software do you use? 
flow many students are there using computer software to develop listening and 
speaking skills? 
How many students are there using online program to develop the listening and 
speaking skills? 
2. Do you use tasks in use of computers in TESOL in listening and speaking? 
Yes No 
3. In what ways do you use the computer software/online program to support 
listening? 
Students access computer software/ Teachers control 




4. In what ways do you use computer software and online program to support 
speaking? 
a. Only pronunciation 
b. Recording students' spoken English 
c. Talking in real time via Internet by audio (e. g. Yahoo/MSN messenger) 
d. Talking in real time via Internet by audio and video with web camera 
e. Students search for information and topic online or computer software and talk to 
each other offline 
S. Is it possible for me to visit your university and have a look at your program of use 
of computers in listening and speaking? 
Yes No 
Thank you very much 
Bin Zou 
8-10 Berkley Square 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Bristol 
Bristol BS8 lHH 
e-mail: bin. zou((Tbristol. ac. uk 
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Appendix 11 
A Questionnaire to students at University Language Ccntrc for using computers 
to develop listening and speaking skills In TESOL 
(This questionnaire aims to explore the use of computer technologies, including 
computer software and online programs, for developing listening and speaking skills 
in your ESL learning. The information will be used for an individual PhD research 
project and your name will not be included. Your co-operation would be much 
appreciated. ) 
Please answer each question by ticking your selection. 


















Out of Listening 
class - Speaking__ 














In class for listeninL 
for speaking 
Out of for listening 
class for speaking 
3. Where do vou use the computer for developing listening and speaking skills? 
At language centre On campus outside 
language centre 
At home Other: 
PICase 
Specir, y 
in class out of class 
Listening 
Speaking_ 
4. What's the uYnal for the netivitv when vou u%e the enmnuter in an ESL class? 




5. What do you do during the process to complete tasks/activities for listening 
anti speakint! with the comnuter? 
Listcn and Listen and take Repetition Presenta- Communi- dther 




6. How often do vou use the followine sneakina activities in usina COMDuters? 
A lot Some. Occasional! y Never 
Practice pronunciation 
Record your spoken English and compare it 
with the original on the computer 
Search for information and topic online or on 
the computer packages and talk to each other 
offlinc in the class 
Talk with other learners in real time via the 
Internet by audio 
Talk with other learners in real time via the 
Internet b video (e. g. a web camera) 
Other (Please specify): 
7. How do vou use the comnuter to develon listenine and sneakine skills in cince? 
Teacher's direction Self-study Other: 
Listcning 
Spcaking 
8. How often do vou act feedback for listenine and sneakine activitieshasks? 
Often Sometimes No, not at all 
Listening From the computer 
From your tutor 
From the computer 
Speaking From your tutor 










9% IT- IP-A2.6p 22 --1- -- A_-I 
7. iiow uo ou preier to ODiain IC CUDaCK on compute -Dasea tasKs-., ' 




10. How much do you like usina comnuters for stnakina activities? 
Very Some A little Not at 
much What all 
Pronunciation only 
_ Record your spoken English and comparc 
with the original computer one 
Search for information and topic online or on 
the computer software and talk to each other 
offline in the class 
Talk in real time via the with other 
Internet by audio learners 
(e. g. MSN Messenger) with native 
English speaker 
Talk in real time via the with other 
Internet by video learners 
(e. g. a web camera) with native 
I 
English speaker 
Other (Please specify): 
11. How much progress have you made in listening and speaking skills with the 
ii-to nf rnmn1ifPrq? 
Lot Some A little None at all 
Listening 
Speaking 
12. Which way do you think you make more improvements in using computers 
fhr tlpvplnn; nu Netoninty nnd meaking skills? 
Teacher's directions In class Self-study Other: 
Listening 
Speaking 
13. Which software or online programs do you prefer to support your listening 
and speaking activities (e. g. SKY, E4SE, TASK, eLanguages, etc. )? 
Listening: 
Speaking: 
14. What kinds of topics from computer software or online program do you 
prefer to discuss with your partner to develop speaking skills? 
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15. How does computers compare to other Medias in developing listening skills? 
Coniputers for developing listening skills for ESL learning is: 
more useful than other tools, such as tape-recorder, radio and TV 
about the same as other tools, such as tape-recorder, radio and TV 
less useful than other tools, such as tape-rccorder, radio and TV 
16.1 vo you n c using tne comp ter to ucvciop your usteni g ana speaKing skills'? 
Yes. Yes, a little. No, not at all. 
Listening 
Speaking 
17. C t-omputers re usem ior im proving ustem g anU SpCaKing SKIIIS: 
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree 
Listening 
Speaking 
18. Which dearce are vou studvint! for? 
Foundation Undergraduate Master Doctorate Other: (pleasEs: Eec: ifHý 
19. What's your gender? 
Male 11 Female 
20. What's your first language/mother tongue? 
21. If you would be willing to be interviewed about your use of computers for 
listening and speaking, please leave your contact details: 
Name: Telephone: E-mail: 
Thank you 
Bin Zou 
8-10 Berkeley Square 
Graduate School of Education 
University of Bristol 
Bristol BS8 lHH 
E-mail: bin. zouabristol. ac. uk 
Mobile Tel: 07841712007 
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Appendix III 
Interview questions for teachers 
(i) What kinds of computer software and online programs do you have for 
developing students' listening and speaking skills in TESOL course? 
(ii) How do you use them? 
2. (i) Do you use tasks in the use of computer software or the Internet to dcvclop 
listening or speaking skills? 
(ii) If so, what kinds of computer-bascd tasks do you use? 
(iii) What topics do you employ to develop listening and speaking skills? 
3. (i) How do you use tasks with the computer software or the Internet in TESOL class 
to develop listening and speaking skills? 
(ii) Why do you do some particular tasks? What's the goal for tasks? 
(iii) What tasks do you think work really well? Why? 
(iv) Are there any tasks that do not work? Why? Can you give some examples? 
4. (i) What kinds of interaction do you have for listening and speaking? 
(ii) What student-student interaction and studcnt-tcachcr interaction look like with 
the use of computer technologies? 
(iii) How can you give feedback to students? 
5. (i)Why do you use computers to develop listening and speaking in the UK? 
(ii) What do you think of the leaming outcomes and benefits of using the computer 
as a tool to support listening and speaking skills? 
6. Are there disadvantages in using computers for developing listening and speaking 
skills? Can you give some examples? 
7. (i) How much do you like using computer-based tasks to develop listening and 
speaking skills in TESOL? 
(ii) Which computer program and computer-based tasks do you prefer and why? 
8. What do you think the Internet supports interactions to promote speaking ability 
with the use of the web camera via the Internet? 
9. What is the difference do you think between use of audio only, and audio plus 
video together in online learning to develop listening and speaking skills? 
10. What are your suggestions and perspective for the potential use of computers in 
developing listening and speaking skills in TESOL in future? 
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Appendix IV 
Interview questions for students 
1. (i) What kinds of computer software and onlinc programs do you have: for 
dcvcloping listening and speaking skills in your English Icarning? 
(ii) How do you use thcm? 
2. (i) Do you use tasks in the use of computer software or the Internet to develop 
listening or speaking skills? 
(ii) If so, what kinds of computcr-based tasks do you use? 
(iii) What's the goal for tasks? 
(iv) What topics do you employ to develop listening and speaking skills? 
3. (i) How do you use tasks/activities when you use the computer software or the 
Internet in ESL class for developing listening and speaking skills? 
(ii) Why do you do some particular tasks? 
(iv) What tasks do you think work really well? Why? 
(v) What tasks are not so good and why? 
4. (i)What kinds of interaction do you have to develop listening and speaking skills? 
(ii)What student-student interaction and student-teacher interaction look like in 
using computers? 
(iii) What kinds of interaction do you think is good? 
5. (i) How do you get feedback in the use of computer software or the Internet to 
develop listening and speaking skills? 
(ii) Which one do you prefer? Why? 
6. Do you think you are making improvements in listening and speaking with the use 
of computer software or the Internet? Can you give some examples of changes? 
7. Do you think if it is useful to use computers to develop listening and speaking skills 
in ESL learning? Why do you use computers to develop listening and speaking 
skills in the UK or Why not? 
8. How much do you like using computcr-bascd tasks to develop listening and 
speaking skills? Which computer program and computer-based tasks do You prefer 
and why? 
9. Are there any disadvantages in using computers to develop listening and speaking 
skills in your English Icarning? Can you give some examples? 
10. Do you think the Internet can support the interactions to develop speaking ability, 
for example, with the use of the web camera? Why? 
I- What is the difference between use of audio only, and audio plus video together 
with a web camera on the Internet to support listening and speaking skills? 
12. What are your suggestions and perspectives for the potential use Of computers to 
develop listening and speaking skills in ESL learning in future? 
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Appendix V 
The workshect in the observation of using online Information In TASK 
(Provided by the teacher in the lesson) 
THE DANGERS OF MISINFORMATION 
EU BASHING 
INTRODUCTION 
Do an information search and discuss thefollowing questions with ), our partner(s). 
You can write your answers on this sheet afieryou have saved It In Afy doninents: 
1) What was the EEC? 
2) When was the EEC created and why? 
3) Which countries were members of the EEC originally? 
4) When did the UKjoin the EEC? 
5) What was the EC? 
6) When was the EC created? 
7) How many members does the EU have at present? 
8) Do UK citizens consider themselves European? 
9) Why might EU citizens not feel part of Europe? 
MISINFORMATION 
In the process of constructing an argument, it is important to provide solid cvidcncc. 
It is essential, as a result, to read critically and to consider whether an information 
source may be biased or not. 
Go the following EU Commission website which monitors newspaper misinformation 
about the EU. Choose an article, read it and make notes in the grid below, which you 
will use later to give an oral summary. 
http: //www. cec. org. uk/press/m3lhs/index. ht 
Publication(s) which 
reported the story 
The "facts" of the story 
according to the biased 
source(s) 
The FACTS according to 
the European Commission 
wcbsite 
DISCUSSION 
1) Why might newspapers deliberately misrcport information? 
2) What are the dangers of misinformation? 
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Appendix VI 
Observation field notes (Observation Four): 
Date/Timc: 6 September 2005/ 11: 20arn - 12: 50am 
Venue: Computer room, Heslington University language Centre 
Number of students: II international students from various countries 
Teacher: I female teacher 
Computer program: TASK 
The aim of this course was to discuss the bias in online newspaper sources. The 
material was from Unit 5, Critical Thinking, TASK. Students searched for 
information on web sites provided in this unit and talked to each other to develop 
critical thinking in academic settings, and at the same time, students developed their 
speaking skills. 
Time Observation Notes Comments 
11: 20 The teacher asked students to talk about bias in pairs or Discussion 
groups. The teacher wrote three types of newspaper in without using 
the UK on the Whitcboard in front of the computer the computer. 
room: The Guardian, The Sun and The Times. (Pairs/groups 
work) 
11: 25 The teacher let students say which newspaper is the 
right wing and which is the left wing. Some students The teacher led 
pointed out some correct answers but others were students' 
incorrect. Then the teacher gave the correct answers: discussion with 




11: 35 The teacher introduced Task 1 and asked students to 
discuss two issues in pairs: 1. A research report on When S4 and 
sponsored by a British tobacco association. 2. A study S5 asked a 
on student library conducted by a library threatened question, the 
with closure. The teacher walked around and explained teacher had to 
to some students who did not understand what the walked out of 
second issue meant. S8 and S9 and S3 and SII asked the computer 
the question about the second issue. room from the 
front door and 
11: 45 The teacher stopped the discussion and asked students walked in from 
to talk about the two issues in class. e. g. The teacher the back door to 
asked "what's the situation? What's going to happen? " S4 and S5, 
S7 answered that the librarian will prove students need because 
it open. They liked to open it, otherwise they would S3 and S11 
lose thcirjobs. The teacher mentioned that there was talked to each 
bias when they did the research. other and the 
teacher could 
not get across. 
The room is too 
small. 
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11: 55 Students were asked to search for the workshcct "Ilic Students startcd 
Dangers of Misinformation" in Media Finder in the to use the 
computer. Each student logged on one computer and computcr. 
the teacher directed students to find the workshcct on (1-2 minutcs on 
the computer step by step: Media Findcr--Multilcvcl-- the coniputcr) 
Integrated Skills--Task-The dangers of Misinformation. 
Then, students were asked to save it in their own space 
in the computer, e. g. 'N' driver. 
11: 56 The teacher asked students to complete the first section Interaction 
of the workshect, "Introduction", to answer questions bctwccn tcaclicr 
about European Economic Community (EEC) and and studcnts 
European Community (EU). Before that, the teacher 
asked students questions how and when did EEC and 
EU set up. The teacher introduced background of when 
and how the UK joined EU. 
Individual work 
11: 58 Students started to search for information about EEC on the computcr 
and EU on the website and typed the answers on the to search for 
screen. There are ten questions on the workshcct and information for 
students were asked to work in pairs, and each student their discussion 
answered five questions. The teacher walked around (7-8 minutcs on 
while students worked on the computer individually. the computer) 
Some students asked the teacher questions during their 
work on the computer. 
Students talkcd 
12: 05 The teacher asked students to stop searching and typing to cach otlicr 
answers and share information in pairs. and to the 
whole class 
with 
12: 10 Sharing information in class. Tcachcr asked the information 
questions, and students answered them. e. g. S9 fro m the 





12: 20 The teacher asked students to log on EU commission flic computcr to 
website, httll: //www. cec. org. uk/pressý/Mhs/indcx. htm, log on the 
to find interesting topics and then find misinformation Intcmct again 
and type notes on the second section on the workshcct to search for 
on the screen. E. g. the topic "banana", what The Sun uscfUl 
reported and what the EU wcbsitc reported. Students information for 
started to log on the wcbsite again to find their their topics. 
interesting topics, read the news on the wcbsitc and (Individual 
typed the answers on the screen. work, 10 
minutes on the 
cOMputcr)____ 
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12: 30 The teacher asked students to stop their searching on Interaction 
the computer and told their partners what they found. between 
E. g. S3 explained her findings on standard loaf size and students with 
summarize what she read on the computer. information on 
the computer 
(12 minutes) 
12: 35 Sl I told S2 her topic on driver Brussels ruling. But S11 Examplesof 
misunderstood what the teacher asked and typed her pairs work 
own opinions instead of what the British newspaper 
reported. S3 explained to her. 
S2 introduced "Let's quit EU linked with America" to 
S 1. S4 talked about EU "Bans Boozing" and S7 
explained "banana". 
12: 42 The teacher stopped the discussion, and asked if they Interaction in 
found any interesting topics. Some students introduced the whole class 
what they found to the whole class. The teacher asked (Still with 
questions or did some explanations during their information on 





12: 48 The teacher asked students to think about the bias and The teacher 
told the whole class that if you used these kinds of bias gave a 
sources, your research was risk. You should tell your summary 
tutor you know it is bias if you use it. 
12: 50 1 Homework. Class was over. 
Notes: 53 minutes 
Working individually on the computer: 20 minutes work with 
Working in pairs or telling the whole class with computer in 90 
information on the computer and looking at the screen minutes class 




Transcription for the interview with one male student in Ileslington University 
Language ccntre 
Date/Time: 27 July 2005 /7 pm Place: In the kitchen In his ilat 
1. ME: What kinds of computer software and online programs do you havc ror 
developing listening and speaking skills in your English learning? flow do you 
use them? 
S: The teacher tells us what to do in the computer room. Them is SKI" pronunciation, 
word stress. 
We also have EASE software introduced by our tutor, especially to dcvclop 
listening skills, follow lectures, skills for seminar. We have two sessions, twice a 
week in computer room, Tuesday and Thursday. We were asked to do cxcrciscs 
on EASE every time. We also do it out or class. If you havc problems on 
pronunciation, we can go to SKY, word stress or other stuff. E, 4SE is very helpful 
for following the lecture, for issues, like styles of a lecture. We listen to part I 
seminar skills, listcn to seminars mostly. 
2. ME: Do you use tasks/activities in the use of computer softwarc or the Intcmct to 
develop listening or speaking skills? If so, what kinds of computcr-based tasks 
do you use? 
S: All, we have lots of pronunciation practice in the computer. We have exercises on 
murder mystery game. And, what else ... (pause) The teacher scnds us 
homework 
to access the Internet to find material of Icaming style. And we discuss the ncxt 
following day, in a group, to find the advantages and disadvantages, and how do 
we compare each other, how to manage our time cffectively. Af1cr the tcaclicr 
tells us what to do, we do individually in the computer room. If you want to use 
(the) computer in the self-access centre, you can use (the) computer after class. 
For EASE, we listen to samples individually, all in the class, we study ourselves. 
Three quarters of time we do individually. Other time, we listcn to the 
introduction. We listen and do exercises. We record, practise notc-taking, 
compare notes with the original ones in the computer. We just follow &ISE. 
EASE was supplemented with notc-taking, light seminars, presentations. We 
don't talk with other students. 
When you do exercises and listening, the teacher may ask 'do you know some key 
words' when you do some note-taking. 
ME: What's the goal for the task/ activities? 
S: To improve listening. After that, the class will discuss the answer, and discuss wily 
you think that, agree or disagree. For pronunciation, sentences, chunking. 
EASE, we develop listening skills in seminars. 
ME: What's the topic for the task/ activities? 
S: It could be news, something interesting, daily life, weather, listen from computer, 
conversations, different people, and accent. Do the task ourselves. 
3. ME: How do you use tasks/activities whcn you use the computcr soilwarc or the 
Internet in ESL class for developing listening and spcaking skills? 
S: In EASE, we selcct main topics, especially for the oncs delivering the lccturc, You 
know the accent, you can hear every word. I think the good part is that thcrc is 
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always help in EASE, you can press the bottom who's giving the lecture, the 
background, practise the title of the lecture. So in the listening part, you want to 
go over what the lecture about, what the background of the lecture. There are 
some instructions to tell you how to use the programs. I think the different type 
of languages, spoken like British, Australian accent. So if you want to practise 
different types of lectures, it will help you. Like before you attend the term, real 
lecture. It's like to listen to a real lecture, very useful. So you will be used to 
lecturer from Australia. The sound is different. I think it's very helpful. Like 
here, the lecturers are from different countries, such as British, Australian 
accents. But listening to word stress, some stresses are heavily in disagree(ing). 
We can listen again, drag back if we want to listen again, but you cannot do it in 
(the) real lecture. In EASE, it's easy to control. It has good instructions, different 
types of lectures. 
It's very useful to have a real lecture, especially learn something in the 
lecture. It makes listeners to have different accents, for example, it would be 
selecting the main topics, especially the one delivering the lecture, you know 
the accent, you can hear every word you study. Samples are very useful. 
ME: Why do you do some particular tasks? What tasks do you think work really 
well? Why? 
S: I think all tasks arc good and necessary. It helps you, even for advanced English. 
According to the tutor, chunking is very important for academic work. You use 
effectively key words, especially in the speaking, delivering a lecture and doing a 
presentation. For listening and speaking, for the whole paragraph, you divide a 
chunk. For example, 'The weather in England is quite ' awful' in one chunk. 
You put stress on the first word or in the word 'awful'. It's good for the speaker, 
because it makes you practise how to make effective or deliver the message in 
one way for listeners. You can catch what the people try to say, you can catch the 
key word, because there is stress between the chunk. The important words are 
stressed within the chunk. 
ME: What tasks are not so good and why? 
S: I'm not sure. All the tasks are useful. 
4. ME: What kinds of interaction do you have for developing listening and speaking 
skills? 
S: We always like to divide into groups of three in the class, do exercises and tasks, 
do listening, speaking, recording, how effective listeners you are, how effective 
speaker you are, identify stress, argue in the group why you decide the full stress, how stress words. 
ME: What studcnt-student interaction and studcnt-teacher interaction look like in 
using computers? 
S: The tutor, she is in the front in the computer room, she do(es) instruction to 
students. She instructs which software we will use today and how it will be used if we have paper to look, answer sheet for the exercise style. And then she goes 
around if you have problems, because it is individual exercise, like word address, 
pronunciation. Then, after, the whole group will discuss that. First, in group of three, or two, afler that, it will be always the whole class. 
For E-ASE, in the computer room, (there is) no interaction with other students. We 
just follow up how the program is going. E, 4SE is supplemented by our note- 
taking, seminars, presentations, lectures. If you find it difficult, you can go back 
to EASE part to listen again. Or you can ask the tutor when you meet problems. 
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ME: What kinds of interaction do you think is good? 
S: I would say the best interaction would be that of the teacher. This is because 
I can always ask the teacher questions related to the topic which I can't use tile 
computer programs. However, the computer programs were very helpful in tile 
recording and playback where I did most of my practice. Also, it's vcry 
convenient, unlike tutors where you have to book in advance and hope they arc 
available. Of course we also need to book for the computers. 
Classmates' interaction also did help although this depends on the level of tile 
group. If the level is high then the group can progress quickly but if thcre arc 
some who are having difficulty with English language then the group will 
progress slowly. I did have experience both kinds of groups and it was 
interesting for me. 
5. ME: How do you get feedback in the use of computer software or tile Internet to 
develop listening and speaking skills? Which one do you prefer? Why? 
S: We usually... when we use the computer, we have an answer sheet, like for 
pronunciation, word stress. When the computer says something or pronounce, we 
have to write the correct answer, the phonctics, on the shcct. Thcn the tcachcr 
gives feedback on that, explains that. I like answering questions on the 
workshect. I think the computer is better, bccausc you can always check on the 
computer, go back to listen, there are always cx=plcs on the computer. I think 
all of the feedback is good. With the computer, but with the groups, the tutor is 
also good. 
6. ME: Do you think you are making improvements on listening and speaking skills 
with the use of computer software or the Internet? Can you give some cxampIcs 
of changes? 
S: Yes, definitely. Especially in words and stress, pronunciation, chunking. Listcn to 
news, conversations. Maybe on the presentation. You can record yourself, listen 
and compare. 
7. ME: Do you think if it is useful to use computers to develop listening and spcaking 
skills in ESL learning? Why do you use computers to dcvclop listening and 
speaking skills in the UK or Why not? 
S: I think... ah, it helps students, because the programs in the computer provide their 
correct (information). The students can have their Icaming at their own pace. If 
you are really..., you can quick make progress by listening to charincls, TV on 
the computer because television programme is available. If student is having 
problems, we can check and go back to exercises in the computcr. How words 
being pronounced, how to listen more carefully, especially the accent. 
EASE is useful, especially for students who are not used to lectures in English 
language. They can learn something, like especially the skills what to listcn, and 
key words, the important part of the lecture in EASE program, so you know what 
you should do when you attend a lecture. 
8. ME: How much do you like to use computcr-based tasks to develop your listening 
and speaking skills? Which computer program and computcr-bascd tasks do you 
prefer and why? 
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S: Very much. I like it very much, cos it's easy, step by step in the programs in the 
computer. You can always check yourself, check the answer. I like the part that 
the computer read the sentence. There are two similar words, sound, you have to 
choose which word is spoken. Then if you make a mistake, you have to go back. 
It's good, very helpful. It's also for listening. 
9. ME: Are there any disadvantages in using computers to develop listening and 
speaking skills in your English Icaming? Can you give some examples? 
S: Failure down, technical problems. I can't think any more. It can't explain the 
further questions. If you need tutorial and curious about something, the computer 
will not be able to answer your questions. 
10. ME: Do you think the Internet can support the interactions to develop speaking 
ability, for example, with the use of the web camera? Why? 
S: Yes, yes. I think Internet provides the web camera, you can speak with your friends 
in the USA, and back home in Philippine with web camera. It's always easier, 
you see them and you are being seen by them. Ah, it also depends if you use it 
for improving listening and speaking. It's important. But I never use the web 
camera. Only chat by text. In general, I don't use the web camera. I don't like 
they look at me when I am on the computer. You should speak with, if you can, 
native speaker, or someone as your level. If you speak to someone below than 
you, that one will improve speaking than you do. 
1. ME: What is the difference between use of audio only, and audio plus video 
together with a web camcra on the Internet to support listening and speaking 
skills? 
S: If it's only speak in audio, you have to imagine what the expression is and the face, 
but seeing the person with the web camera when he or she is speaking, I think 
you can easily understand each other. In audio, she or he might sound happy, but 
in actual, maybe not. (Laughing) She or he might pretend to be. 
12. ME: What are your suggestions and perspectives for the potential use of 
computers to develop listening and speaking skills in ESL learning in future? 
S: I think it's very crucial. I think it's good potential to help learners learn language. 
It should be available. But it's not in Philippine. Maybe it's very expensive. 
ME: How do you think the technology can improve more for listening and 
speaking skills? 
S: Ah, I think they need lots of improvement. In the computer centre, most of 
exercises for listening an speaking skills are from audio. The video is more 
from TV. They can do like we do in the web camera. It would be more 
effective, it would be good. Not only like television programme. We can do 
listening with different English speakers, like Australian, American, or 
Canadian. It might be helpful for learners. 
ME: Any more suggestion? 
S: Mm, maybe free to use. For poor country, it's very expensive to buy a computer 
and use the materials. It should be cheaper, something like to buy a radio. 
(Laughing) If you buy the computer, combined with this software, it would be 
good. It would be nice. 
ME: Any more information? 
S: No. I think that's all. 
ME: OK, Lovely. Thank you very much. 
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Appendix VIII 
Examples of the transcriptions for grouping student Interviewces' responses to 
Question Six together with my initial comments focused on the third category 
6. B: Do you think you are making progress on listening and speaking skills with the 
use of computer software or the Internet? Can you give some cxamplcs of 
changes? 
Document 'Interview SL P 
SIA: Yes. For listening, because you listen and remember the words. For 
pronunciation, I improve the pronunciation, but I forgot fast, much pronunciation. 
(Comments: She thinks she is making progress in listening, because site listens to 
and remembers the words. She also improves her pronunciation. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 2' 
S. 1.2: Yes. It is very useful. I think I made progress, because I heard my voice, rilcs, 
and some kinds of software, SKY problems. Questions on the SKY program, 1,1 fccl I 
make progress in listening. But, the time is limited, once a week, really. 
(Comments: He thinks he is making progress, because he can hear his voice with 
the software. He feels he makes progress in listening. But lie admits the time, 
only once a week, is limited. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 3' 
S1.3: Ah,... I think so. But actually, maybe some months later, maybe yes. I improve 
my pronunciation. For example, I can find which word I can't pronounce correct. 
Sometimes, I can read long words. When I heard my voice, I can hear if it is correct, 
which kind of word I'm not good at pronouncing. 
(Comments: She thinks she is making progress in her pronunciation. For 
example, she can find which word she cannot pronounce correct or which kind 
of word she is not good at pronouncing. She can also read long word3correctly. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 4' 
SIA With listening, I'm sure, yes. Because now when I listcn to the TV, or the 
movie, or computer exercises, is more easily understand. My speaking, it isn't very 
much improvement. Pronunciation, I think is better. I arrived a month agog for 
improving my speaking, I need more time. 
(Comments: lie is sure to improve his listening skills, because it Is ell3ler ror hint 
to understand when he listens to TV, movie, or computer exercises. For 
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speaking, lie has not got much improvement, but he has got improvement on 
pronunciation. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 5' 
S1.5: Yes, dcrinitcly. Especially in words and stress, pronunciation, chunking. Listen 
to news, conversation. Maybe on the presentation. You can record yourself, listen and 
compare. 
(Comments: Ile makes progress on words stress, pronunciation, chunking, 
listening to news, conversation and giving presentation. It is useful to record his 
voice on the computer, and listen to compare. ) 
Document 'Interview S1.61 
S 1.6: Oh, yes, because it's good to record our voice (s), and listen again. It's good for 
listening to catch accent, English accent, because you can't get English accent from 
your friends, you can take it from the computer or teachers. I think pronunciation, 
fluency, (and) accent. Ah, it also helps us how we can use commas, or stops, how can 
we decrease or increase our volume. 
(Comments: She thinks she is making progress in listening and speaking from 
recording her voice, and listening again. She thinks it is good to listen and be 
familiar with English accent, pronunciation and fluency from the computer, 
which she cannot get from her friends. It can also tell them how to decrease or 
increase the volume during speaking. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 7 
S 1.7: Yes, the story improves listening. Sky corrects pronunciation and we can repeat. 
(Comments: lie improves listening with Murderer Mystery Package and 
pronunciation with SKY. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 8' 
SI. 8: Yes. Because for the first time to listen to the lecture, which was held in August, 
I couldn't follow the lecture at all. I can hear what she says (said), but I can't 
understand what she said. But after I do this EASE material, I leamt some important 
words, how the lecture developed. I know that there are some particular sentences that 
the lecture says. By knowing these sentences or phrases, it becomes more (much) 
easier to understand and follow the lecture. I can follow quite well in the lecture now. 
B: Do you improve your speaking? 
S1 . 8: For speaking, it's difficult to evaluate myself. But I say yes. B: Can you give some examples for speaking? 
S 1.8: Because I can learn how to give a presentation, how to move section, how to 
finish, how to catch audience's listening. 
(Comments: She makes much progress in listening than before from using 
EASE. At the beginning of the course, she could not understand what the 
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speaker said in the lecture. Since she has done some work on EASE, she Icarnt 
some particular words, phrases and sentences In tile lecture anti the style of tile 
lecture. Now she can understand the lecture and follow tile lecture quite well. 
For speaking, she learnt how to give a good presentation, for example, how to 
start and finish the presentation, how to move section and how to catch 
audience's listening. ) 
Document 'Interview SL 9' 
SI. 9: Yes, I think so (laughing). For academic listening, it's helpful for my 
understanding the structure and frame of the lecture... for example, how to start with 
something. Maybe more for listening skills. For speaking, improve vocabulary. 
(Comments: She thinks she makes more progress in academic listening, which 13 
helpful for her understanding of the structure and frame of the lecture, for 
example, how to start a presentation. She also Improves vocabulary in 3peaking. ) 
Document 'Interview S2. I' 
S2.1: Yes. Just a little. Yes, I think it's very helpful to learn some idioms, tonguc of 
native speakers. I makc more progress with my own laptop. 
(Comments: He thinks he makes a little progress. Ile thinks it Is very helpful to 
learn some idioms and tongue of native speakers. Ile makes more progress with 
his own laptop. ) 
Document 'Interview S2.2' 
S2.2: Yes. In terms of Streaming Speech, you need more patient because when you 
listen to your own voice, it's terrible. You can only improve your English little by 
little. After a long time, you found you could improve. I found comparing four wccks 
ago, I did improve my listening and speaking, but not very much. 
(Comments: He thinks he is making progress on listening and speaking with 
using the computer. For example, when he uses Streaming Speech to listen to 
his 
own voice, he thinks it is terrible, so he has to be more patient to do tasks on it. 
He thinks he needs to improve his English little by little. He States, "I found 
comparing 4 weeks ago, I did improve my listening and speaking, but not very 
much. " He admits he could improve more after a long time. ) 
Document 'Interview S2.3' 
S2.3: Yes. Absolutely. When I do listening on the computer, my listening improves 
very fast. It's much helpful for my listening. For speaking, the best way is to speak. 
I'm not sure. 
(Comments: She thinks she is definitely making very fast progress in listening 
since she has practised listening on the computer. But for speakingt site Is not 
sure. She thinks the best way for improving speaking skills is to speak. ) 
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Document 'Interview S2.4' 
S2A Of course. I think the Internet is the main reason I make progress is listening, 
more in listening. For example, at the beginning when I come here, I can't understand 
what the teacher said. I just understand some words. I can't understand. I can't be 
used to the speed of the speaking. But after I listcn to the radio for some time online, I 
found it's not so difficult in listening. I think it's also helpful with SKY for 
pronunciation. I think there arc some shortcomings in this software. (Disadvantages? ) 
For example, the content is limited, not board. The method is fixed. You can't judge 
your progress. I think for learners, the emphasize is different. I think the software 
cant' do it. 
(Comments: She thinks she makes progress with using these programs. For 
example, site can understand more in class than when she came to the UK. She is 
used to the speed of English in the UK. ) 
Document 'Interview S2. S' 
S2.5: Yes. Listening, I made progress. I make a significant change in listening, 
especially in news, online program. When I hear the story, or conversation, it's more 
clear. When you listen more, it takes time, when your ear is more familiar, when you 
listen and read. Speaking, is not very useful by online. I use Macmillan dictionary, but 
it's limited. For the program, only record your voice, it's slight useful, very limited. 
When you talk with native speaker, it's much better. You can speak with Computer, 
maybe in future, like you speak with children. When you use this programme, it helps 
you be more familiar with speaking. Because you don't (are not) afraid to make 
mistakes, because you can speak to computer. But read (ing) the news is very useful, 
because I make many grammar mistakes when you speak. But reading news 
programmes, you can improve your grammar. You can see it. 
(Comments: Ile made progress in listening, for example, news, conversations and 
stories. Ile thinks it is a little bit useful to record his voice to improve his 
speaking and it is very limited. However, he also admits that the computer can 
help him be more used to speaking, because he is not afraid to make errors to 
speak to the computer. ) 
Document 'Interview with group P 
S3: Maybe a little. We can't get useful ideas. Just for speaking. 
S2: If I talk with teacher, I can improve my speaking. 
Document 'Interview ivith group 2' 
S 1: Yes. A little. 
B: What about you? 
S2: Sorry, I don't catch your meaning? 
B: Did you improve? 
S2: Yes, a little. 
B: And you? 
S3, S4 and S5: Yes, a little. 
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S 1: Because... I do not use very often .... What I learn is about pronunciation, sonic 
sounds. 
S2: Maybe I didn't choose the right software. There is no enough time to practise. We 
must practise more, then the skills may improve. 
S5: It takes time to practise. It needs more practise. 
(Comments: All of them think they make progress, but only a little. The main 
reason is that they do not have enough time to do more practice on the 
computer. ) 
Analysis in next stage based on the above results: 
According to the transcripts above, I summarised how many students reported 
improving their listening skills (see 6.3.4 on p. 139) and how many students 
reported making progress in speaking (see p. 141). I then provided examples of 
students' perspectives from above transcripts within the two aspects (see pp. 139- 
141). These reports on improvement, that isq satisfaction or achievement, could 
affect learners' motivation in using CALL programs and increase their efficient 
language learning. I linked similar perceptions from questionnaire data (see 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 in 5.4.1) to support the interview comments (see p. 141). Next, 
I referred to literature from Chapters 2 and 3 to support this finding (see 6.3.4 
on pp. 140-141). Finally, I gathered this result, one of the elements for students' 
motivation, with other key factors focusing on 'motivation' which built up the 
third category on 'CALL tasks for individual learning' in Chapter 6. 
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